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ABSTRACT 
A four-year simulation program t o  develop airworthiness  cri teria  for 
powered-lift aircraft i s  summarized. Al flight phases affected by use of 
powered l i f t  (approach, landing, go-around, takeoff) are treated with 
regard to airworthiness problem areas (limiting flight conditions and safety 
margins; s tabi l i ty ,  control ,  aria performance; and systems fa i lure) .  A 
tutorial   discussion of each aspect i s  given i n  which the general features 
of powered-lift aircraft are compased t o  conventional aircraft. This is 
followed by a presentation of findings based on the  simulation experiments 
of this program as well  as on other appropriate sources. Qualitative and, 
i n  many cases,  quantitative cri teria are proposed. Where c r i t e r i a  cannot 
be defined, problems are discussed and subjects for further study are 
recommended. 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 .1  BACKGROUND 
This  report  summarizes a four-year  program  to  develop  airworthiness 
criteria  for  powered-lift  aircraft.  The  program  consisted  of a series  of 
simulator  experiments  which  were  conducted  on  the  Flight  Simulator  for 
Advanced  Aircraft  (FSAA)  at  the NASA Ames  Research  Center. 
The  initial  simulations  concentrated  on  determining  the  major  problem 
areas  regarding  airworthiness  criteria  for  powered-lift  aircraft  and 
especially  those  areas  where  existing  airworthiness  standards  might  not 
be  appropriate  for  powered  lift.  Later  simulations  addressed  specific 
problems  and  potential  criteria.  The  last  simulation  was  primarily  an 
evaluation  of  tentative  criteria  which  had  been  developed. A more detailed 
review  of  the  whole  program  is  given  in  the  next  subsection. 
The  simulation  efforts  were  supported by analytical  studies  and  de- 
tailed  reviews  of  other  programs  which  were  also  concerned  with  powered- 
lift  airworthiness  or  handling  qualities.  The  following  paragraphs  describe 
those  efforts  which  had a major  impact  on  this  program. 
Reference 1, commonly known 'as  FAR  Part XX, was  the  initial  attempt 
to  formulate  airworthiness  standards  especially  for  powered-lift  aircraft. 
A document  of  this  nature  is  the  ultimate  goal  for  this  criteria  develop- 
ment  program.  Reference 2 was a systematic  review  of  Part XX which  more 
directly  addressed  the  special  problems  related  to  powered-lift  airplanes. 
Another form1 attempt  to  set  forth  civil  airworthiness  standards  for 
powered-lift  aircraft  was  done i  the  British  counterpart  to  Part XX, 
Section P (Reference 3 ) .  
A 1arge.body  of  research  literature on powered-lift  aircraft  was 
available.  Efforts  which  were  directly  aimed  at  civil  airworthiness  criteria 
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were described i n  References 4 through 9. Reference 4 was' specially note- 
worthy because it summarized several NASA flight t e s t  programs involving 
actual powered-lift airplanes and proposed a number of c r i t e r i a .  
In addition, a large body of literature representing programs of a 
more limited scope than those above influenced the conduct of t h i s  program. 
One concurrent simulation research program having a significant impact on 
the work reported here i s  described in Reference 10. The contributions o f  
various programs are indicated throughout the sections of this report by 
specific reference. 
We should also note two current flight t e s t  programs which can be 
expected t o  have a major influence on the ultimate airworthiness standards. 
The f irst  of these i s  a research program being conducted at the NASA  mes 
Research Center with the Augmentor Wing J e t  STOL Research Aircraft (AWJSRA). 
The second i s  part  of the A i r  Force competition t o  develop an Advanced 
Medium SML Transport (AMST). The  two competing designs are the Boeing 
YC-14 and the McDonnell Douglas YC-15. 
1.2 PROGRAM HIS WRY 
This program originated  in  mid 1972 as a jo in t  FAAINASA e f fo r t   t o  use 
manned simulation t o  develop STOL airworthiness criteria. Major milestones 
i n  this program a re   l i s t ed   i n  Table 1-1 and are discussed below. 
The f i r s t  formal simulation period i n  this program was begun i n  October 
1972 using an STI-developed model of the Breguet 941s as the subject air- 
plane. This model was intended to reflect  the general  characterist ics of 
deflected-slipqtream powered-lift airplanes. During this first simulation, 
general   test  procedures were developed which were used i n  subsequent simu- 
lations.  A re la t ively broad range of operations was investigated including 
t ransi t ion from cruise to approach, approach and landing, go-around, and 
takeoff. Several approach cases were examined by considering different 
approach speeds with and without "transparency, " (d i f fe ren t ia l  inboard/ 
outboard  propeller  pitch which redistributed l i f t  and thus varied  the 
aerodynamic characterist ics).  
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J U Y  
October/November 
April/May 
July/Auwt 
January/February 
June/July 
September 
Noveniber/December 
April/May 
April 
TABm 1-1 
PROGRAM MILESTONES 
September 1 976 
NASA/FAA/CEV Flight  Familiarization 
with BR 941s 
F i r s t  BR 941 Simulation 
Second BR 941 Simulation 
AWJSFtA Simulation 
F i r s t  Generic STOL Simulation 
Second Generic SML Simulation 
F i r s t  Meeting of the STOL Standards 
Development Working Group 
STOL-X Simulation 
Second Meeting of the STOL Standards 
Development Working Group 
NASA/FAA Report on Progress Toward 
Cri ter ia  Developrcent 
Summary Report 
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I n  July 1973 a second subject airplane model was investigated. This 
model was based on the NASA Aupentor Wing J e t  SML Research Aircraft  
(AWJSRA) and allowed us t o  view a design employing a different form of 
powered lift, i .e . ,  augmentor wing. The  same s e t  of flight phases were 
considered as w i t h  the BR 941 . The approach and landing, however, took on 
an increased emphasis. Several approach speeds were examined as well as 
use of different flight path controls (i.e.,  throttle, nozzle angle, direct 
l i f t  control, and direct  drag ' control) .  The documentation of this simla- 
tion, Reference 12, included i n i t i a l  attempts t o  formalize a theory of 
fl ight path/fl ight reference control in the approach and es tab l i sh   c r i te r ia  
based on this theory. 
The BR 941 and AWJSRA simulations examined relat ively complete models 
over a range of piloting tasks. The approach and landing emerged as po- 
tent ia l ly   the most critical piloting task for powered-lift airplanes and 
the area most lacking in effective airworthiness cri teria.  A t  the same 
time, there were indications that various forms of powered l i f t  (deflected 
slipstream, augmentor wing, externally blown flap,  internally blown flap, 
e tc . )   a l l   y ie lded   re la t ive ly  similar flight path control dynamics i n  a 
generic sense. This was more formally developed i n  a para l le l  FAA program 
t o  study STOL transport flight path control (Reference 10). Thus the 
next simulation focused on airworthiness'problems i n  the approach using a 
generic STOL model rather than a specific airplane or specific type of 
powered l i f t .  This generic representation allowed direct  variation of many 
individual features of interest. 
The f irst  Generic STOL simulation was begun i n  January 1974. The ob- 
jectives of this simulation were to study speed margins, flight path control 
power requirements, and f l a r e  and landing techniques. The general form 
of the model used allowed a direct   variation of specific airplane charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  which we wanted t o  study. 
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A second Generic STOL simulation was conducted i n  June 1974 t o  examine 
s t i l l  other specific topics of interest .  These included flight path/flight 
reference cross coupling and short-term flight path response. In addition, 
i n  order to answer questions concerning turbulence realism, the effects of 
the low altitude  turbulence model were studied by comparing the  previously 
used MIL-F-8783B  model and an alternative turbulence model. This involved 
use of a familiar subject airplane, the Twin Otter. The turbulence mdel 
comparison showed no clear  distinction  with  regard  to  realism and use of 
the MIL-F-8785B model continued. The resul ts  of both Generic STOL simula- 
tions were reported i n  Reference 13. 
The f i r s t  SML Standards Development Working Group* (SSDWG) meeting 
was convened i n  September 1974 a t  t he  NASA Ames Research Center. The meeting 
was attended by representatives of the FAA, NASA, E'IOT (Canada), CAA (United 
Kingdom), CEV (France), and ST1 . The objective of this meeting was t o  
review the results of the simulation exercises conducted over the prior 
two years i n  order to propose revisions to FAR Part XX, Reference 1 .  
It was proposed that   the   resul ts  of t h i s  meeting be used as the basis for  
the subsequent simulation phase, i . e . ,  t ha t  known as the STOL-X simulation. 
The STOL-X simulation centered about an a i r c ra f t  design contrived to 
just meet a number of the cri teria discussed in the first working group 
meeting. This hypothetical design was based on an actual preliminary design 
of a powered-lift transport, but modifications were made to   t a i l o r   t he  
characterist ics t o  the proposed cr i te r ia  leve ls .  During the simulation 
period a number of minor variations were made to   bet ter   def ine  the  cr i ter ia  
l imits .  The resul ts  of this simulation experiment are given i n  Reference 14. 
A second working group meeting was convened during April 1 4 5  t o  
further discuss development of airworthiness cri teria especially in the 
l igh t  of the STOL-X simulation: The outcome of these discussions i s  
presented i n  Reference I ? .  This document reflects not only  the data 
* During the second meeting of t h i s  group, the members agreed that the 
working group t i t l e  was  omewhat misleading. It would be more correct 
t o  change "S7DLt1 t o  "Powered-Lift" as the group was concerned only 
with  powered-lift  aircraft and not low-wing-loading STOL a i rc raf t .  
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collected  in  the program reported here but also important inputs from each 
of the working group members and participating  agencies. 
The final program milestone i s  the issuance of this summary report. 
Although reports had been written covering each simulation experiment, this 
overall summary  was considered necessary. The basic objective was to  co l l ec t  
and interpret  the results from all the simulations as w e l l  as outside data 
sources. Another objective was to  c la r i fy  conf l ic t s  between findings and 
hypotheses given i n  the ear l ier  and later simulation reports. This report 
therefore supersedes References 11, 12, 13, and 14 but does not replace 
them as detailed descriptions of the.experiments and results are not repeated 
here. 
1.3 REPORT ORGAIUZATION 
Section 2 i s  a general description of the simulation facilities and 
t e s t  procedures used throughout th i s  program. The remainder of this report 
i s  organized into secti.ons which cover the important aspects of several key 
f l igh t  phases. Figure 1-1 shows this  organizat ion in  a schematic ma+er 
and gives an indication of the program emphasis. The shaded blocks indicate 
the areas of major and minor concern and give the respective report section. 
Each section begins with a general tutorial discussion of the subject 
matter and ends with a presentation of findings from this program. Where 
possible, the results of th i s  program are correlated with data obtained 
from other research programs. Specific criteria are suggested where the 
data  warrant  this. 
The final section, Section 12, gives a summary for  each of the areas 
considered. This includes an assessment of our current ability to define 
appropriate airworthiness criteria and recommendations for additional 
research where it seems necessary. 
Because of the special importance of the longitudinal flight path 
dynamics and of atmospheric disturbance modeling, appendices dealing with 
these subjects are included. 
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SECTION 2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
The following pages summarize the main features of the experimental 
approach taken in this simulator program. The detai ls  of each respective 
part  of thi.s program are covered,in the simulation reports (References 11 
through 14). The elements of the experimental approach which are described 
here are: 
0 Test  procedure 
0 Airplane models 
0 Operational environment 
0 Simulator  apparatus 
0 Subject 'pilots 
0 Data acquisition. 
Each of these i s  taken as a subsection topic. The objective i s  to define 
the important features of the experimental approach. 
2.1 TEST PROCEDURF, 
The t e s t  procedure used i n   t h i s  simulation program was, briefly stated, 
t o  examine powered-lift vehicles operating in the terminal areas. T h i s  was 
accomplished tbrough a consideration of p i lo t  opinion, overall pilot/vehicle 
performance, and engineers' observations. There was no s t r ic t  re l iance  on 
any one of these. 
When  we considered any given f l i gh t  phase, it was done within the proper 
context; for example, the go-around f l igh t  phase was always preceded by a 
r ea l i s t i c  approach flight phase. The tasks themselves were made as  rea l i s t ic  
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as possible although the pilots were requested to  carry  out  tasks  in some- 
times unusual ways. For example, f l a r e  and landings using power instead of 
pi tch at t i tude were examined. While t h i s  was a new experience fo r  many 
of the  pilots,  it was conducted within a rea l i s t ic   se t t ing  and with  real is t ic  
landing constraints. In some cases , flight test procedures were examined 
rather than specific flight phases or tasks. One notable example of th i s  was 
approach t o   s t a l l  or high angle of attack conditions. 
The specific flight phases which were considered i n   t h i s  program included: 
0 Takeoff 
0 Transition” from cruise 
0 Approach 
0 Landing 
0 Go-around. 
After examining a l l  of t hese   i n   t he   i n i t i a l  program simulations, it became 
clear   that   special  emphasis should be placed on the approach and landing 
f l i gh t  phases. 
When conducting the simulation experiments, the pilot was normally given 
guidance as to the appropriate piloting technique, special performance ob- 
j ectives , and the nature o r  objectives of the particular experiment. This 
was found preferable to keeping the pilot unaware of test  objectives and 
having him search out problems and solutions on his own. Formality i n  
defining the experiment and pilot instructions varied over the course of 
the program. I n i t i a l l y  a complete s e t  of detailed flight cards were used 
but l a t e r  only oral  briefings were given to the pilot, along with greater 
l a t i t ude  in  examining the problem. In the final simulation period, however, 
we reverted to  the use of detailed flight cards. Not only was this more 
desirable to the pilots but it also forced the experimenter to follow more 
closely  the program plan and objectives. 
It was found tha t  it was e f f i c i en t   t o  have an engineer accompany the 
pilot during the runs t o  take notes and interrogate the pilot for the taped 
record. In general, the most valuable information obtained was through 
direct observations made by the  pi lots  and engineers. 
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2.2 AIRPLANE MODELS 
In  this simulation program, several airplane models were used. We will 
describe each of these  briefly with special notes on model construction and 
significant problems encountered. 
The airplane mdels which will be described in the following paragraphs 
are : 
0 AWJSRA 
0 Generic S'PDL series of configurations 
0 STOL-x. 
The BR 941 model (Volume I11 of Reference 11 ) was developed by ST1 
specifically for this program. The objective was t o  develop a highly 
detailed model of the BR 941S, which was flown by four of the  pilots  prior 
to the simulation program. Special emphasis was given t o  modeling the pro- 
pulsion system including the individual effects of propellers, governor, 
and engines. In  addi t ion to  previously avai lable  f l ight  tes t  data on the 
BR 941.01 , we also used additional f l i g h t  tes t  data  from the BR 941s. These 
l a t t e r  data were collected during the f l i gh t s  made in preparation for this 
program. Development of the model included one short simulation period 
with the same four pilots to fine tune the model. 
One important feature of the BR 941 model was use of analytical functions 
t o  describe the aerodynamic, propulsion, and landing gear parts of the model. 
This was in contrast  with the usual use of tables to define characteristics. 
One important advantage i n  doing this w a s  the reduction in   t he  total number 
of parameters t o  define the model. For example, tables of lift coefficient 
values involving several hundred numbers could be replaced by a few coeffi- 
cients t o  describe an analytic function. Another advantage was that  it was 
eas ie r   to  adjust parameters t o   f i ne  tune the model. 
The BR 941 model was successful in defining a complex and sophisticated 
a i r p h n e  model with an economy of parameters compared t o  use of a tabular 
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definit ion scheme . 
which was developed 
This model was a 'forerunner to   t he  Generic STOL model 
at a l a t e r  phase and i s  described shortly. 
The  AWJSRA model used i n  t h i s  program was an existing NASA computer 
model (Reference 16). It was an early version of a model which has been 
subsequently refined and updated. This model made wide use of tabulated 
aerodynamic data in  cont ras t  to  the  aforementioned program. Some minor 
modifications were made to  the  AWJSRA model for  this program. These in- 
cluded the removal of some propulsion system non-linearities, implementation 
of a separate control D I C  and DDC option, and substi tution of the BR 941 
landing gear model. T h i s  model, l ike the BR 941, was a highly detailed 
simulator model. It allowed operation throughout the  en t i re  f l igh t  envelope 
of the airplane. 
. .  
One important addition to the AWJSRA model was an al l -axes   s tabi l i ty  
augmentation system plus a f l ight   di rector  and a configuration pmagement 
system. The SAS was essentially the same as that used i n  the Latter stages 
of the BR 941 simulation. The flight director and configuration management 
system was one specially designed for  the AWJSRA i n  another program, de- 
scr ibed  in  Reference 17. 
The Generic SML simulator model consisted of a general computer program 
capable of modeling a wide range of powered-lift and conventional aircraft 
types. During the two Generic STOL simulation periods a single basic air-  
plane model was used but  certain  longitudinal  characteristics were varied 
i n  order t o  examine a large number  of configurations. These various longitu- 
dinal models were devised to   carry out spe.cific experiments re la ted   to  
safety margins, f l a r e  and landing, f l ight path control pmer,  dynamic 
response, speed/path cross coupling, and examination of turbulence model 
effects.  In some cases the configurations which were used did not reflect 
realistic powered-lift aerodynamics. They  were deliberately contrived to 
examine certain important handling features. 
The Generic SML computer program i t s e l f  was developed i n  another pro- 
j e c t  and i s  described i n  Reference  10. The  model provides  the  basic ;i 
framework fo r  an airplane  simulation and has .been used i n  simulation pro- 
.x 
" t 
grams involving both powered-lift and conventional airplanes. The 'model 
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was based on an analytic  function  description of aerodynamic and propulsion 
characterist ics much the same as the BR 941 model. 
I .  
The STOL-X model (Voluuie I1 'of Reference 14) was a r ea l i s t i c  powered- 
lift' airplane  configuration  utilizing  the Generic STOL simulator program. 
This configuration was developed'by ST1 t o  explore certain tentative air- 
worthiness criteria. This was done by making the characterist ics of the 
airplane just meet these cri teria.  The configuration was based on a pre- 
liminary design developed i n  an A i r  Force study program (Reference 18). 
I n  more specific terms, this design employed an EBF powered-lift concept 
u t i l i z ing  four turbo-f& engines and was i n  a weight c lass   just   s l ight ly  
lighter  than  the  current A i r  Force AbST '(Advanced Medium STOL Transport) 
designs. One of the special objectives was t o  operate a t  minim safety 
margins; hence the design flight condition involved a l i f t  coefficient of 
about six, a relatively high value compared t o  most powered-lift designs 
to date.  
2.3 OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
The operating environment importalk t o  th i s  program consisted of two 
main parts: the ground environment including the airport and associated 
terrain and the atmospheric environment. The important aspects of each 
of these will be discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The central feature of the ground environment for  this simulation 
program was a 600 t o  1 scale replica of a SYDL port and surrounding country- 
side. m a y  dimensions and markings were l a rge ly  in  accordance with 
Reference 19, but minor modifications were made a t  various times over the 
span of this simulation program. Details are reported in the respective 
simulation  reports. 
The forms of approach guidance provided to the pilot included electronic, 
VASI, and a normal visual scene. Electronic guidance consisted of normal 
cockpit instruments with varying, ILS glide slope and localizer angles and 
sens i t iv i t ies  depending upon the, particular experiment and a i rc raf t .  Varia- 
t ion of some of the electronic guidance parameters was the subject of some 
minor experiments. For example, a localizer offset angle of 6 deg from the 
runway centerline was evaluated during the f i r s t   s e r i e s  of BR 941 experiments. 
Some BR 941 and STOLX experiments involved significant variations i n  glide 
slope angle. The majority of the experiments, however,  .employed a s t ra ight  
i n  approach on a 6 deg glide slope. 
Two types of VASI were utilized during this  program. During some of 
the BR 941 and AWJSM experiments, the VASI consisted of a pair  of fixed 
sighting bars located on the side of the runway. These were later replaced 
by a two-color l i gh t  system. In  general, the VASI systems were used to  en- 
hance the pilot 's outside visual reference during the latter stages of the 
approach. This was an attempt t o  offset  a sometimes marginal video display. 
I n  l a t e r  experiments the VASI  was not used. 
The visual display consisted of a closed-circuit color TV system using 
a 600 t o  1 scale model of the terrain.  The angular field-of-view provided 
was 37 deg ver t ical ly  by 48 deg horizontally. The most severe constraint 
imposed by th i s  was the limit on crab angle i n  a crosswind without losing 
sight of the runway. A standard color TV monitor was used with the picture 
sharpness apparently having some effect  on al t i tude and al t i tude rate  per- 
ception, especially during the flare and landing. 
The features describing the atmospheric environment included random 
turbulence, deterministic winds and shears, and v i s ib i l i t y .  
Vis ib i l i ty  was adjusted by setting the cloud ceiling. This ranged 
from a to ta l ly   v i sua l  approach t o  an IFR approach i n  instrument meterologi- 
c a l  conditions with the ceiling set near the decision height. Missed 
approaches were forced by sett ing the ceil ing to zero.  
The random turbulence model used throughout th i s  program i s  fu l ly  
described in  Appendix B .  .The turbulence intensity was the only parameter 
which was independently varied. Usually the turbulence level was charac- 
terized as either "calm" or "turbulent". Early in  the  program the calm 
condition was perfectly calm a i r .  During l a t t e r  experiments it was  found 
tha t  a leve l  of u A 0.46 m/s (1 .5 f t /s)  was  more satisfactory because 
it would not permit the pilot to f l y  to t a l ly  hands off.  The standard 
turbulent  condition  corresponded t o  u = 1 .37 m/s (4.5 f%/s). T h i s  level 
% 
ug 
I 
i s  exceeded only 10% of the time according t o  Reference x). I n  a few cases 
a 1% turbulence level was used, cr = 2 m/s (6.5 f t /s)  . 
ug 
The main source of atmospheric disturbance in this simulator program 
was  random turbulence, but the question of i t s   va l id i ty   l ingered  throughout 
the program. Some of the subject pilots felt  that  the turbulence level 
which was characterized as having a 10% probability of exceedance was un- 
realist ically severe in the simulator.  Prior to the second Generic STDL 
simulation, a study of various random wind models was made, and a M g e  
number of sources dealing with low-level turbulence models were surveyed. 
Based on analysis, there did not appear to be a significant difference i n  
the net effect of any of the models surveyed. Nevertheless, a short simula- 
t ion  experiment was run t o  study the more widely varying turbulence model 
parameters. This seemed t o  confirm that  the model originally used was as 
rea l i s t ic  as  any of the alternatives, and i t s  use continued throughout the 
remainder of the simulator program. 
It should be noted that i n  a subsequent evaluation of the standard 
turbulence model involving use of the Princeton Variable Stability Navion, the 
model again appeared r ea l i s t i c .  This result i s  reported i n  Reference IO.  
Since the turbulence model used here seems t o  have been shown reasonably 
valid, a t  least quantitatively, the main problem may have been in   the  
subject pilots '  interpretation of a given probability of exceedance. A t  
any rate,  this should not alter the validity of the data obtained from the 
simulator experiments run. Since pilot ratings were obtained using w e l l -  
defined disturbance levels, it i s  possible to reassess minimum acceptable 
boundaries for other levels of disturbance. 
Various combinations of deterministic winds and wind shears were used 
along with the random turbulence i n  some of the experiments i n   t h i s  program. 
During the f irst  two simulation series each s e t  of runs contained a variety 
of wind profiles and turbulence. This was found awkward.  The shear magni- 
tudes were somewhat arbi t rary because no probability estimates could be 
made. A t  the same time it was found that the random turbulence model pro- 
.%Xed random wind shears (as it appeared to   the   p i lo t s )  due to the significant 
low frequency content. For t h i s  reason, during the Generic STOL and SMLX 
simulations the large deterministic wind shears were removed from,the tes t  
matre ,and replaced by a 1/6 power law wind p ro f i l e   t o  provide ,only boundary 
laxer wind shear  effects. 
It was clear from i n i t i a l  BR 941 simulations that wind shears were a t  
l e a s t   a s  important disturbance factors as was  random turbulence, but a more 
recent simulation program (Reference 21 ) provides a bet ter   insight   to   the 
effects of wind shears on powered-lift vehicles. This involved a systematic 
variation of shear magnitude and duration. The vehicles included a rela- 
tively conventional airplane (a  low wing loading STOL) along with a selection 
of powered-lift configurations with various augmentation devices. The 
resul ts  of this experiment are discussed i n  later sections (safety margins 
and longitudiml flight path/flight reference control). 
2.4 SIMULATOR APPARATUS 
The entire simulation program described here was carried out on one 
s imulator  faci l i ty  a t  the NASA Ames Research Center. This consisted of the 
Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA) and a Redifon visual display 
system. The following i s  a brief description of each of these devices. 
The  FSAA i s  a six-degree-of-freedom moving base simulator with an 
unusually large lateral motion capability. The FSAA provided generally 
r ea l i s t i c  motion fo r  simulated flight including the effects of turbulence 
and maneuvering by the pi lot .  Its most apparent limitation was i t s  i n a b i l i t y  
t o  provide a good vertical  acceleration cue during f l a r e  and a t  touchdown. 
It was necessary t o  augment the touchdown motion cue by advising the pilot, 
a f t e r  landing, of his touchdown sink rate.  
The cockpit of the FSAA  was specially configured for the BR.941 and the 
AWJSRA airplane simulations. For the Generic STOL and STOL-X simulations a 
cockpit representative of conventional transports was used. This cockpit 
was generally similar to those specific airplanes mentioned above but 
differed mainly i n  having a center console throttle quadrant.. 
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The'  Redifon  visual  display was a crucial  element  of  the  simulator 
apparatus. This was  because  most  of  the  critical  piloting  tasks  occurred 
at a time  when visual reference was required,  such  as  flare  and  landing. 
The  Redifon  device  used was adequate  for  conducting  this  program  but had 
to  be  ma'intained ,at .its mhximum potential.  It  was  considered  important 
to  frequently  check  the  altitude  and  longitudinal  position  calibrations. 
The  sharpness  of  the  picture  displayed  to  the  pilot  seemed  to  be  the  most 
critical.  aspect of the  visual  display. This was  especially  important  during 
the flare meuver where  sink  rate  and  altitude  perception  was  of  special 
concern %o the  pilot.  The  subject  pilots  were  sensitive to even  the  slight- 
est  degradation  in  picture  quality. 
2.5 SUBJECT  PIIDTS 
A relatively  large  number  of  subject  pilots  participated  in  this  simu- 
lation  program.  These  pilots  represented NASA and  the  civil  aviation  agencies 
of  France,  the  United  Kingdom,  and  the  United  States.  Most of the  pilots 
had  experience in flight  testing  and  experience  with  various  types  of STOL 
or  powered-lift  aircraft.  At  the  sane  time  there  was a good deal  of  diver- 
sity  in  the  backgrounds  of  these  individuals.  Table 2-1 briefly  describes 
the  experience  of  each  of  the  subject  pilots  along  with  any  special  quali- 
fications  pertinent  to  this  simulation  program. 
2.6 DATA  ACQUISITION 
The  data  collected  during  the  simulation  program  were  of  three  forms: 
written  comments,  oral  (taped)  comments,  and  recorded  performance. 
Standard  questionnaire  forms  were  the  basis  for  written  pilot  comments. 
Frequently,  though,  extensive  written  reports  were  prepared  on  specific 
items  encountered  during  simulation ru s. 
Oral interrogation  of  subject  pilots  was  found  to  be  the  most  important 
source  of  information. This could  be  accomplished  during  or  immediately 
following individual  runs. 
TA;BLF: 2-1 
SUBJECT PILOT BACKGROUND 
DON ALEXANDER 
FLIGHT TEST PILOT 
FAA, WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE 
0 Current operational experience 
i n  C-I 41 (7 years). 
perience (7 years ) i n  the  basic 
certif ication of airplanes, 
L-1011, a l l  types of  general 
aviation  airplanes. 
0 Ektensive f l i gh t   t e s t  ex- 
A e.g., DC-IO, Super Guppy, co 
0 Limited STOL experience -- 
Twin Otter. 
0 No helicopter experience. 
0 Limited research  simulation 
experience ( FSM) . 
JOHN CARRODUS 
ASSISTANT  CHIEF TEST PILOT 
CAA (United Kingdom) 
0 Some STOL experience as a cer- 
t i f i ca t ion   t e s t   p i lo t  of 
smaller twin turboprop types 
(e.g., Skyvan) plus a limited 
amount of heavier twin turbo- 
prop types (AVRO 748) and a 
j e t  V/STOL type (Harrier). 
0 Certification experience with 
multi-engine commercial 
a i rc raf t  ( E I  01 I ) . 
0 Limited experience in   he l i -  
copters and light aircraf t .  
0 Considerable simulator exper- 
ience. 
0 Military experience as naval 
f ighter   pi lot  and as   t es t  
pilot  (prixmrily  fighters) ., 
BRYANT CHESTNUTT 
FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALIST 
FAA 
Current flight experience i n  
conventional l igh t  twin and 
DHC-6. Majority of  time i n  
heavy multi-engine (DC- 3, 
DC-4, DC-9) .  
Participated  in STOL evalua- 
t i o n   a t  NAFEC using DHC-6. 
No helicopter experience. 
FAA instructor and check p i lo t  
i n  conventional l igh t  and 
heavy multi-engine aircraf t .  
Extensive experience as nairi- 
gat ion   fac i l i t i es   f l igh t  check 
p i lo t  (DC-3 and DC-4).  
. .  
TABLE 2-1 (Continued) 
LTC . ROBEwl CHUBBOY (US. ARMY) 
R & D SPECIALIST 
FAA 
0 Current rotary wing and light 
single and twin engine fixed 
wing. 
0 Extensive STOL t e s t  and opera- 
t ional experience (DHC-2, 4, 5,  
and  XC-142). Limited expe- 
rience i n  BR 941s. 
0 Extensive rotary wing t e s t  and 
operational experience i n  a wide 
range of helicopters. 
0 Extensive research simulator 
experience i n  a wide variety of 
a i rcraf t  . 
RICHARD GOUGH 
RFSEARCH PILOT FLIGHT TEST PILOT 
GORDON HARDY 
NASA FAA 
Current experience i n  conven- 0 Current flight experience 
tional airplane airworthiness 
L-101 I ,  etc.) .  
craf t  ( CV-340, CV-99, Lear certification programs (DC-10, 
largely  in  conventional  air- 
J e t ) .  
0 Research tes t   p i lo t  for  USAF 0 Limited experience in  several  
flying wide range of conven- , STOL a i rc raf t  (DHC-5, DHC-6, 
t ional  fixed wing aircraf t .  AWJSRA, BR 941s) as research 
(Fighter, bomber, trainer, pi lot .  
1 0 No helicopter experience. - - 
0 Limited STOL experience 
(YC-134,  BR 941S,  AWJSRA). 0 Extensive l ight   a i rcraf t  ex- perience. - 
0 Litt le  rotary wing experience. 
tional single engine fighter/ 0 Considerable ground based 
filitary experience in conven- 
simulator experience. 
0 Research simulator experience 0 R and D subject i n  T l F S  
attack  aircraft .  
(Concorde simulation). i n  a range of handling quali- 
t i e s  experiments (space 
shuttle, DHC-6, AWJSRA, AMST, 
S T D ~ ,  etc. ) . 
TABU 2-1 (Continued) 
Iu 
0 
ROBERT KENNEDY 
FLIGHT TEST PILQT 
FM 
-~ ~~~ ~~~ -~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~- 
0 Seven years experience as FAA 
flight test   p i lot .   (Par t ic i -  
pated i n  STOL project   a t  NAFEC 
using DHC-6 and Heliporter). 
0 Experienced tes t   p i lo t   for  
Piasecki and Vertol i n  ducted 
fan  a i rcraf t  and helicopters. 
0 Considerable ground based 
simulator experience i n  STOL 
programs. 
0 Military  experience i n  wide 
range of aircraft  (f ighter,  
bomber, transport, helicopter, 
etc.) .  
GEORGE LYDDANE 
FLIGHT T?JST PIMT 
FM, WESTERN REGIONAL  OFFICE 
~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ 
0 Extensive l igh t   a i rc raf t  
~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ 
flight t e s t  experience, basic 
certif ication (performance, 
s and C,  and systems tes t ing) .  
0 11 years military flight ex- 
perience (7 years as a f l igh t  
t e s t   p i lo t  - Primary f l igh t  
t e s t  programs include C5A, 
B-52, U2, B-57, Boeing 737 
[T-J+X] )
0 Very limited STOL experience, 
C-I 30, Skyvan. 
0 No helicopter  experience. 
0 Limited research simulator 
experience - FSAA. 
MICHEL ROEARDET 
FLIGHT TEST PIIIST 
CEV (France) 
0 Considerable experience i n  
multi-engine transport air- 
craft as airline captain, mili- 
tary  transport command in- 
structor, and certif ication 
tes t   p i lo t .  
0 Some  STOL experience as 
TRANSALL te s t   p i lo t .  
0 Litt le  rotary wing experience, 
limited experience i n  l igh t  
a i rc raf t .  
0 Substantial experience i n  j e t  
f ighters and bombers .(at .CEV) . 
0 Limited experience i n  research 
simulators.  (Extensive exper- 
ience i n  modern training 
simulators ) . 
\ 
TABU 2-1 (Concluded) 
JOHN RYAN 
FAA 
0 Current experience as f l igh t  
t e s t   p i l o t   i n  NAFEC curved path 
MIS program. 
0 Experienced i n  BR 941s and 
DHC- 6 .  
0 Helicopter experience. 
0 Zxtensive simulation experience. 
?- J. P. VAN ACKER 
TEST PILOT 
CW (France) 
e Current flight experience i n  
military aircraft (fighter, 
transport) and airbus certifi- 
cation program.  Research p i lo t  
for  variable  stabil i ty Mirage. 
0 Considerable experience with 
TRANSALL C160 modified for  STOL 
operation and limited exper- 
ience i n  BR 941s. 
0 Military experience with 
fighterlattack  aircraft .  
0 Extensive simulation experience. 
I .  . 
Various forms of recorded performance data were gathered. Analog 
s t r ip  char t s  of a large number of variables were always taken. Various 
forms.of s t a t i s t i c a l  performance data were also available but sometimes 
were not .taken because the data output increased simulator run time. The 
forms of performance records are shown in   de t a i l   i n   t he   i nd iv idua l  simula- 
tion reports. In general, verbal data were re l ied  on more heavily than 
performance data.  Early in the program it was found tha t  p i lo t  ra t ings  and 
comments would re f lec t  degraded conditions before the performance data would. 
During this program a modified Cooper-Harper rating  scale was used as 
a quantitative indication of task difficulty.  T h i s  scale i s  shown i n  
Figure 2-1. "he modifications from the standard Cooper-Harper scale 
ref lect  the need to  be t t e r  address the matter of airworthiness. Specific 
modifications are wording changes in the decision tree of column one and 
addition of the safety margin aspects of column three. 
One unavoidable d i f f icu l ty  connected with the use of the rating scale 
concerns the role of atmospheric disturbances. Although levels of severity 
of disturbances are not explicitly addressed in  the  sca le ,  there  i s  an 
effect  on ratings depending upon an individual  pilot 's  assessment of proba- 
b i l i t y  of occurrence or exceedance. As mentioned ear l ie r ,  th i s  assessment 
was not  entirely understood. 
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Figure 2-1 
ModLflbd Cooper-Htuper Ratlag S c d e  
Excellcnt  Clearly P i l o t  .compensation not  a f a c t o r   f o r  I Hinlllv dcsirnble odeouote d e s i r e d   u c f o m c e  
~~ ~~ 
EZidUgible deficiencies  ad quate  desired  performme 
Clear ly   P i lo t  compensation not  a f a c t o r   f o r  2 
P a i r  - Some mildly 
unpleasant  deficiencies  ad quate  desired  performnce 
Clearly b t i n i n a l  p i l o t  compensation required f o r  3 
A 
Kinor but annoying Clearly Desired  performance  requlres  moderate , 4 
deficiencies adequate p i l o t  compensation 
v operations Moderately objectionable Adequate  Adcquxtc per formme  requi res  deficiencies considerable  pi lot  compensation 
Very objectionable but k r g i n n l  Adequatc pcrfommce  requires  extensivu 6 
tolcroble  def ic ieccies  p i l o t  compcnsotion 
5 - 
. 
Major deficiencies  Inadequate Adequate  perfornnnce not  t" .hinable with 7 
usutimm tolerable pilot  conpensation 
Acceptable for   Cont ro l lnb i l l ty   no t  i n  question 
failure or   nem Major deficiencies  Inadequate  Considcrnble  pilot  comp sation i s  8 
rcquircd for ccntrol 
Msjor deficiencies  Inodequate  Intense  pilot  c qensation is  required 9 
t o   r e t a i n   c o n t r o l  - 
blnjor deficiencies None Control VlU be lost durlng some port ion 10 
of recuirci   operat ion 
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SECTSON 3 
LIMITING FLIGHT CONDITIONS ; APPEOACH AND UUIDJXG 
b 
This section covers the subject of f l igh t  at, or  approaching, limiting 
conditions of the flight envelope which are   re la ted  to  high angles of attack 
and low airspeeds. In the case of conventional aircraft th is  would corre- 
spond to the region near aerodynamic stall.  For powered-lift aircraft, 
t h i s  region may also be characterized by aerodynamic stall,   but  requires a 
more complex treatment. 
In  order  to  cover the subject, this section i s  organized in the fol- 
lowing manner: 
0 Definition of limiting flight conditions 
0 Approach t o  and recovery from limiting flight conditions 
0 Warning of and deterrent to limiting flight conditions. 
We begin by giving a background discussion of limiting  flight  conditions 
for  powered-lift  aircraft and then  present  related  simulation  results. 
A key difference between conventional and powered-lift  aircraft i s  the 
strong  effect of power set t ing on the  relationship between l i f t  and angle 
of attack. This is Shawn i n  Figure 3-1 i n  which typical plots of l ift 
coefficient versus angle of attack are shown. Note that for  a conventional 
a i rcraf t   there  i s  nearly a one-to-one relationship between l i f t  coefficient 
and angle of attack;  the  variation between power-off and maxim power i s  
relatively insignificant.  On the other hand, for  a powered-lift aircraft, 
a wide'range of l i f ' t  coefficients i s  possible a t  any given angle of attack 
depending upon power set t ing.  O f  particular interest  i s  the fact  that  Ck 
for  a powered-lift aircraft can vary greatly depending upon thrust. Also, 
it is possible for the angle of attack a t  C h  t o  vary with thrust. 
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Figure 3-1: Typical Plots of L i f t  Coefficient versus Angle of Attack and Thrust 
I i,, The following pages w i l l  dwell on the behavior of a powered-lift 
I 
1 airplane i n  the region of aerodynamic stall .  The relationships shown i n  
I 
I Figure 3-1 w i l l  be discussed  mre fully and the  simulation  results which 
1 
re late   to   l imit ing  f l ight   condi t ions i n  the region of aerodynamic s ta l l  
w i l l  be presented. 
.3.1 DEFINITION OF LIMIT7NG FLIGHT CONDITIONS ; APPROACH AND LANDING 
The objective of this subsection is  t o  enumerate, i n  some detail ,  the 
conditions which consti tute l imits of the   f l igh t  envelope for a powered- 
l i f t  airplane and t o  give related simulator observations and findings. 
A general definition of limiting flight conditions i s  that they form 
the boundary of the usable flight envelope (we are considering, i n  particu- 
lar here, the high angle of attack/low airspeed boundary). Beyond the 
boundary of the usable flight envelope it i s  assumed that there would be 
a substantial  change in   f l igh t   charac te r i s t ics  which may be to t a l ly  un- 
controllable or, a t  the very least, a cause of major problems i n  a i r c ra f t  
operation. 
Let us begin by considering the case of a conventional aircraft. For 
most conventional aircraft, the power-off s t a l l   i s   l i k e l y   t o  be the defining 
feature of i t s  limiting flight condition. A t  or near aerodynamic s t a l l ,  
conventional f l i gh t  dynamics cease to   ex i s t  and a large percentage of 
aerodynamic l i f t  may be lost  with  only a small angle of attack  increase. 
In some cases the adversity which dominates is  re la ted   to  loss of control 
in the lateral-directional axes.  These limiting flight conditions can 
normally be associated with an angle of attack. In  addition, there can also. 
be a l imiting  f l ight  condition  created by inadequate dynamic pressure, e .g., 
the min imum control speed related to propulsion failure. This, then, would 
be t ied to  a i rspeed as opposed t o  angle of attack. .But, a single equivalent 
airspeed i s  all tha t  i s  needed to essentially define the 1 g l imiting fl ight 
condition for a conventional aircraft (for a given wing loading) whether it 
be primarily a function of angle of attack or of airspeed. The nearly one- 
to-one relationship between C and angle of attack allows this simplification. L 
I 
, . :  , . .  
For the, powered-lift aircraft, the same kinds of adversities can form 
limiting flight conditions. If, however, the limiting flight condition 
. I  i s .  rela~ed"to".aerodynamic s ta l l  there can be a wide range  of airspeeds 
' and angles of a t t ack  a t  which this can occur. This can be descr,Cbed in  
terms of a variety of types of aerodynamic stall. Figure 3-2 i l l u s t r a t e s  
a variety of limiting flight conditions stemming from aerodynamic s ta l l  
and how they depend upon the power sett ing.  
The f i r s t  condition we consider i s  power-off s t a l l .  while this is  
me.aningrul f o r  conventional a i r c ra f t  because it i s  well defined 'and f a i r l y  
invariant, it has less significance in the operation of a powered-lift 
airplane. T h i s  i s .  because the approach speed i s  &ely to be below the 
power-off s t a l l  speed" as shown i n  Figure 3-2. .. , I  , 1  
Next, consider the condition of aerodynamic s ta l l  with ,approach power 
(or  throt t le  set t ing) .  The  two cases we w i l l  consider here &e,;,:l g s ta l l  
a t  approach power and an accelerated. s ta l l  a t  approach power a n d ,  approach 
speed. The l a t t e r  follows a contour of constant blowing coefficient since 
speed and power stay constant. In the case of a 1 . g s t a l l  a t  approach 
power the blowing coefficient increases as the airplane'"sio3F,r . , T h u s ,  C b  
for  a 1 g s t a l l  w i l l  generally be greater than Ck for-  k'.Cibkpt,  constant 
speed s t a l l .  This kind of relationship will be of particular importance 
in  the  discussion of safety margins i n  Section 4. 
, ,  
? .. 
. .  . .  
The f i n a l  case t o  be considered i s  aerodynamic s ta l l  occurring a t  
maximum power i n  unaccelerated flight. As  hown in Figure"3-I, ,this 
represents the maximum obtainable l i f t  coefficient and consequently the 
lowest trim airspeed for a given configuration. 
. .  
It should be noted tha t  any of the types of aerodynamic s t a l l  mentioned 
above can be characterized  in terms of a maximum angle of attack which is, 
i n  turn, a ftmction of thrust coefficient. A t  the same time, any of the 
1 g s t a l l  conditions can also be characterized as a min imum airspeed which 
i s  a function of power. O n l y  the accelerated s ta l l  m u s t  be defined s t r i c t l y  
* Power-off s t a l l  speed, as used here, refers  to  the 1 g stall  speed and 
not  the Vmin normally associated  with  the FAR Part 25 cer t i f icat ion 
process . 
\ 
Max Power lg Stall 
Speed 
i n  terms .of Fimum. angle of a t tack.  In  a l l  cases ,  angle  of attack may be 
the best defining:paraneter because it i s  independent of load factor and 
may not be par t icular ly   sensi t ive. to   throt t le   set t ing.  
A limiting flight condition purely due t o  a lack of dynamic pressure 
i s  an important factor for powered-lzft airplanes.  his kind of 'limiting 
flight condition i s  usually associated with inadequlzte aerodynamic control 
power.  Power set t ing can effect  this  minimum  dynamic pressure just as it 
does aerodynamic s t a l l .  This would be t rue i f  the ailerons or the elevators 
were blown i n  order  to  increase  effectiveness and would probably be most 
c r i t i c a l  following an asymmetric propulsion failure. A s  such, it will be 
discussed at   greater  length  in  Section 8. 
The following are the results of the simulation program which re la te  
to   def in i t ion  of limiting flight conditions and how they appear to   the 
p i lo t  of a powered-lift vehicle. 
FINDING: 
The effects of a 1 g s t a l l  a t  approach power may not be nearly as 
severe i n  powered-lift aircraft as in conventional aircraft. 
DISCUSSION: 
In the BR 941 simulation it was noted that  the effects  of a 1 g s ta l l  
were relatively mild. The p i l o t  f e l t  no abrupt loss of l i f t  and controls 
continued t o  be effective beyond Ck.  This was experienced i n  both the 
simulator and in  the actual  a i rcraf t .  The reason for this is probably most 
strongly related to thrust effects on t h e  a i r  flow ov9r the wing. The 
thrust effects prevent an abrupt flow separation and associated lift loss. 
Thus, even beyond s ta l l   the   var ia t ions   in  CL with angle of attack can be 
mild. 
The implication i s   t h a t   t h e  1 g s t a l l  may not need to  be considered 
as severe a limiting flight condition as in conventional aircraft. While 
flight path dynamics themselves are  severely degraded a t  C h, it may be 
tha t  going beyond s t a l l   i s  not particularly hazardous so long as an abrupt 
loss of lift i s  not experienced. In any event, operating above the 
s t a l l  angle of attack serves no m e r u l  purpose and does came some piloting 
d i f f icu l t ies .  For example, increasing angle of attack increases airspeed 
and ca,n cause a large, rapid increase i n  s i n k  rate. Thus, sustained flight 
i n  this regime should be avoided, although a momentary excursion into it 
._ .. may not be hazardous. 
FINDING: 
In  the case of powered-lift a i r c ra f t  it was found convenient t o  s p l i t  
l imiting flight conditions into two categories: "soft" limits and "hard" 
l imits.  
DISCUSSION: 
These two cases have been normally referred to  as  the Vmin and the CL max 
limits.  It may be, however,  somewhat misleading to  use these specific 
terms. Hence, i n  the following paragraphs the distinction will be made 
using the terms ttsoftt '  and "hard". 
The hard  limit was considered t o  be a point beyond which catastrophe 
was l ikely.  Examples of t h i s  were considered t o  be loss of control  in  any 
axis or an abrupt force or moment change which could lead t o  a loss of 
control. Some examples of a hard limit would include: 
0 A sharp loss of l i f t  following aerodynamic s t a l l  
0 A n  uncontrollable nose s l i ce  or wing drop associated 
w i t h   s t a l l  
0 Uncontrollable pitch up to  a deep s t a l l  Condition 
0 Severe aerodynamic buffet 
0 Stal l ing of an aerodynamic control surface. 
The comon element i n  each of these conditions i s  that they are unsafe to 
encounter. 
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It i s  s ignif icant  that  aerodynamic stall,  per se, i s  not included i n  
the above l i s t .  It was found tha t  aerodynamic s t a l l ,  under certain condi- 
tions, could be considered a soft limit. Such would be the case i f  s t a l l  
were not accompanied by any of the large discontinuities i n  forces, moments, 
or control as mentioned previously. Hence the pi lot  would suffer only the 
degradation of norm1 flight path control because of near zero damping. 
Attitude control about a l l  axes and even la te ra l   f l igh t   pa th   cont ro l  would 
remain. Thus, recovery from such a sof t  l imit  would be easier and safer 
than recovery from a hard limit. If a hard limit were t o  occur pr ior  to  
aerodynamic s t a l l ,  any sof t  limit would have no significance. 
Treatment of aerodynamic s ta l l  as a soft  limit i s  an outgrowth of the 
previous finding. Because of the likelihood that powered-lift vehicles 
can exhibit relatively docile behavior a t  aerodynamic s t a l l ,  it seems 
reasonable to  define  safety margins from an amax which could be greater than 
tha t   for  Ch. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING : 
There i s  some evidence that a limiting flight condition exists beyond 
Ch which involves a flight path divergence. 
DISCUSSION: 
This l imiting fl ight condition corresponds to   the   po in t   a t  which a 
steady-state fl ight condition is no longer possible. Even though the 
pilot holds constant attitude and power, airspeed and sink rate continue 
t o  increase. In  effect ,  this condition i s  a combination of pitch att i tude 
and power for  which the re   i s  ,no stable t r i m .  
A f l ight  path divergence was f i r s t  observed in   t he  BR 941 simulation. 
During s t a l l  demonstrations, the pilot slowly increased pitch attitude as 
he approach C Lmax ( a t  constant power). Further pitch increases would cause 
gradual sink ra te  and airspeed increases. Finally, he would reach a point 
where a slight pitch up would cause a rapid divergence i n  sink rate.  Re- 
covery was possible if  it was in i t ia ted  promptly. The procedure was  t o  
pitch down and add full power. 
The cause fo r  t h i s  divergence was not imediately diagnosed. It was 
first t h o w t  t o  be some deficiency i n   t h e  model since the model accuracy 
a t  high angles of attack was somewhat, questionable due t o  a scarcity of 
data. me condition was l a t e r  recognized as a divergence which could 
occur i n  many powered-lift  aircraft. 
The most direct  means found to define the point of divergence i s  t o  
plot  t r i m  pitch  att i tude  versus angle of a t tack  for  a constant  throttle 
set t ing.  Where the slope &I/& i s  posit ive a normal s table  t r i m  condition 
i s  possible. If the slope becomes negative, then only an unstable t r i m  i s  
possible and a path divergence w i l l  occur i f  a.ttitude and throt t le   are   held 
fixed. An example i s  given i n  Figure 3-3 for  the SXILX sim.ii.ator model. 
Note that the path divergence condition OCCUTS beyond the point of aero- 
dynamic s t a l l ,  C 
Lmax' 
3.2 APPROACH TO AND F3COVERY FFOM UMITING FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
One of .the key differences between powered-lift and conventional 
a i r c ra f t  i s  t h e   r a t e   a t  which l imiting flight conditions are approached 
following a power reduction. In a conventional jet  airplane,  retarding 
the   th ro t t le  does not significantly reduce lift but does cause the  a i rcraf t  
to decelerate.  If the pi lot  holds the pitch attitude, the airspeed de- 
creases and the sink rate increases.  Thus he approaches the limiting flight 
condition (stall)  relatively slowly as airspeed decays. But, for  normal 
approach att i tudes,  even a power reduct ion  to   f l ight   idle  normally does 
not lead to  a s t a l l   o r  even come close. 
The s i tuat ion is  qui te  d i f fe ren t  in  a powered-lift aircraft. A power 
reduction causes a large, immediate loss i n  l i f t .  The angle of attack 
increases rapidly and a reduct ion   to   f l igh t   id le  would, i n   a l l  likelihood, 
take  the  aircraft   into a l imiting flight condition. 
The key differences are then the magnitude and r a t e  of safety margin 
reductions after reducing thrust. The conventional airplane i s  inherently 
more gradual and forgiving, w h i l e  the powered-lift airplane may approach 
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Figure 3-3: Region of Unstable Tr im Cmdi-tions 
(STOL-x ) 
limiting flight conditions nearly as quickly as the pilot can retard the 
throt t le .  
Approach to limiting flight conditions using pitch attitude, on the 
other hand, i s  more similar between powered-lift and conventional airplanes. 
A pitch increase of 1 deg w i l l  cause about the same speed decay whether a 
powered-lift or conventional aircraft (see the example time responses i n  
Figure 5-4). while there i s  an accompanying ver t ical  accelerat ion to  
serve as a warning of the speed reduction, the acceleration cue i n  a 
powered-lift aircraft i s  smaller i n  magnitude and of shorter duration. 
For similar  vertical  accelerations,  the speed decay would be much more 
rapid i n  a powered-lift aircraft. Thus, the acceleration cue would be 
a  less  useful warning. 
The simulation findings i n  this area are relatively quali tative.  
There was no formal variation of the parameters which determine how a 
powered-lift airplane approaches limiting flight conditions. Rather, we 
simply viewed the characteristics of specific simulation models, i n  parti- 
cular the BR 941 and the STOL-X. I n  a l l  of the cases considered there was 
no loss of att i tude control a t  high angles of attack. The intent was t o  
view only f l i gh t  path problems related t o  the use of powered-lift . The 
following findings, then, are limited t o  those characteristics which are 
l ikely to be unique t o  powered-lift airplane designs. 
FINDING: 
Aircraft behavior during the approach to limiting flight conditions 
using one control can depend upon the specific  sett ing of the other control. 
DISCUSSION: 
The approach t o  a limiting flight condition via a power reduction 
depends upon w h a t  a t t i tude is  held, or the approach to a l imiting fl ight 
condition using an attitude increase depends upon the power setting. The 
case of power reduction i s  the more interesting of the two. The variation 
i n  behavior depending upon pitch  attitude  held is  i l lus t ra ted   in   F igure  3-4. 
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Figure 3-4: 7-V Trajectories for Approach to 
If the pilot  of t h i s   a i r c ra f t  were to hold the nose level  ( e  = 0)  and slowly 
reduce power he would follow the trajectory labeled A. The limiting flight 
condition, as shown by the shaded boundary, would be approached direct ly  
and nearly as rapidly as the rate a t  wl&h the  pilot   retards  the  thrott le.  
If, on the other hand, the pitch att i tude were he ld  a t  4 deg nose dam, then 
a power reduction would result  in  following  the  trajectory  labeled B. 
Instead of approaching the l imiting fl ight condition, the aircraft  would, 
a t  some point, begin to accelerate and end i n  a gliding condition safely 
above the power-off s t a l l .  This general behavi.or would hold f a i r l y  inde- 
pendently of how slowly or rapidly the throttle is  moved. 
The trajectories shown in the figure actually represent the STOL-X 
simulation model. The behavior described was  clearly observable by the 
subject pilots and the general behavior is  l i k e l y   t o  be present i n  other 
powered-lift designs. The main point, though, i s  that the way i n  which 
limiting flight conditions are approached can depend upon how the  f l ight  
path controls are set .  
The corresponding ease for  approach to l imiting fl ight conditions 
using attitude with power f ixed  i s  somewhat t r i v i a l .  The main feature 
i s  simply tha t   t he   s t a l l  speed or maximum angle of attack which defines 
the limiting flight condition can vary significantly with power sett ing.  
FINDING: 
Approach t o  a l imiting fl ight condition appears t o  be more rapid and 
hazardous with power reduction than with a pitch up. 
DISCUSSION: 
I n  most of the powered-lift designs simulated i n  this program the 
subject pilots noted that following an abrupt power reduction the angle 
of attack began to   bui ld   rapidly and tha t  if  the  att i tude were suff ic ient ly  
high an aerodynamic s t a l l  occurred almost immediately. A s  mentioned pre- 
viously,' an abrupt approach t o   s t a l l  by pitching up i s  accompanied by a 
substantial increase i n  normal acceleration. A t  the same time there i s  
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an opposing  force  from  the  attitude  controller. If power  is  rapidly  re- 
duced,  the  pilot  experiences  only a decrease in normal  acceleration. He 
has  no  corresponding  force  cues in the  throttle  controller.  This  problem 
has a direct  impact  on  the  requirements  for  warning  and  deterrent  to 
limiting  flight  conditions. A discussion  on  this will be  continued in 
the  next  subsection. 
FINDING: 
Recovery  using a power  application  and  holding  attitude  is sualy 
effective. 
DISCUSSION: 
The  subject  of  recovery  from  limiting  flight  conditions  was  studied 
most  during  the  BR 941 simulations. For that  particular  simulation  model 
it was found  that,  where  the  throttle  is an effective  device  for  rapidly 
approaching  limiting  flight  conditions,  it  is  conversely  an  effective  device 
for  reversing  the  process  and  effecting a recovery.  The  effectiveness  of 
power  as a recovery  device  does,  however,  depend  on how deeply  the  limiting 
flight  condition  has  been  penetrated. In the  case  of  the BR 941 simula- 
tion  model  there  was a flight  path  divergence,  as  mentioned  previously, 
which  could  preclude  successful  recovery  unless  initiated  promptly. In 
an actual  airplane,  this  same  condition  could  be  present.  However,  there 
could  also  be a serious  degradation of the  propulsion  system in the  vicinity 
of  the  limiting  flight  condition.  For  example,  at a high  angle  of  attack 
an actual  airplane  may  suffer a propulsion  system  failure  because  of  inade- 
quate  inlet  air  flow  and  advancing  throttles  would  have no effect.  Under 
such  conditions a recovery  using a pitch  down  would  be  the  only  alternative, 
providing  that  pitch  control  were  still  effective. 
FINDING: 
Under  some  special  conditions,  recovery using power  could  aggravate 
a Limiting  flight  condition  situation. 
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DISCUSSION: 
T h i s  i s  a feature that was observed i n   t h e  'STOL-X simulation model. 
It was a subtle  feature of tha t  model but it i s  mentioned here because 
it could exist i n  other powered-Aft airplane designs and possibly be 
more prominent. 
The condition referred to above i s  i l lus t ra ted  i n  Figure 3-5. This 
i s  a y - V plot similar to the previous one. Consider the case of trajectory 
B i n  which at t i tude i s  held a t  4 deg nose down and power i s  reduced to  
id le .  A s  noted previously, this ends i n  a power-off glide above the s ta l l  
speed. If, i n  that gliding condition, the nose i s  then raised slightly 
to   l eve l  and power i s  then increased a small amount the   a i rc raf t   wi l l  
follow trajectory D which, i n  turn, approaches the l imiting fl ight condi- 
t ion.  Thus, instead of improving the situation, the power increase actually 
aggravates it. 
The physical explanation for such unusual behavior i s  related  to   the 
effective thrust inclination a t  a very low thrust setting. In any j e t  
flap vehicle with near zero blowing, the effective thrust inclination is 
dominated  by the induced drag term. Hence, increasing l i f t  sl ightly with 
the thrust i s  nearly the same as increasing l i f t  s l igh t ly  by pitching up. 
Either way, the airplane i s  slowed and sink rate i s  increased. If th i s  
pers is ts  an aerodynamic staU. could occur. Normally, however, the applica- 
t ion of power would be large enough to  give a more forward component of 
effective thrust, thus reducing sink rate and returning  to   the normal 
approach condition. 
It appears that this very special case of aggravated recovery would 
occur for a minim power sett ing,:  a speed just above aerodynamic s t a l l ,  
and a very slow application of  power while holding attitude. The tendency 
would be s ignif icant ly  reduced, if not eliminated, by pitching the nose 
over or more rapidly advancing t h e   t h o t t l e   t o  maxim power. Since this 
particular problem was never encountered i n  any of the simulated landings, 
i t s  seriousness i s  purely speculative, but it could be more severe for 
another powered-lift design. 
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3.3 WARNING AND DETERRFXI! M LIMITING  FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
From the point of view of current practice, it i s  necessary, i n  powered- 
l i f t  a i rc raf t ,  to  have (i) a warning that a limiting flight condition i s  being 
approached, and (ii) a deterrent to encountering it. While the simulation 
program did not include a formal investigation of Limiting flight condition 
warning and deterrent, there were some' resulting ideas which are worth 
reporting. 
" " " " " _  
. . FINDING:  :'. 
W a m g  'can be chazacterized as an a l e r t  to the   pi lot  that the basic 
control characteristics are starting to change and this warning can be 
made without'  interfering with operation of the  a i rcraf t .  
, 
'* DISCUSSION: 
' ""Fyp2cal. examples of Warning to  l imiting  f l ight  conqtions  are,   for 
example, a s t ick  shaker or the encounter of l igh t  aerodynamic buffet. I n  
the cas,e of powered-lift aircraft warning i s  always appropriate  a t ' the  soft; 
limit (usually Vdn) even though the '   a i rcfaf t  could"go t o  a higher angle of 
attack"'%&thout hazard, i .e. ,  when the hard limit i s  beyond the aerodynamic 
s t a l l .  A warning should always be made at ( o r  'before) s t a l l  because it 
signals the los's of heave damping and the associated fundamental change i n  
control of f l i g h t  path. 
FINDING: 
A deterrent, as opposed t o  a wmning, should be associated with a 
potentially hazardous event and should interfere  with the  pilot 's  action 
i n  continuing past the limiting flight condition. 
DISCUSSION: ' ' 
Typical examples of current deterrents to limiting flight conditions 
w e :  s t ick  pushers; heavy aerodynamic buffet, or a large nose-down pitching 
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moment. For powered-Eft aircraft the same approach to deterrent devices 
seem reasonable. An automatically varying throttle stop might be particu- 
larly effective i n  view of the likely use of throt t le   to   control   f l ight  
path. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
Warning and deterrent devices for approach to   l imi t ing   f l igh t  condi- 
tions by reducing power may require more sophistication than currently-used 
devices. 
DISCUSSION: 
T h i s  i s  primarily because of the  potentially  rapid approach to   l imit ing 
flight conditions from a power reduction as was described previously. In 
the ST0L-X simulation, a column shaker and pusher were used as warning and 
deterrent respectively. The shaker was actuated a t  an angle of attack 
5 deg pr ior   to  an assumed  amax and the pusher was actuated 2 deg p r io r   t o  
tha t  assumed amax. T h i s  warning and deterrent combination was  reasonably 
effective  for approach t o  limiting flight condition via pitching up, but 
was completely ineffective for protection against a rapid power reduction. 
One pi lot ,  who evaluated this system, noted that even a slow thro t t le  
closure caused c o l m  shaker,  pusher, and encounter of a i n  rapid suc- 
cession. With a rapid throttle closure, catastrophe was v i r tua l ly  
instantaneous. He fel t  that  throt t le  c losure inhibi t ing would seem to  be 
the only solution to this situation, however, this might also interfere  
with normal pilot  use of the  throttle  during an approach. 
max 
" " " " " _  
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SECTION 4 
SAFETY MARGINS; APPROACH AND W I N G  
This section addresses the subject of safety margins fo r  powered-lift 
aircraft  operating in the approach and landing f l i g h t  phases. The use of 
powered l i f t  poses significant complications in   es tab l i sh ing   sa fe ty  margins 
compared t o  conventional a i rc raf t .  In  the  first part of this section, 
these complications will be described and discussed to   set   the   s tage  for  
the simulator findings reported in  the second par t .  
A safety margin i s  the separation between a given operating point and 
a limiting f l i g h t  condition. The purpose of safety margins i s  t o  prevent 
excursions into limiting flight conditions. The margins must tolerate  
f l i g h t  condition excursions due to external disturbances and maneuvering 
by the pilot ,  as well  as some reasonable variations and abuses i n  the 
nominal flight condition. 
For any aircraft, angle of a t tack and airspeed are the primary flight 
condition variables. Angle of a t tack i s  the best measure of s ta l l  proximity 
for accelerated and 1 g flight. Airspeed i s  important because i f  it drops 
below t h e  s t a l l  speed, 1 g flight i s  not possible a t  any angle of attack. 
Therefore, the important safety margins are the angle of a t tack and airspeed 
margins. 
The things which affect airspeed and angle of attack, and thus the i r  
respective margins, a re   the   p i lo t '  s controls (attitude and power), and 
external disturbances composed of ve r t i ca l  and horizontal gusts. This i s  
shown schematically i n  Figure 4-1. Note tha t  margins might be described 
i n  terms of these "input quantities" as well as the "outputst1, angle of 
a t tack and airspeed. Another way to  put  this i s  tha t  one can speak of 
margins i n  terms of how much pilot input or atmospheric disturbance can be 
tolerated,   or   in  terms of airspeed and angle of attack margins remaining. 
Naturally, the dynamics of the airplane and the pi lot ing techniques used' 
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t o  f l y  it are important i n  deterlnining the relationship between the input 
controls and disturbances, and the resulting airspeed and angle of attack. 
The following paragraphs will describe these relations,  f irst  for conven- 
tional aircraft, then for powered-lift.  
For conventional aircraft the main safety margin qual t i ty  i s  expressed 
v *  
i n  terms of approach  speed r e l a t ive   t o  a powez-off s t a l l  speed or  . 
We use the symbol M to represent margin, and M to represent specifically 
re la t ive speed margin. The expression of  safety margins i n  terms of a 
simple relat ive speed margin apparently has been adequate for  virtually 
a l l  conventional transport aircrakt 'designs. We feel that  the reason for 
'min 
V 
. .  
t h i s  i s  a strong implied relationship between speed margin and other margin 
quantities such as angle of attack, horizontal and vertical  gusts,  and lift 
margins. The basis of these implied relationships are several aerodynamic 
and geometric quantities which tend t o  be relatively invariant.  The fol- 
lowing i s  a brief  discussion-of,  t&se  .re-Jationships  in  preparation  for 
trying  to  deal;-similarly  with  powered-lift  aircraft. 
For conventional je t  t ransports ,  most of the implied margin relation- 
ships can be derived directly from a plot of. l i f t  coefficient versus angle 
of attack. This i s  shown i n -  Ffgure .4-2. In this f igure,  the l imiting 
flight condition i s  taken t o  be aerodynamic stall  as characterized by C 
and u. Safety margins, then, can be taken between s t a l l  and a given approach 
operating point. The implied margin relationships which sha l l  be derived 
Lmax 
from this  plot  of C versus u will consist of angle of attack margin, IM - L U' 
l i f t  margin, Mn; horizontal gust margin, - and vertical  gust  margin, % . 
The independent variables to be used i n  each of  these implied relations 
wil be relat ive speed margin, , .. - 
g' 63 
Throughout this discussion we re fer  to  the  1 g s t a l l  speed as Veri. For 
most je t  t ransports  this speed is  considerably larger than the certified 
s ta l l  speed, VsoJ because of ce r t i f i ca t ion  t e s t  procedure used. For a 
typical  j e t  transport, the FAR Part 25 limit of 1.3 Vs0 i s  about 1.22 
times the 1 g s t a l l  speed according t o  Reference 22. 
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F i r s t  consider the implied angle of attack margin fo r  conventional 
airplanes. Referring back t o  Figure 4-2 we can see that the angle of 
attack margin between s t a l l  and a given 1 g operating point can be computed 
using  the  ratio of C I?nax t o  C k P p ;  the l i f t  curve slope, Ch; and the 
factor  describing  the roundness of the l i f t  curve near C h, M C k ) .  
Hence, angle of attack margin is: 
Ma A = a - a  
aPP 
Figure 4-3 shows the resulting angle of attack margin versus speed 
margin for  a l ike ly  range of C b, i .e., 2 t o  3, and representative values 
of C I ~ ,  and h ( C h ) .  This shows that  for  operat ion at  minimum ce r t i f i -  
cation speed, 1.3 Vso (approximately 1.22 Vmin), the angle of attack 
margin i s  1 1  t o  14  deg. Reference 22 shows that  a i r l ine pi lots  usual ly  
approach with a 1 g speed margin more nearly 3%. A t  tha t  speed, the angle 
of attack margin i s  roughly 12 t o  I 6 deg. The point of this i s  that if  a 
specific speed margin i s  imposed, a fairly well constrained angle of attack 
margin i s  implied, and it i s  not necessary to impose both speed and angle 
of attack margins. This same idea can be carried further with regard to 
other margins. 
Implied safety margins i n   t e r m  of atmospheric distur5ances, i n  
particular sharp-edged horizontal and vertical gusts, can be shown i n  a 
manner s imilar  to  that  used above. It wil be necessary, however, t o  
consider the absolute airspeed in  addi t ion.  The following margin re- 
lationships thus result: 
qg = (I+ Mv) Vmin s i n  (Ma) 
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Implied horizontal and ver t ica l  gust margins are  plotted i n  Figures 4-4 
and 4-5. Again, they are shown t o  be a strong function of re la t ive speed 
margin. The curves assume a C range  of 2 t o  3 and s t a l l  speeds ranging 
from (33 t o  110 kt, which are representative of current  je t  t ransports .  A s  
before, the point of these plots is t o  show the strong implied relationship 
between various margins and the speed margin. 
Finally, consider the safety margin which i s  indicative of the degree 
of maneuvering ava i lab le  to  the  p i lo t .  T h i s  sha l l  be termed l i f t  margin, 
Mn, and can be defined as the maximum available normal acceleration re- 
sul t ing from a change i n  aerodynamic l i f t .  This is, theoretically,  the 
r a t i o  of C * t o  c If t h i s   r a t i o  were 1.5 then  the  pilot  could 
theoret ical ly  pull 1.5 g i f  he were to  rotate  the  aircraft   instantaneously 
to  the point  of aerodynamic s t a l l .  In  practice this theoret ical  limit i s  
never quite reached. The p i lo t  cannot instantaneously rotate t o  s t a l l  
angle of attack. Hence, there is  some airspeed loss and thus a loss i n  the 
maximum absolute l i f t  owing to   t he ’  reduced dynamic pressure. To keep 
things simple, we shall neglect this factor.  Then l i f t  margin i s  approxi- 
mately equal to: 
LaPP 
Mn (1 + Mv) - 1 2 
This relationship i s  plot ted  in  Figure 4-6. 
To summarize, for conventional transport aircraft the establishment of 
a minimum speed margin effectively implies several other margins. These 
implied margin relationships  are  relatively  invariant because the following 
are   re ls t ively inva.riant: 
0 Airplane geometry, i n  particular,  aspect ratio 
0 Limiting flight condition defined by stall. 
Powered-lift aircraft have, in general, a different  set  of geometric 
and aerodynamic constraints. The resu l t  i s  a d i f fe ren t  se t  of implied 
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Figure 4-6: L i f t  Margin Implied by Relative Speed Margin 
(Conventional Aircraft)  
margin relationships. While this simulation program did not  t ry  to  take 
advantage of implied relationships for powered-lift airplanes, it i s  useful 
to discuss these briefly prior to presenting the simulation results. In  
fact, the simulation program t r i e d   t o  explore the explicit margin require- 
ments for powered-lift aircraft. 
The implied margin relations for powered-lift airplanes can be shown 
in   precisely  the same way that  they were for conventional aircraft; that  is, 
they can be based almost solely on the behavior of l i f t  versus angle of 
attack. The added dimension will be, of course, the effect of thrust on 
l i f t .  The following i s  a brief derivation of the various margin relation- 
ships for powered-lift airplanes. 
~ Relative Speed Margin, Mv: 
By definition, n VaPP - 1 % - C V ~ n >  
aPP 
This i s  s imi l a r  t o  the  conventional a i r c ra f t  speed margin 
definit ion except that  the power se t t i ng   i s   t ha t  of the 
trimmed approach condition rather than power off .  
L i f t  Margin, lMn: 
L i f t  margin i s  defined at approach power also.  It 
can be d i rec t ly   re la ted   to   re la t ive  speed margin i n  a t  
l ea s t  two ways, but some measure o f  powered lift must 
be included. The metric used here i s  the parameter q 
an indicator of the proportion of powered lift t o  
t o t a l  l i f t .  (q i s  defined and discussed i n  Appendix A.  ) 
P' 
P '  
The f irst  way of approximating the l i f t  margin i s  
t o  assume a simple l inear  C versus a relationship between 
the t r i m  condition and stall.  
L 
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L ACL = -Ax,+ L A C  
aCL T J  
acL acL AV ‘J aT & +  AcL - a, - ac, (-. ‘J T aV +“AV 
For l i f t  margin, ACL i s  evaluated with AV = 0 
But ,  fo r  re la t ive  speed margin, V i s  allowed t o  vary 
such tha t  
AcL AV 
cL 
- = - 2 -  
V 
acL 
acL and for  speed margin*, AC = -& +  
L a a  
Thus fo r  l i f t  margin, ACL = -& = C L & L  aa U 
acL 
cL 
cL ac, 
x or ACL = & = -  a &  
‘J acL I - -  1 - vp 
Each of these cases i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 4-7. Based on 
the assumptions made, 
Mn = [(Mv + 1 )2 - I] ( 1  - TIp) 
This provides one implied margin relationship for powered- 
l i f t  airplanes. Note tha t  if  qp = 0, i .e ., no powered l i f t ,  
the expression reverts to that for conventional a i r c ra f t .  
* The thrust variation with speed, aT/aV, is assumed zero. This i s  a 
reasonable approximation for a j e t  engine. 
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Figure 4-7: L i f t  Margin Relationship with Powered L i . f t  
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A second way of approximating the l i f t  margin relation- 
ship i s  also worth noting. It may, i n  fact, prove t o  be a 
be t te r  approximation. This method i s  based on the sketch 
shown i n  Figure 4-8. If C h  for  an accelerated s ta l l ,  
i .e., (q + 1 ) C h r i m ,  i s  re la ted   to  C h  f o r  a 1 g s t a l l ,  
i .e. , ("", + 1 ) 2 C L ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  just as was done i n  the  previous 
method, then: 
Note tha t  i f  q equals zero, Mn r e l a t ive  to  lM is Ps t a l l  v 
the same a i  f o r  a conventional airplane. If qp equals 0.5, 
Dln equals Dlv. eq&h qp'. (wljich- appears t o  be a 
good approximation).  $here, is  l i t t ie-   d i f ference between the 
implied l i f t  margin relationships of e i ther  of the two methods 
described here for IM < .O.>  and qp .:.0.5. This i s  shown i n  
Figure 4-9. 
s t a l l  
If VPstall 
8 .  . .  . _  
v 
. . .  .. 
*. .. 
h. .-le of Attack  Margh, M- : - 
iu 
. .  
The angle of attack margin relation, i f  based on l i f t  
mygin, i s  unchanged from tha t  for conventional aircraft: 
where nZ = CL /C 
. .  
U u L t r i m  . . . . .  
r : 
The values for n m'd ~ ( C L )  may differ ,  however. 
Z a 
Hor: zontal G u s t  Margin, - g' 
The horizontal gust margin differs  from conventional air- 
c l l f t  only i n   t h a t  it i s  based on Vmin a t  the approach power 
sett ing.  Thus: 
CL,, for 19 Stall 
Note: vp is not  necessarily the 
some as vp although  in 
practice they do not differ 
significantly 
STALL 
Figure 4-8: L i f t  Margin Relationship With Powered L i f t  
(Second Method) 
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Figure 4-9: L i f t  Margin Implied by Relative Speed Margin 
(Powered-Lift Aircraf t )  
‘APP 
%AX 
Vertical Gust Margin, : 
g 
The vertical  gust margin i s  identical   to conventional 
i a i rcraf t  i f  related t o  Ma: 
These relationships are plotted againstMv,in the following pages 
t o  show that  there  are corresponding implied masgin relationships  for 
powered-lift aircraft .  
Figure 4-10 shows that the angle of attack margin, Ma, for powered- 
l i f t  vehicles, appears to  be in the same general vicinity as for conven- 
t ional  a i rcraf t  given the same relative speed margin. But it i s  important 
t o  note that with the use of powered l i f t  there i s  more room for  variation 
i n  vp, h ( C * ) ,  and n Thus, although an implied margin relationship 
exists, it i s  less well defined. 
Za' 
The amount of M required for powered-lift may be less than for con- a 
ventional due to  use of a S M L  piloting technique. This, in effect ,  i s  
s t i l l  another source of variation i n  the parapeters which combine to  form 
safety margin requirements. The trend of horizontal gust margin, & f o r  
powered-lift a i r c r a f t   i s  shown in Figure 4-1 1 .  This relationship is, of 
course, a unique f'unction of Mv and V Q for slower ai rcraf t  must be 
infer ior   a t   the  same relative speed margin. 
g' 
aPP' g 
It should be pointed out, though, that  speed margins can be improved 
through use of powered lift. From the sketch of CL versus a and AT i n  
Figure 4-12 one can see how it may be possible t o  significantly improve 
relative and absolute speed margins when given credit   for  the  abil i ty to 
increase thrust. This i s  due to the vertical  shift i n  CL versus a for 
increased thrust. Note that this i s  useful only when there is  a signifi- 
cant and a rapidly  available excess thrust - . AT P ' TaPP 
Finally, in Figure 4-13 the implied margin relationship between 
and is shown. For flight path parameters assumed ( i  .e ., qp, &(Ck), g 
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nk, and Vapp) the   ver t ica l  gust margin i s  somewhat less .   than   for  conven- 
t i ona l  a i r c ra f t .  "he main source of this deficiency i s  the reduced , . 
approach  speed. (Recall = Vapp s in  M .) But a compensating factor  
$2 U 
may be present i n  th i s   sa fe ty  margin. 
If the s ta l l  i t s e l f  i s  non-hazardous then it may be possible to aUow 
an amax greater  than ustan.  Thus, both IM and & would increase cor- 
respondingly. ( In  the  xpressions  given f o r  IM and such an ef fec t  
could be ref lected by an increased & ( C h ) .  ) 
U g 
U g 
Note that the margin approximations given above are general, that i s ,  
they apply to both conventional and powered-lift aircraft. The main 
determining parameters are: 
e a . qP 
O V  
aPP 
The respective values of these parameters tend t o  s e t  any implied rela- 
tionships between re la t ive  speed margin and the other margins. These 
parameters are  re la t ively restr ic ted for conventional a i r c ra f t ,  hence 
there are relatively strong implied marginal relationships. In powered- 
l i f t  aircraft ,  these parameters a re  less  res t r ic ted  in  addi t ion  t o  having 
different  ranges of values. The r e su l t  i s  that implied margin relation- 
ships are looser and are  of a different character than for conventional 
a i r c ra f t .  Therefore, i n  t ry ing  to  develop minimum safety margins fo r  
powered-lift aircraft it i s  more necessary t o  consider each of the various 
safety margins one by one as was done here. 
During the s i d a t i o n  program safety margins were s tudied  in  two main 
ways. F i r s t ,  f o r  several realistic powered-lift configurations the adequacy 
of their  respective margins was noted in the context of routine approach 
and landing operations. Second, for a real is t ic  general  STOL configuration 
a scheme was devised t o  independently vary speed and angle of attack margins 
and exanhe them during routine approaches and landings. Thus, the resul ts  
of this simulation include a s e t  of specific configurations for which there 
i s  some p i lo t  opinion relating to adequacy of safety margins. There was 
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no attempt to   so r t  out which specific margins may be deficient. It i s  not 
knm i f  this i s  even possible. Due to the nature of the testing, it i s  
not fair to  characterize  pilot  opinion of the margins any more specifically 
than the terms of "adequate, marginal, or inadequate." The l i s t  of cases 
for which margins were considered i s  shown i n  Table 4-1 . T h i s  table w i l l  
be referred  to  in  the  findings which follow. 
In addition to the simulator configurations of this program, it i s  
helpful to also consider a number of actual flight t e s t s   i n  which safety 
margins were studied. Those used i n  the following discussion are listed 
i n  Table 4-2. Each case represents a minimum acceptable approach f l i g h t  
condition. Every attempt was  made t o  make these cases as homogeneous and 
as accurate as possible. 
FINDING: 
In this simulation program the smallest margins collectively asso- 
ciated  with a clearly acceptable case were: 
o Relative speed margin, 16% 
0 Absolute speed margin (horizontal gust margin), 9 k t  
0 Angle  of attack margin, 2 11 deg 
0 Vertical gust margin, 2 13 k t  
0 L i f t  margin, 0.2 g 
(These values do not necessarily correspond t o  the smallest margins taken 
on a.q individual  basis as s h m  shortly. ) 
DISCUSSION: 
T h i s  result  was determined by considering the cases Listed i n  Table 4-1. 
If a l l  cases having comments indicative of being less than acceptable me 
set aside, then the case of the BR 941 .operating with transparency a t  
65 kt has the set of smallest safety margins. It i s  somewhat coincidental 
that a l l  of these minim margins were for  the same case but it i s  probably 
CASE 
BR 941 95/0 
95/12 
CR 
CR 
AWJSRA 65/75 
Generic STOL 203 
204 
205 
210 
21 1 
21 5 
21 6 
S l D L X  Baseline 
%P 
&) 
60 
65 
55 
60 
65 
60 
65 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
75 
63.5 
TABLE 4-1 
SAFETY MARGINS FOR SlENLATED CASES 
. . .  
-2 
+3 
-1 
-4 
+7 
+5 
+5 
+5 
+5 
+5 
~ +5 
1 +5 
+5 
I +3 
12 
1 
8 
16 
26 
33 
10 
15 
22 
12 
18 
21 
2 
19 
51 
10 
20 
B 
69 
83 
63 
72 
81 
28 
2 
87 
97 
44 
1 1  
4 
8 
1 1  
17 
20 
5 
1 1  
14 
1 1  
14- 
10" 
15' 
14" 
Mn 
$3) (k t )  
g 
3 
7 
.01 1 
e09 
13 
g .20 
5 
.37 16 
.25 IO 
.33 
13 -33 
1 1  .34 
8 .24 
13 
.04 7 
.y 18 
.24 10 
- 
Mw 
8 
13 
4 
9 
13 
18 
22 
6 
14 
18 
18 
12" 
19" 
15" 
14 
. .  
I 
COMMENT ON MARGINS REFERENCE NUMBER 
Inadeauate 
Marginal 
Adequate 
Adequate 
Adequate 
Marginal t o  Inadequate 
Marginal t o  Adequate 
Adequate 
Marginal t o  Inadequate 
Marginal t o  Adequate 
Inadequate 
Adequate 
Marginal t o  Adequate 
-gin from "catastrophic event" 
AIRCRqFT 
YC- 1 34A 
NC- 1 jOB 
UF-xs 
CV- 48 
BR 941 .01 
AWJSRA 
Transall 
TABU 4-2 
SAFETY MARGINS FOR SEVERAL POWERED-LIFT AIRPIANES 
16 
" a 
8.5 
" 1 5+ 
25 9 
10 
9 
4 
8 
8 
16 
REFERENCE 
NUMBER 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
-- Insufficient inf'ormtion 
t o  compute margins 
a d i rec t  resu l t  of the implied margin tendency described previously. Another 
f a c t  which should be noted i s  tha t  this case was examined extensively by a 
re la t ive ly   l a rge  number of  subject  pilots.  
The safe ty  margins associated with this case should not be interpreted 
as the absolute minima required for powered-lift vehicles. They should, 
instead, be considered as a reasonably f i r m  start ing point.  The e f fec ts  of 
differences in piloting technique and the level of atmospheric disturbances 
need t o  be considered. Tkis particular case will be used as the basis 
of a general discussion of safety margins for powered-lif t  aircraft .  Data 
from other cases will be brought t o  bear fo r  the purpose of making a more 
refined estimate of minimum acceptable safety margins. 
If the above s e t  of safety margins is, i n   f a c t ,  reasonably valid then 
it indicates that  some powered-lift margins may be s ignif icant ly  less  
than those found i n  conventional je t  t ranspor t s ,  but, as  we sha l l  explain, 
they may not lack equivalent protection. First, however, consider the 
obvious differences. The re la t ive  speed margin of this case is  one half 
to three quarters that of a conventional transport ( i f  the conventional 
transport speed margin from 1 g s t a l l  i s  taken to be 22% t o  3%). The 
absolute speed margin or horizontal  gust margin is  only one half  that found 
i n  a conventional je t  t ransport .  Lift margin i s  less than one half, and 
vertical  gust  margin i s  about two thirds. O n l y  the angle of a t tack margin 
i s  approximately equal t o  tha t  found i n  a conventional j e t  transport .  We 
shal l  t ry  to  explain the s ignif icance of these general trends in discussing 
the following findings. 
Note that i n  general the margins associated with this case are similar 
i n  magnitude and relative  proportion  to many of the flight test  cases in 
Table 4-2. This gives additional credence to the simulator data, but one 
basic point should be kept in mind. Much of the flight t e s t  experience 
may have been l imi ted   to  lower levels of atmospheric disturbance than that 
used in this simulation program. Therefore it may not be entirely correct 
t o  make such a d i rec t  comparison. 
FINDING: 
A speed margin of 154 (Vmin) ("",) or  10 k t  (q ) , whichever i s  
greater, appears adequate for the powered-lift vehicles and atmospheric 
conditions considered i n  this program. 
aPP g 
DISCUSSION: 
Based on the experiments conducted during t h i s  program, acceptable 
speed margins were found t o  be s igni f icant ly  lower than those of conven- 
t i o n a l  a i r c r a f t .  While these resul ts  do appear valid for the atmospheric 
conditions considered, the validity of the atmospheric conditions themselves 
a re  open to question. This opinion i s  based partly on the subsequent 
s imulat ion resul ts  reported in  Reference 21. Aside from this recent data,  
it i s  f e l t   t h a t  any safety margins should ult imately be based on f l i g h t  
t e s t  experiments i n  a c t u a l  atmospheric turbulence. 
Before discussing the validity of the experiments conducted i n   t h i s  
program, l e t  us consider the results obtained. A l l  the cases from Table 4-1 
are  plot ted in  Figure 4-14. This shows, first, a p lo t  of re la t ive  speed 
margin versus a pilot opinion indication and second, a plot of absolute 
speed margin. These plots are intended to show the general trend with 
pilot opinion as well as some indication of a cut-off point. The flagged 
symbols a re  an indication of where other margin parameters are probably 
inadequate even  though  speed  margins were reasonably large. The clearest  
grouping of the data appears to be for those cases which a re  be t te r  than  
"marginal . I '  This leads us t o  i n t e rp re t  t he  minimum speed margins as being 
17% (Vmin)app or 10 k t .  These are clearly less than conventional transports 
which a re  22 t o  3% of Vmin and about x) k t .  
It i s  not possible to say, categorically,  that  the minimum margins 
inferred do, in fact, provide protection equivalent to current safety margins 
of conventional aircraft. There are factors,  however, which would explain 
why a generally lower level of speed margin could be sa t i s fac tory   for  
powered-lift  aircraft. These factors  (explained below) a re :  the  l ike ly  use 
of a STOL p i lo t ing  technique,  the abi l i ty  to  rapidly increase margins by 
a p p w n g  thrust, and inherently higher speed w i n g   i n  the bare airframe. 
. . . . . . . .  . , .  
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Figure 4-1 4: Speed Margin Trends 
Firs t  consider  the effect  of piloting technique. In the case of 
conventional aircraft ,  the pilot  i s  l i k e l y  t o  maneuver using pitch att i tude 
as primary control. This necessarily leads to some' degree of airspeed 
excursion even though the   p i lo t  may be attempting t o  maintain airspeed by 
use of t h ro t t l e .  On the, other hand, i n  a powered-lift a i rc raf t ,  the  p i lo t  
i s  u e J y . . t o  . .  ,meuVe,r  using  the  throttle (STOL technique) and, because  of 
a la rge ly   ver t ica l  thrust orientakion, such use of '   the   th ro t t le  will not 
produce a s ignif icant  amount of afrspeed excursion. In  addition, though, 
i n  the event a gust produces 'a large loss  of airspeed rapid addition of 
thrust can significantly increase:speed margins by a significant reduction 
i n  V d n .  These ideas are shown schem&cally i n  Figure 4-15. 
. .  . .. , . ,  , ? 
Another factor  which ac t s   t o  allow smaller speed margins i s  the inherently 
higher speed damping  of powered-lift airplanes. The term speed damping 
refers to the specific restoring force due t o  an airspeed excursion. This 
effect ively t ranslates  into a  time constant for the exponential'decay of an 
airspeed error provided pitch attitude and throttle are held fixed. Higher 
speed damping normally reduces thLs time constant ( this w i l l  be explained i n  
de t a i l  i n  t he  sec t ion  on approach ver t ical  path dynamics). Where a conven- 
t iona l   a i rc rafk  i s  l i k e l y   t o  have an airspeed decay time constant of  approxi- 
mately I 5  sec, a powered-lift aircraft may have a time constant of l e s s  than 
half  that .  I n  e f fec t ,  th i s  i s  a measure of the convective tendency of the 
airframe without t%e action of the   p i lo t .  .: The effect  of speed damping on 
airspeed excursions with throttle and att i tude  held  f ixed is  shown by the 
following  expression: . .  
. .  
.. 
where . - .. .. . 
CJ i s  the REas airspeed  excursion - 
%3 
i s  the FUG horizontal gust '1' 
. .  
Lu i s  the horizontal gust scale length. 
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Figure  & - I = :  Speed Margin Considerations 
(Conventiocal versus Powered Lift) 
In mst cases, this  expression reveals a tendency for powered-lift airplanes 
t o  have somewhat smaller absolute speed excursions than convention airplanes. 
Unfortunately, the factor which plays the biggest role i n  determining 
minimum speed margins &y be inadequately defined. T h i s  i s  the atmospheric 
disturbance i t s e l f  and, in particular, horizontal gusts and wind shear. 
The aspect which is n o t  well known but i s  crucial for determination of 
safety margins i s  appropriate.'relationship between atmospheric distur- 
bance and i ts  probability of occurrence. The speed margins. determined i n  
this program Gt be viewed as conditional t o  the atmospheric disturbances 
used i n  this program. , '  . d  I 
. -, 
. , '  
. . .  
It i s  fa& 'say that the speed margins determined here are heavily 
weighted by the standard random atmospheric turbulence mdel  usea. While 
this level of turbulence seemed severe to the subject pilots, it m y  not have 
. adequately addressed the very lar$e wind shears which have occurred from 
time t o  time in   a i r l i ne  operations'. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING : 
An angle of attack margin of 54 deg appeared adequate for  the powered- 
, ' l i f t  vehicles considered in  this program. 
DISCUSSION: 
* .  
. .  Based on an experiment conducted during the first Generic STOL si&- 
tion program (Reference 13), there, was evidence that some angle of attack 
mrgin was required independent of' speed margin. The device used to  reveal 
this was an unusually sharp break!& l i f t  a t  s t a l l  as opposed to  the normally 
rounded break. This is  i l l u s t r a t ed  in  Figure 4-1 6 .  Thus, 'for any given 
speed margin there was correspondingly less angle of attack margin than 
f o r  a more rounded l i f t  curve. The specific cases which were involved in  
th i s  comparison were : 203, EO&, , &d 205 versus 21 5 and 21 6 .  The first 
group possessed the more rounded break a t  s t a l l  while the last two had a 
sharp break. Cases 205 and 215 both had a speed margin slightly i n  excess 
of 20%. The first was judged clearly adequate, the second, clearly 
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inadequate, i n  terms of safety mrgins. The case which was inadequate had 
a sharp and unrecoverable limiting f l i g h t  condition which occurred a t  an 
angle of attack 10 deg above the nominal flight condition. The other case 
had a re la t ively  doci le   s ta l l  which occurred a t  14 deg above the nominal 
flight conditions, and i n  being docile permitted angles of attack somewhat 
i n  excess of stall.  
In  view of other cases, a l l  the safety margins i n  these two specific 
cases were adequate except angle of attack. While it i s  reasonably clear 
that lack of angle of attack margin was responsible for the inadequacy of 
case 21 5, it i s  not clear w h a t  particular aspect was deficient, i .e., 
vertical gust protection or  ab i l i t y   t o  make attitude or angle of attack 
excursions i n  maneuvering. A combination of both was involved i n  this 
experiment because there was a fa i r   l eve l  of atmospheric turbulence present, 
1 .4 m/sec (4.3 f t /sec)  uu , and the pilots were intentionally abusing 
their pitch attitude and throttle controls. 
g 
A l l  of the cases considered with regard to  safety margins are shown i n  
Figure 4-17, a plot  of angle of attack margin versus pi lot  opinion. Note 
that a consistent trend exists and that the case which f e l l  outside the 
speed margin trends, case 215, now fa l l s   i n   l i ne  with the angle of attack 
trends. T h i s  plot  was used to  infer  the minimum angle of attack margin 
suggested above, i .e . ,  14  deg. 
FINDING : 
A vertical  gust margin of 15 k t  appeared adequate for the powered-lift 
vehicles considered i n  this program. 
DISCUSSION : 
T h i s  level  of vertical  gust  protection was inferred by considering the 
apparent vertical gust protection of a l l  the cases from Table 4-1, i n  the 
absence of any maneuvering. A plot of the cases considered is  shown i n  
Figure 4-18. 
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Note: 
Shaded symbols indicate that .margin 
taken with respect to "hard" limiting 
flight condition. 
Al l  other cases for margin with 
respect to stall having  varying 
degrees of gentleness, i.e., M a  
somewhat greater than indicated. 
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Figure 4-17: Angle ,of Attack Margin Trends 
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Figure 4-18: Vertical Gust Margin  Trends 
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It i s  important to  note  that  there  i s  an overlap between angle of 
a t tack margin and ve r t i ca l  gust margin as determined here. Angle of attack 
margin, per se, seems more re la ted  to  the  p i lo t ' s  use  of the  p i tch  a t t i tude  
control,  while  vertical gust margin i s  .obviously  related  to gust distur- 
bances. Both, of course, concern a d i rec t  margin ' f rom an angle of a t tack 
l imiting fl ight condition. 
. .  I .  
It i s  not possible a t  th i s  time t o  determine a ra t iona l  apportionment 
ofMa and& . For a l l  prac t ica l  purposes, though, use of one or the other 
i s  suff ic ient .  O f  the two, the most log ica l  choice seems t o  be . For 
the values determined- here, % > 15 k t  would be sl ightly conservative for 
approach speeds of 80 k t  or less. Further, i f  m i n i m  % were set  equal  
t o  20 k t   a s  suggested by the SSDWG then it would probably remove any need 
for separate consideration of lM . 
g 
g 
g -  
. .  
a 
We should note that the vertical gust margin suggested by the SSDWG 
(see Reference 15) i s  20 kt .  This . .  larger  value  is  based on matching current 
conventional a i rc raf t  capabi l i t i es .  
FINDING : 
A l i f t  margin of 0 .1 5 g (for  pitch  att i tude  control  use) appeared ade- 
quate for the powered-lift vehicles considered i n   t h i s  program. 
DISCUSSION : 
The .necessity of a l i f t  margin requirement was the subject of some 
debate by the SSDWG. For conventional a i r c ra f t ,  IM does have a strong 
connection with maneuverability since pitch attitude i s  likely the primary, 
f l ight path control.  For powered-lift aircraft, however, M seem less 
important  because : 
n 
n 
i) Throttle i s  the most l i ke ly  primary control 
and ii ) In  any event, a minimum requirement on short  term flight 
path control power ( t o  be discussed i n  Section 5 )  would 
take the place of a lift margin. 
For these reasons the SSDWG decided not to   specify a l i f t  margin a t  this 
time. 
There i s ,  however, a t   l e a s t  one clear  role  for a lift margin require- 
ment, and tha t  i s  t o  provide f o r   l a t e r a l  maneuvering without increasing 
power. Thus a l i f t  margin could be re la ted  to  a turn rate  capabi l i ty  by 
the following expression: 
. .  
. .  
, .  . .  
The l i f t  margins from the simulator experiments of this program are 
shown i n  Figure 4-1 9. A l i f t  margin limit of 0 . I  5 g was inferred 'from 
this, although it i s  not clearly delineated. This i s  close to  the one - . 
f l igh t   t es t   case  (NC-1xB)  for which a reasonably accurate determination of 
Mn could be made. According to   t he  above expression, Mi of 0.15 g 'would 
allow a turn  of 9 deg/sec or 3 times standaxd rate a t  70 k t  i n  the absellce 
of any other   pi lot   or  atmospheric induced angle of attack excursions. 
Single Flag: Low Angle of Attack Margins 
Double  Flag : Combination of Low Speed 
and Angle of Attack Margins 
.5 
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Figure 4-19: Lift Margin Trends 
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SECTION 5 
IONGITLIDINAL STABILITY, CONTROL, AND PERFORMANCE; APPROACH 
T h i s  section deals with the broad spectrum of airworthiness considera- 
tions relating to longitudinal stability, control, and performance i n  the 
approach flight phase. The topics of s tab i l i ty  and control, and of per- 
formance are treated together to preserve and emphasize their strong 
interrelation. 
This section i s  divided into (1 ) piloting technique and (2)  longitu- 
dinal control f’unctions. The piloting technique subsection i s  relatively 
brief and discusses overall guidance and control objectives and various 
methods (piloting techniques) for achieving these. Only a few simulation 
results are given. 
The subsection on longitudinal control f’unctions constitutes the bulk 
of this section. It deals with the behavior of the airplane (i .e., sta- 
bility, control, and performance) as it affects the various piloting tasks. 
This discussion i s  further subdivided according t o  the various longitudinal 
control tasks or feedback loops. In these subdivisions the majority of 
simulation results are presented and discussed. 
Prior to discussing piloting technique, it may be helpful  to review 
the general impact of powered l i f t  on longitudinal stability, control, and 
performance. The  two fuhdamental characteristics which tend t o  differen- 
t i a t e  powered-Eft a i rc raf t  from conventional ones are: 
0 Operation a t  l o w  airspeed relative to wing-loading, 
i .e. ,  high CL 
0 A predominantly vertical force variation as a result  
of a th ro t t le  change. 
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Operation a t  a high CL, the objective of powered lift, can be the 
result  of (a) increased circulation by blowing the wing, (b) mechanical 
deflection of propeller slipstream or of j e t  exhaust using flaps or  
vectorable nozzles, o r  ( c )  a combination of both. The resul t ing high CL 
has a direct effect on the responses of flight path and airspeed to att i tude 
changes and gusts. These e f fec ts  will be discussed in  de t a i l  sho r t ly .  
A re la t ively large ver t ical  force component due t o  a t h ro t t l e  change 
a l so  comes about from the above mechanisms to  ge t  a high CL. The e f fec t  
i s  primarily on f l ight   path and airspeed responses to a th ro t t l e  change 
and caa have a significant impact on piloting technique. This will be 
amplified in the control functions subsection. 
The basic approach of the simulator study was t o  consider the airworthi- 
ness problem and possible  a i rworthiness  cr i ter ia  re la t ive to  the overal l  
pilot/vehicle system. This approach was reflected in  the conduct of the 
simulator experiments. In  ear ly  s tages  the program involved detailed 
sirmilations of ac tua l  a i rc raf t ,  namely, the Breguet 941s (Reference 1 1  ) and 
the NASA Augmentor Wing J e t  STOL Research Aircraft ,  AWJSFA, (Reference 12).  
T h i s  was done t o  observe the kinds of problems naturally occurring and 
their possible connection with a specific gowered-lift concept. The pro- 
gram then progressed to   d i rec t   var ia t ions  of a i rc raf t   charac te r i s t ics  i n  
the generic STOL simulations  (Reference 13). Finally,  after postulating 
possible  cr i ter ia ,  a hypothetical  aircraft  design, which j u s t  met these 
c r i t e r i a ,  SML-X, was devised and simulated (Reference 14) .  
A l l  of the approach simulations employed experienced pi lots ,  a rea l i s -  
t i c  approach task, rea l i s t ic  a i rc raf t  fea tures ,  and a var ie ty  of r e a l i s t i c  
adversit ies.  No heavily augmented configurations were considered.  Pilots 
concentrated on one configuration a t  a time t o  provide adequate t ra ining 
i n  order t o  make f a i r  comparisons. 
5.1 PIIOTING TECHNIQUE 
The following i s  a discussion of the significance of piloting technique 
i n  evaluating longitudinal stability, control, and performance. It i s  a 
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presentation of ideas and terms i n  preparation for the subsections on 
longitudinal control f’unctions. The points covered are piloting objectives 
and various piloting techniques. T h i s  i s  followed by some of the more 
general findings relative to piloting technique. 
The primary piloting task during the approach f l i g h t  phase i s  tha t  of 
vertical  path control.  The vertical  f l ight path control during approach 
involves maintaining an acceptable proximity t o  a nominal glide  path  for 
the purpose of clearing potential obstacles and arriving a t  the point of 
f l a r e  such tha t  a successful landing can be made.  The term flight path, 
as used here, can refer to glide slope deviation, visually perceived f l i g h t  
path angle, altitude, altitude rate, etc.,  depending upon which i s  appro- 
priate for a given situation. 
Longitudinal tasks subordinate to   ver t ica l   f l igh t   pa th   cont ro l   a re  
pi tch at t i tude and flight reference control. While p i tch  a t t i tude  i s  a 
specif ic  unambiguous quantity, flight reference for a powered-lift air- 
plane could be any one of several  parameters, including the common ones 
such as indicated airspeed or indicated angle of attack. So fa r  as  the  
p i l o t  i s  concerned, however, f l ight  reference is  the specif ic  quant i ty  
indicated on the cockpit flight reference gauge. 
The term “piloting technique” refers to the specific way i n  which the 
p i lo t  uses the cockpit controllers to accomplish the tasks of ve r t i ca l  path 
control, attitude control, and fl ight reference control.  The method of 
describing piloting technique which appears most useful i s  i n  terms of 
feedback loops. This i s  a meaningful concept fo r  p i lo t s  and it allows use 
of powerful tools for engineering analysis. Perhaps most important, 
descr ip t ion   in  terms of feedback loops tends to simplify the mathematical 
approach to   pi lot /vehicle  aynamics . 
The basic loop structure involves three primary response variables: 
Pi tch  a t t i tude,  e 
0 Flight  path, FP 
0 Flight  reference, FR 
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and two pilot inputs or cockpit controllers: 
0 Longitudinal  control column 
Throt t le  (or  some equivalent cockpit control lever). 
Under some conditions, the pilot may  make use of additional feedback 
variables (e .g., sink rate ,  engine RPM, or  normdl acceleration) but only 
t o  support and enhance the basic three-variable loop structure. Use  of 
additional variables w i l l  be discussed later. The important point is that 
use of such additional  variables  or of pilot-generated compensation does 
not significantly affect  the description of the piloting technique; 
likewise, for the case of additional cockpit controllers. 
Before describing the ways of forming the p i lo t  loop structure ( i  .e., 
defining piloting technique), consider the pitch attitude control task. 
Regardless of piloting technique, pitch att i tude i s  regulated manually by 
the p i lo t  o r  by an augmentation system. With attitude thus regulated, it 
can be considered as a   cont ro l   in  i tself  i n  t ha t  the p i l o t  can i n i t i a t e  
and sustain changes i n  flight path and flight reference with a change i n  
pitch att i tude.  Atti tude regulation i s  an important simplifying function 
i n   t h a t  it allows the definition of pi lot ing technique t o  involve only 
two controlled variables and two controls. That is, the controlled vari- 
ables are flight path and fl ight reference; the controls are pitch att i tude 
and a single cockpit control lever, normally the throt t le .  
There are two basic ways of forming the pilot  loop structure or pilot-  
ing technique: either pitch attitude can,be used to  con t ro l  f l i gh t  path, 
o r  t h ro t t l e  can be used to  con t ro l  flight path. If pi tch at t i tude i s  used 
to   cont ro l  flight path, it i s  r e fe r r ed   t o  as a conventional o r  CTOL pilot-  
ing technique, also known as a frontside technique. Use of t h r o t t l e  t o  
control flight path  refers   to   the SML technique which i s   a l s o  known as a 
backside piloting technique or slow f l i g h t  technique. These two loop 
structures are shown i n  Figure 3-1. Note that i n  both piloting techniques 
a pitch attitude inner loop i s   ind ica ted .  
The above i s ,  of course, an ideal izat ion of r e a l  p i l o t  behavior. The 
most s ignif icant  omission above i s  various control crossfeeds. A p i lo t  
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Figure 5-1 : Pilot Loop Structure Forms 
might l e a r n   t h a t   t o  go up he should add power and simLiLtaneously pi tch up. 
He'Mould be using a control crossfeed or, in   o ther  words, coordinating his 
inputs. This might,be done t o  enhance the f l ight  path,response or  reduce 
the , f l i g h t  reference excursions. Nevertheless he should be able to  iden t i fy  
e i ther   p i tch   o r   th ro t t le   as   the  primary control for regulating fl ight path.  
If he  use  both  controls  for  adequate performance, his opinion of the 
a i r c r a f t   w i l l  probably be poor. 
. .  
The reason f o r  dwelling on the subject of piloting technique i s  that  
the behavior of an a i r c r a f t   i n  terms of longitudinal stabil i ty,  control,  
and performance i s  highly dependent on the pi lot  control  loop s t ructure .  
The,choice of piloting technique can mean the difference between an accept- 
able airplane or an unacceptable airplane in the approach f l i g h t  phase. 
The foregoing ideas on piloting technique are supported by a number 
of simulation findings. Some of these findings are presented in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs. Others w i l l  be presented in the subsections to follow. 
FINDING: 
Subject pilots routinely were ab le   to   ident i fy  the piloting technique 
which they used as   e i ther  STOL or CTOL. 
DISCUSSION: 
The loop structure appeared sufficiently obvious that the pilot  could 
decide which one he was using. In the case of most pi lots ,  however, 
piloting technique in the simulator was more obvious than f o r   t h e i r   f l i g h t  
experience i n  conventional a i r c ra f t .  In  the l a t t e r ,  some claimed a com- 
bination of controls was used, but i f  pressed t o  give the control used f o r  
rapid flight path regulation, the dis t inct ion could be resolved. 
FINDING: 
The ease of adaption to   the  STOL technique depended t o  an extent on 
a p i lo t ' s  background. 
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DISCUSSION: 
The STOL teckzique was more readi ly  used by hel icopter   pi lots  and Navy 
carrier  pilots  while  the C&L technique was preferred by pilots  with con- 
ventional transport background. This phenomenon  was observed and dis- 
cussed i n  Reference 9, which involved a similar simulation experiment. 
While the   p i lo t  background effect  was observed t o  some ex ten t   i n   t h i s  pro- 
gram, most of the subjects had no problem i n  using the STOL technique when 
desirable. 'The e f fec t  of p i lo t  background was  most noticeable when trying 
t o  f l a r e  using power rather ' than att i tude.  This i s  discussed i n   m r e  
d e t a i l  i n  t he   f l a r e  and landing section, 6: 
FINDrNG: 
The p i l o t  tended to   l imi t  himself t o  only two longitudinal controls 
even though more were available. 
DISCUSSION: 
This was especial ly  t rue in  the la t ter  s tages  of the approach. It Was 
observed primarily in the AWJSRcl experiments (Reference 12)  where both 
nozzle and power control were avai lable  in  addi t ion to  pi tch at t i tude.  
The p i lo t  was ab le   to  use both nozzle and power controls in   the   ear ly  
stages of the approach where corrections could be made a t  a le i sure ly  
pace, but when near the ground, say below 60 m (200 f t ) ,  the nozzle con- 
t r o l  was s e t  and maneuvering was done solely with thrott le.  Atti tude was  
used for airspeed control. The sub jec t  p i lo t s  f e l t  t ha t  t he  use of three 
controls to achieve acceptable performance presented an excessive workload. 
It i s  l i ke ly   t ha t  a three-control technique wil 5e proposed f o r  some 
airplane designs. It i s  snggested that in those cases the burden of proof 
of acceptabili ty be l e f t  t o  the designer. 
The remainder of results relating to piloting technique hill be dis- 
cussed in the context of longitudinal control functions. 
3.2 LONGITLTDINAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
. -  
This  section  deals with the, airworthiness  considerations  ..surrounding 
the  three  basic  longitudinal control  fu ctions: . .  
0 
0 
0 
These three 
Pitch att i tude control 
Flight path control 
Flight  reference  control.--  . .  
control functions are considered within the context of the 
p i lo t  loop structure discussed in the preceding section. Apprpaching the 
airworthiness problem i n  this way a ids   in   ident i fy ing   the   c r i t i ca l   aspec ts  
of the longitudinal stabil i ty,  control,  and performance; and helps t o  
sort out features important to powered-lift aircraft which.may not be so 
with conventional aircraft. 
Prior to considering the individual control loops, several impor;tant 
background concepts are presented. These include ways of representing the 
airplane behavior, elements of individual control f'unctions', and 'dynamic 
featuros of the airplane. 
, .  
In  the followirig pages , several general means are  used. to  represent 
the behavior of the airplane. The f i r s t  of these i s  the input/output 
block diagram which was used i n  the piloting  technique  section and requires 
l i t t l e  explanation. Another way of describing the airplane i s  through the 
y - V curve. This is  useful in describing the steady state variations in 
flight pa'3 angle and airspeed (or fl ight reference) for a range of pi tch 
a t t i tude  and power excursions. The  main shortcoming of the 7 - V curve i s  
the lack of time response information. Airplane dynamics are thus.des- 
cribed u: ing linear equations of motion. Linear equations of motion require 
the use of dimensional stab:'.lity and control deriva'tives and may be ex- 
pressed, tltimately, as input/output transfer fhnctions which r e l a t e  any 
motion quant i ty  to  any given control input. An important s e t  of l inear  
equations 0:' motion made use of , in  this  s tudy are  the so-called "simplified" 
linear equations of motion, which r e su l t  from constraining pitch.att i tude.  
A detailed account of these forms of describing airplane behavior i s  
provided i n  Appendix A. 
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In  order to describe the characteristics of control of any variable, 
certain elements are considered. The elements of a given control function 
include such features as control sensitivity, control power, response 
time, response shape, stabil i ty,  and l inearity.  
Control  sensitivity is the  ratio of an aircraf t  response t o  the control 
input; for example, the ratio of pitch rate to control column deflection 
could be termed pitch rate sensitivity or,column sensitivity. Sensitivity 
can also be considered i n  a short term or long term sense (i. e., high 
frequency or low frequency) . Normal acceleration t o  thrust is an example 
of short term f l igh t  path control  sensitivity while sink ra te   to  thrust i s  
a long term flight  path  control  sensitivity. 
Control parer is the maxim amplitude of motion available with full 
control input; for example, rate of climb using maxim available thrust. 
Again, control power can be applied i n  both a short term and long term 
sense. 
Response time refers  to any of a variety of ways of measuring how fas t  
a particular motion responds t o  a control. For example, for a unit control 
step input, the response time could be the time for a response t o  r i s e  t o  
of i t s  peak excursion. For a f irst  order lag, the r i s e  time to  63.a 
(i .e., 1 - - ) i s  the lag time constant. 1 e 
Response shape i s  a general term which relates the long term response 
to  the  short  term response; f o r  example, a response may r i s e   t o  a peak 
then decay or completely wash out, or the response shape can be some form 
of oscillation. T h i s  i s  subject to a variety of definitions. 
Stabilitp refers  to  the tendency t o  quickly s e t t l e   t o  a steady condi- 
tion. ,If a system is unstable, the divergence may be aperiodic or oscilla- 
tory. Stabi l i ty  i s  usually considered f o r  controls-fixed or controls-free 
but may also include the effects of pi lot  loop closures. A PI0 tendency 
is one variety of closed loop instabil i ty.  
.Finally, l inear i ty  i s  the uniformity of response t o  a control input 
over a range of input magnitudes. . Non-linearities can cause variations 
i n  control sensitivity, response time, or response shape with input magnitude. 
A n y  signif icant  amount of non-linearity i s  presumed undesirable and, as 
such, was not generally considered in these simulations. 
In the following pages each of the three main longitudinal control 
functions will  be discussed and respective simulation results given. The 
main p i n t  of discussion i n  each case will be the  peculiari t ies  associated 
with the use of powered l i f t .  The most important of these discussions w i l l  
be that dealing  with  vertical   f l ight  path  control because it i s  the main 
pi lot ing  task and it di f fe rs  most from conventional a i r c ra f t .  
5.2.1 PITCH ATTITUDE CONTROL 
The objective of this subsection i s  t o  provide a general discussion 
of pitch att i tude control needs for powered-lif t  aircraft .  T h i s  i s  fo l -  
lowed by a brief  presentation of simulation  results which r e l a t e   t o   t he  
subject. 
Minimal attent ion was given to  the subject  of pi tch at t i tude control  
during this simulation program f o r  two reasons.  Firs t ,  p i tch at t i tude 
control has been the subject of extensive handling qualities research 
(notable references for powered-lift aircraft are 4, 8, and X), thus the 
factors involved are relatively well  understood, and i n  this program it 
seemed proper t o  concentrate on the less  understood aspects of f l ight  path 
and flight reference control. Second, use of powered l i f t  tends t o  make 
pi tch  a t t i tude  control  less important because i n  most cases a STOL pilot ing 
technique i s  more appropriate, a t  l e a s t   i n   t h e  approach f l i g h t  phase. 
(During the f lare ,  pi tch at t i tude control  may be more important, and this 
wil be  discussed in   Sec t ion  6. ) 
There are two main funct ions for  pi tch at t i tude control .  The first i s  
phugoid damping, and the  second i s  use of commanded a t t i tude  as e i ther   the  
primary f l ight  path or  f l ight  reference control .  Phugoid damping i s  re- 
quired i n  both conventional and powered-lift  aircraft, and usually 
requires a relatively loose regulation (i .e. ,  lower crossover frequency) 
of pitch att i tude.  In conventional aircraft ,  pitch att i tude i s  l i k e l y  t o  
be used as the primary flight path control, a t   l e a s t  during the more 
cr i t ica l  s tages  of the approach f l i g h t  phase. T h i s  normally requires a 
t ighter   control  of pi tch  a t t i tude  than  that  needed simply fo r  phugoid 
damping. In powered-lift aircraft where p i tch  a t t i tude  is  usually used 
as a flight reference control, only a relatively loose. loop i s  required, 
and a lower qual i ty  of pi tch  a t t i tude  control  can be tolerated.  
Phugoid damping i s  a prime benefi t  of holding pi tch  a t t i tude and t h i s  
a p p l i e s  t o  a l l  flight conditions. The  phenomenon of phugoid damping can be 
illustrated using conventional feedback control methods. Consider the 
example of a conventional airplane* as shown i n  Figure 5-2. Note that 
as a 0 " t S e  loop i s  closed the oscillatory phugoid roots tend towards the 
.I * 
r e a l  0 numerator  zeros, The short  period  roots  end toward 
Te 1 
an oscillatory high frequency mode related to the t ightness of the loop 
closure. 
A re la t ive ly  low gain closure w i l l  provide  substantial phugoid damping 
but a higher gain i s  necessary for good flight path response. The closed 
loop response of f l ight   path i s  given by: 
The normal effects  of the various closed loop roots on the response are: 
0 The closed loop short period complex pa i r  (f&,u&) produces 
an i n i t i a l  response delay ( l i ke  an actuator lag) 
0 The dominant response mode i s  - 
0 A slow decay i n  7 resu l t s  from the - mode. 
1 
Ti2 
Ti) 1 
Increasing the attitude loop gain slightly increases - (drives it closer t o  1 
TQ2 - ) and thereby qlfickens the f l ight  path response. 
T02 
* Although the  i l l u s t r a t ive  example corresponds t o  a conventional 
airplane the  same principles apply to powered-lift airplanes.. 
i 
0- 
&) Roof L ocus 
Figure 5-2: Pi tch  Att i tude Loop Example 
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During most of the simulation program the manual task of p i tch   a t t i tude  
regulation was  eliminated through use of an attitude command SAS. Thus, 
phugoid damping was provided by the SAS and the   p i lo t  was l e f t  with the 
d i rec t  modulation of the column to   cont ro l  flight path or fl ight  reference 
as the case may have been. The prime benefit  of using such a s tabi l iza-  
t ion  system was t o  allow concentration on the areas of f l ight   path  and 
. '  flight reference control. In some cases, though, a t t i tude  s tab i l iza t ion  
was  not used and the   p i lo t  had the  additional  task of regulating  pitch 
at t i tude.  The simulation results relating to pitch att i tude con6rol from 
these cases are presented below. 
- . .  ., 
I .  
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
Manual pitch  a t t i tude  control   for  a typical powered-lift configuration 
was generally considered t o  be a high workload but not the single limiting 
factor.  
DISCUSSION: 
A pitch SAS was not used i n  t h e   f i r s t  BR 941 sirnulation (Reference 11 ) 
nor for the baseline case of the STOL-X simulation (Reference 14) .  The 
60 k t  and 65 kt cases i n  the former simulation are regarded as being 
typical of powered-lift vehicles. The p i lo t  comments re la t ing  to  p i tch  
at t i tude  control  workload were that the proportion of scan required -in 
order to maintain pitch attitude was  excessive because of l i t t l e  or no ap- 
parent   s tabi l i ty ,  and noted tha t  maintaining pitch attitude was a high 
workload task. 
A re la t ive ly  low short period frequency and high short period damping 
ratio characterized pitch att i tude control i n  the vehicles examined. For 
example, the BR 941 operating between 60 and 65 k t  had a short period 
frequency of about 0.9 rad/sec and a short period damping r a t i o  of 0.9. 
"he baseline STOL-X vehicle had a short period frequency of 0.7 rad/sec and 
a short period damping r a t i o  of about 0.75. The high damping rat io  indicates  
that the Zw and M s tabi l i ty  der ivat ives  dominated the short period mode 
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and tha t  the s ta t ic  s tab i l i ty  der iva t ive ,  Mu, had a re la t ive ly  weak ef fec t .  
A low value of Mu was, i n   f a c t ,  considered t o  be what the  p i lo t  was com- 
plaining about when he r e f e r r e d   t o   l i t t l e  or no apparent s t ab i l i t y .  The 
low value of Ma was due a t   l ea s t   pa r t i a l ly   t o   t he   r e l a t ive ly  low dyngmic 
pressure or high CL. It i s  for  th i s . reason  one can expect powered-lift 
a i rcraf t   to   general ly  have rather  Low short period frequencies and rela- 
t i ve ly  high short period damping ra t ios .  . '  
F LNDING : 
Substantial  enhancement of a t t i tude  control  was obtained through use 
o f  an  att i tude command system even though the system was characterized by 
a re la t ive ly  slow response. 
DISCUSSION: 
The p i tch   a t t i tude  SAS used i n  both the second BR 941 simulation 
(Reference 11 ) and i n   t h e  AWJSRA simulation (Reference 12), when charac- 
t e r i z e d   i n  terms of a first order lag, had an effect ive time constant of 
0.75 sec. The augmentation system used in  the  Generic STOL simulations 
(Reference 13) had an effective time constant of nearly 2 sec. Normally 
these w o u l d  be considered as slow attitude response times. In fact, -the 
short period frequency (SAS on) fo r  tkie Generic STOL was roughly 0.4 t o  
0.5 rad/sec which i s  below the Level 1 limit of M I L - F - ~ ~ ~ ~ B  (Reference 31 ) 
and near the Level 2 boundary. There were no complaints, however, that 
pi tch  a t t i tude  response was, i n  f ac t ,  t oo  slow in  the  approach flight phase, 
even for cases flown using a CTOL technique (Generic STOL case 1240). We 
can surmise, then, that  the key ef fec t  of the addition of an a t t i tude  
s tab i l iza t ion  system was i n  damping the phugoid by holding the   a t t i tude  and 
tha t  any enhancement in  short   period response was not   real ly   essent ia l .  
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5.2.2 VERTICAL PATH CONTROL 
This section covers the subject of ver t ical   path  control   for  powered- 
l i f t  a i r c ra f t .  It i s  an important section because it deals with some 
features'previously  addressed  in a number of research  efforts but not i n  
airworthiness standards nor i n  handling qualit ies specifications.  It 
represents one of the more extensive thrusts of t h i s  program. The section 
begins by a detailed development of basic pilot/vehicle dynamic relation- 
ships. This is  followed by the presentation of simulation results broken 
down i n  terms of: 
0 Dynamic response 
0 Control power 
0 Cross coupling. 
The preliminary discussion of vertical   path  control w i l l  center on a 
comparison between a typical conventional j e t  transport and what i s  pre- 
sumed t o  be a typical powered-lift transport of comparable size.  The 
development of t h i s  comparison s tar ts  with a few key parameters. These 
key parameters provide the basis for a subsequent formulation of s t a b i l i t y  
derivatives and transfer functions, and finally,  the computed motion response 
f o r  both control and gust inputs. The main objective i n  this comparison 
i s   t o  provide a background for   ver t ical   path  control   in   the approach but 
a broader use of t h i s  will be  made. I n  particular,  this material  will 
also  be appl ied  to   f lare  and landing. 
The essent ia l   features  of ver t ical   path dynamics can be defined by 
six fundamental parameters. TKS i s  not a unique s e t  of parameters, for  
they can be combined i n  many different  combinations. Also, it should be 
noted a t  the beginning that we are describing the two-dimensional forces 
i n  the  ver t ica l  plane, e.g., l i f t  and drag, which are a d i rec t  resu l t  of 
either an applied thrust force, an instantaneous pitch attitude change, or  
a ve r t i ca l  or horizontal  gust. Hence, propulsion system lags and control 
system lags must be considered separately, and it i s  convenient t o  do so. 
We sha l l  use the following set of fundamental parameters to define 
the bare airframe with respect to  ver t ical  path control .  These parameters 
are  : 
Approach speed, Vapp 
Rate of descent, Go 
Effective thrust  inclination, €IT 
Powered-lift factor, qp 
Normal acceleration with angle of attack, n 
Tangential acceleration with angle of attack, n 
z, 
XCL' 
The first two items in   t he  above l i s t  simply represent the t r i m  flight con- 
di t ion.  The las t  four  require  some explanation. While the  following 
paragraphs provide a brief explanation of each, a more complete discussion 
i s  given i n  Appendix A .  
The effective thrust  inclination, &f, i s  merely the angle formed by 
the resul tant  of the horizontal and ver t ical  force components f o r  an in- 
cremental power o r  thrust change. For conventional a i rc raf t ,  the  e f fec t ive  
thrust angle i s  nearly, but not exactly, equal to the geometrical thrust 
angle with respect to the fl ight path.  (It would be exact if the effects 
of ram drag were neglected.) For most powered-lift designs, the effective 
thrust angle has no direct geometrical relationship. It can have a complex 
relationship with such things as flap deflection, magnitude of blowing, 
the basic aircraft drag polar, vectored nozzle deflections, etc. It i s ,  
however, convenient t o  lump the combined effects  of a l l  of these into a 
simple effect ive thrust inclination. 
The powered-lift factor, qp, i s  some equivalent measure of the propor- 
t ion  of powered-lift t o   t o t a l  l i f t .  The 'definition used here i s  based 
on a key stabil i ty derivative in fl ight path control,  Zu. The deriva- 
t ive  Zu can be interpreted as the specific z-force change resul t ing from 
an airspeed change. For a conventional aircraft, Z i s  closely approxi- 
mated by: 
U 
Powered l i f t  tends t o  reduce Z and the powered-lift factor, vp, i s  defined 
as that fractional decrease.  
U 
r 
zu = - y ('1 - qp> 
or 
The powered-lift factor can easily be related  to  basic aerodynamic pro- 
perties if thrust effects are lumped into l i f t  and drag. If CJ i s  the 
non-dimensional thrust coefficient, and i f  thrust does not vary with 
airspeed,  then 
or 
a log cL 
qp - a log CJ - 
Thus, the powered-lift factor i s  the fractional change in   the  l i f t  coef- 
f ic ient  over the fractional change in  the blowing coefficient. Hence qp 
could be obtained directly from the slope of log CL versus log CJ a t  
constant a as shown i n  Figure 5-3. This relationship i s  derived i n  
Appendix A .  
Normal . "~ acceleration with respect  to  angle of attack i s  a commonly-used 
derivative and i s  normally expressed as %. The derivative n% i s  
approximately equal t o  C ~ / C L .  If C r ,  i s  invariant, the derivative n, 
i s  dependent upon CL, and n i s  approximately proportional t o  the inverse 
of the speed squared. 
CL 
% 
The last parameter mentioned i n  the l i s t  above i s  tangential acceleration 
with respect t o  angle of attack. This i s  the counterpart of nk aligned 
with the x-axis, or, as it i s  expressed i n  the following paragraphs, %. 
The derivative i s  itself  nearly  invariant and  epends primarily on 
wing aspect ratio. For aspect ratios of about 7, nx,. i s  approximately 0.6. 
As aspect r a t io  decreases, II.~; approaches unity as a limit. 
.~ 
Trim CL 
- Slope Equal to T~ 
Figure 5-3: Appearance of rl i n  Plot of L i f t  Coefficient 
P 
Versus Thrust Coefficient 
In the powered-lift/conventional aircraft  comparison  mentioned  pre- 
viously,  we  defined  the two cases in terms  of  the  above six parameters. 
These are shown  in  Table 5-1. The  numerical  values are simplified  but 
are,  nevertheless,  typical  of  their  respective  designs.  (Appendix A s- 
cusses  typical  values  of  these  parameters. ) A broad  range  of  conventional 
jet  transports  are  approximated  by  the  numerical  values  given.  They  would 
correspond  to a flight  condition  near 1 .$ Vdn. The list  of  parameters 
describing  the  powered-lift  aircraft  is also highly  representative  except 
that  the  flight  path  dynamics  are  probably  more  sensitive  to  the  same 
percentage  variation  of  these  parameters.  Note  that  the key differences 
between  these two examples  are: 
0 The  approach  speed ( 1 30 kt  versus 75 kt) 
0 Effective  thrust  inclination  (horizontal  versus  vertical) 
0 Effective  powered-lift  factor  (zero  versus bo$) 
0 Normal  acceleration  with  respect  to  angle  of  attack 
(4 g/rad  versus 2 g/rad). 
If  we  assume an equal  wing  loading,  then  the  approach  speed  difference 
indicates a difference  in  lift  coefficient  of a factor  of  three. This speed 
difference  combined  with  the  difference in n of a factor of two therefore 
implies  that C I ~ ;  has increased by 50% in  the  powered-lift  vehicle,  which 
is  reasonable.  (Appendix A discusses  how C h  can  increase  with  jet  flap 
effect. ) 
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The  parameters  can  be  transformed  into a se  of  dimensional  stability 
derivatives  and  transfer  functions to describe  vertical  path  dynamics. 
These  are s m i z e d  in Table 5-2. It  is  important  to  note  the simi- 
lazities  in  the two sets  of  stability  derivatives.  The  derivatives Xu, Z,, 
and Zw all  are  approximately  the  same  magnitude  even  though  the  parameters 
composing  these  derivatives are all  different.  The  major  difference  to  be 
noted  in  these  derivatives  are in the  thrust  control  derivatives X6T and 
ZsT which  are  strictly  functions  of  effective  thrust  inclination. A modest 
increase  in  the  derivative  Xw  is  primarily  responsible  for a degree  of 
coupling in the  normally  distinct  flight  path  and  airspeed  response  modes. 
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Appoach Speed 
Rate of Descent 
EfTective Thrust IncUnation 
Effective Powered L i f t  
Nomal Accaleration x i t h  c 
Axial Deceleration with a 
C O m o N A L  POWERED-LET 
75 kt 
3 m/sec (600 ft/min) 
V e r t i c a l  
w 
2 &ad 
0.6 g/md 
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COMF-WtSOhT OF STkBILITy DEIERIVA!ITYES AND TRANSFER FUICTIONS 
(Simplified Path Zquations of Motion) 
COI?VEN!TIONA.L POWEFtEiI-LIFT 
Stability  Dtrivatives: 
= ZbT (+,) 0 - .32 
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The motion resul t ing from three  different  kinds'  of . inputs   to  the two 
kinds of a i r c ra f t  a r e  shown i n  Figure 5-4. .The motions plot ted are  
y and V and the inputs are pitch attitude, incremental thrust-to-weight, 
and horizontal wind shear. Each of these inputs are i n  the form of a unit 
step.  The main features of these time h is tor ies  a re  summarized i n  
Table 5-3. Note that the largest  difference i s  in  the  y and V motion 
resul t ing from a thrust  input,  i .e. ,  the effect  of a horizontal  thrust  
inclination versus a ve r t i ca l  one. This, of course, was plainly vis ible  
in the control derivatives as mentioned previously. Also, it i s  the most 
inf luent ia l  feature  so f a r  as choice of piloting technique i s  concerned. 
The features viewed i n   t h e  above comparison help to formulate the 
following scheme for describing the important elements of ver t ical  path 
control. These elements are lumped into the following groups: 
0 Dynamic response 
0 Control power 
0 Cross coupling. 
Dynamic response refers  to  such features as control sensitivity, 
response  time,  response  shape, s t ab i l i t y ,  and l inear i ty .  It involves a 
response to disturbances such as gusts as well as the response to control 
inputs. Dynamic response d i rec t ly  determines flight path tracking pre- 
cision of the closed loop pilot/vehicle system. Referring back t o  Fig- 
ure 5-4, the features of dynamic response of par t icular  importance t o  
powered-lift a i rc raf t   a re   the  time for  y t o  respond t o  AT/W and how w e l l  
t h e  i n i t i a l  response i s  sustained. The case i l lustrated r ises  quickly but  
possesses some decay of f l ight   path which could be unsatisfactory i f  too 
extreme. 
Vertical  path control power describes the maxim path excursion pos- 
sible,  up and down, i n  both the short and long term. Control power capabili ty 
ultimately determines the maxim size  and duration of disturbance tha t  
can be tolerated.  Note tha t  some indication of relationships from l inear  
dynamic response and limiting control excursions i s  evident. 
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AV (-) 
Figure 5-4: Comparison of Time  Responses  Between a Conventional 
and Powered-Lift  Airplane 
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DISTINGUISHING FEATlTRES OF 7 AND V RFSPONSES FOR 
POWEFCED-LIFT AIRCRAFT COMPAmD TO CONVENTIONAL. 
. ~ . - ." ". 
CONVENTIONAL POWERED-LIFT 
. .~ 
About the same r i s e  time but 
long term loss (backside) 
'Fast   r ise,   then slow washout larger  and f a s t e r  washout with 
I I n i t i a l  loss comparable but 
Slow but  consistent loss i n  V effective speed as I not as sustained (higher 1 characterized by 1 /?e, 
Very slow but eventually large 
magnitude (long term creeping 
response) 
Rapid response which, quickly 
peaks and pa r t i a l ly  decays 
S l a g i s h  response with 
sustained  long  term  increase , 
corresponds t o  long term flight 
path increase 
No i n i t i a l  response and only 
decrease 
s m 1 1  amplitude long term 
Same shape as conventional 
a i r c ra f t  bu: larger  magnitude, 
Similar  to AT/W response however if  d response compared 
then powered-lift and conven- 
t iona l  about the same. 
U n i t  s l ope   i n i t i a l  response Same i n i t i a l  response as con- 
w i t h  sustained long term in- ventional but reaches limit 
crease sooner. 
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Cross  coupling, in one  sense,  refers  to  the  effect  that  the  primary 
control  has  on  variables  other  than  flight  path.  The  most  important  of 
these  coupling  effects  are  the  effect  of  primary  control  on  pitch  attitude 
and  primary  control  on  flight  reference.  But,  cross  coupling  can  also 
refer  to  the  effect  the  secondary  control  has n flight  path.  The un- 
fortunate  result  is  that  pilot  management  of  cross  coupling  effects  can 
cause a significant  increase  in  overall  pilot  workload. 
. .  
5.2.2 I .  . .I . .  DYNAMIC . RESPONSE, VERTICAL  PATH  CONTROL . .  
Vertical  path  dynamic  response  is  an  area in which  considerable  progress 
was  made in  understanding  and  in  developing  specific  airworthiness  criteria. 
The findings  are  presented  in  rough  chronological  order  following a brief 
account  of  the  nature  of  the  simulation  experiments  used. 
. .  
The first  BR 941 simulation  (Reference I 1  ) served  as a starting  point. 
For' the  .most  part  we  simply  obSerVed  the  effects  of  dynamic  response 
characteris%ics  natura-  occurring in the model. No direct  variations 
were  made,  only  indirect  changes  as  the  result  of  varying  airspeed  and 
transparency  configuration  (differential  inboard/outboard  propeller  pitch). 
During  the  second  BR 941 simulation (also Reference 11 ), dynamic  response 
was  focused  on  with  the  help  of  the  pitch  attitude  command SAS. This relieved 
'the  pilot  of manual attitude  regulation.  But,  as in the  previous  experiment, 
there  was no direct  variation  of  dynamic  response  characteristics. 
, . .  . 
. ,  . 
. .  ,During  the  AWJSRA.  simulation  (Reference 12), systematic  variation  of 
some  dynamic  response  features  was  begun. I  addition  to  variation of 
airspeed,  .the  effective  engine  lag  was  varied.  During  the  post-simulation 
analysis,  the  mathematical  description  of-dynamic  response  was  formalized 
and  limits  proposed. 
These  proposed  limits  for  short  term  response  were  explored  during  the 
Generic  STOL  simulation  (Reference 13). Aside  from looking at a wide 
variety  of  dynamic  response  cases,  there  was  some  systematic  variation  of 
response  time.  As a result of this  simulation,  the  proposed  dynamic  response 
criteria were revised and tentat ive numerical l imi t s  se t .  These were in- 
troduced i n  the first SML Standards Development Working Group (SSDWG). 
The S M L X  model (Reference 14) was developed based on the working 
group short  term response limits. However, during the simulation, some 
var ia t ion was made in  dynamic response i n  order t o   r e f ine  numerical limits. 
Following the STOL-X simulation, dynamic response c r i t e r i a  were adjusted 
using a l l  available sources up to  tha t  po in t .  These were introduced a t  
the second SSDWG meeting. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
The most important feature of dynamic response regarding powered-lift 
a i r c r a f t  was the quickness with which the change i n  flight path or sink 
r a t e  follows a change i n  primary control. 
DISCUSSION: 
This general finding suggests the need fo r  a d i rec t  c r i te r ion  governing 
short  term response of fl ight path.  This feature of dynamic response has 
long been recognized as important i n   t h e  closed-loop flight path control 
problem. Most forms of conventional a i r c ra f t ,  however, have possessed 
adequate response and no d i r ec t   c r i t e r i a  have appeared i n  mil i tary  specif i -  
cations or civil  airworthiness standards. Nevertheless , others have con- 
ducted research t o  determine important parameters and numerical limits. 
Such research was used t o  formulate our approach a t   the   ou tse t  of. this 
program. 
During t h e   f i r s t  BR 941 simulation, short term response was viewed i n  
the powered-lift regime. The var ia t ions in  approach speed tha t  were run 
covered a wide range of response, a lbe i t   i n   t he  presence of other variations 
such as   in   sa fe ty  margins and cross  coupling. The subject   p i lots  did .i ..: 
comment on problems associated with sluggish path response. Even a t  t h e  
comparatively good condition of 65 kt  with transparency the pilots noted 
that following a power change they had t o  allow considerable time for   the  
effect  to  become apparent before making further changes. During the second 
. ,  
"'X. 
C I  
,: 1 
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BR 941 simula.tion, a pitch attitude hold SAS was used i n  order to effectively 
remove the pitch attitude loop considerations. Thus, longitudinally, only 
f l ight  path and flight reference tasks remained. S t i l l ,  f l ight  path control  
was viewed as  very diff icul t  and unresponsive. One  way the  p i lo t s  gauged 
this lack of responsiveness was by directly observing the flight path re- 
sponse on IVSI. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING : 
Relief from the  pi tch  a t t i tude  control   task  did  not   necessar i ly  result 
i n  improvement i n  the fl ight path/fl ight reference task.  
DISCUSSION: 
His tor ical ly ,  pi tch at t i tude control  has been considered an important 
factor  i n  ensuring good flight path control. Hence, considerable weight 
has been given t o  observing boundaries of m i n i m u m  short period frequency 
and damping. Undoubtedly t h i s  i s  important fo r  conventional a i r c r a f t  s b c e  
pi tch  a t t i tude  control  i s  frequently used as the primary path control and 
easy, fas t  a t t i tude  cont ro l  i s  significant i n  the  overa l l  cont ro l /a i r f rm 
response. Also,  as a rule, conventional j e t  transport aircraft possess 
reasonably good heave damping, thus the vertical path response of the basic 
airframe i s  f a s t .  
For a powered-lift airplane where a STOL piloting technique i s  used, 
the quali ty of pi tch  a t t i tude  control  i s  relat ively  unrelated  to   the flight 
path control task. If p i t c h   i s  used fo r  flight reference control then only 
a low frequency response i s  required. Improvement of 0 frequency response 
beyond a certain point past the flight reference crossover frequency i s  
unnecessary. During the second BR 941 simulation an a t t i t u d e ,  command/ 
attitude hold SAS was used i n  order t o  remove a t t i tude  loop considerations. 
Thus, i n  the longitudinal axis, only the flight path and flight reference 
tasks remained but glide slope control was s t i l l  viewed as   very  diff icul t  
and unresponsive. !The a t t i tude  SAS did aid i n  rel ieving pi lot  workload as 
indicated i n  a previous finding but i t ' h a d  no significant  effect  i n  improving 
flight path control. . I  
, .  
, . .  
. .  
FINDING: 
Short term control problems became more c r i t i c a l  with decreasing al- 
t i tude such that  the most c r i t i ca l   pa r t  of the approach was just prior to 
the flaxe. 
DISCUSSION: 
Th i s  finding was based on pilot  observation and explained by an analyti- 
c a l  argument. It was verified and discussed in   de t a i l  i n  Reference 10. 
The implication relative to airworthiness criteria is  that the mst c r i t i c a l  
part of the approach should be considered, and th i s   c r i t i ca l  segment most 
l ikely involves an outside visual flight path reference rather than a 
cockpit IIS reference. 
Early i n  the program, pilots were asked t o  cormnent and rate   ver t ical  
path control in terms of "IIS glide slope tracking." Also, perforjnance was 
measured during ILS tracking, i .e., from 300 m ( 1  000 f t )  down t o  go m 
(300 f t ) .  During l a t e r  experiments it became clear that glide slope 
tracking did not represent a particularly critical task. The la t ter  s tage 
visual tracking portion of the task, in fact, presented more of a problem. 
Therefore, i n  subsequent experiments, pi lots  were requested t o  comment  on 
the entire approach down to   f la re   in i t ia t ion .  
The phenomenon of increasingly  critical  flight  path  control i s  ex- 
plained by the fact  that  the pilot  is, i n  general, closing a loop around 
an angular flight path relation. During the IFR portion of the approach, 
this angular relation i s  that displayed by the glide slope needle, - d 
During the visual portion, this angular relationship may be that between 
the instantaneous flight path and the runway a i m  point, + f l y .  These are 
i l l u s t r a t ed  in  Figure 5-5. In  ei ther  case, if the  p i lo t  t r i e s  t o  
maintain a constant angular excursion, he i s  thereby forced into trying t o  
control within a smaller linear error as range decreases. Therefore, this 
R' 
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Visual Approach  Geometry 
Visual Aimpoint Instantaneous 
FI ight Path Intercept 
( Streamer Origin 1 I ILS Approach  Geometry I 
Glideslope 
I ntercept 
Figure 5-5: Two Examples of Perceived Fl ight  Path Error 
(visual and I=) 
demands the highest precision i n  l inear distance from his nominal glide 
path at  the lowest  a l t i tudes.  The r e su l t  of this flight path loop closure 
is t h a t  closed-loop damping in   the  .p i lot /veXcle system decreases continu- 
a l l y  a s  f l a r e  i s  approached. If the damping i s  too low, the pi lot  must 
counter it by generating lead compensation o r  making use of ra.te informa- 
t i on  such as the N S I .  In  e i ther  case pi lot  workload i s  increased. 
FINDING: 
The most important disturbance effect on vertical  path control i s  
horizontal gust activity, including wind shears. 
DISCUSSION: 
The implication of this  f inding i s  that the airworthiness cri teria 
must address the problem of horizontal gusts and shears as directly as 
possible. Also, it i s  important t o  define the max imum gust environment 
expected i n  operation. 
The atmospheric disturbance environment used in the various simula- 
t ions of t h i s  program i s  described i n  Appendix B. One important feature 
re la t ive  t o  ve r t i ca l  pa th  con t ro l  i s  l eve l  of intensity,  normally expressed 
as  the RMS horizontal  gust, . Another important  feature i s  the low fre-  
quency spectral content of horizontal gust given by the scale length. 
The horizontal  gust  is  converted to airplane heave motion primarily through 
the dimensional s tab i l i ty  der iva t ive  Zu. It was noted previously that 
although Zu increases with decreasing approach speed, it i s  reduced by the 
powered-lift factor, qp. As  a consequence, the value of Zu for the 
powered-lift aircraft i s  comparable t o  conventional ones. 
Vertical gusts such as those simulated do not have a significant effect  
on vertical  path control.  A t  higher alt i tudes , say 3 0  m (1000 f t )  , the 
in tens i ty  of vertical  gusts i s  about equal to horizontal  gusts but since 
the vertical  gusts have a higher frequency content, much of the effect  i s  
f i l t e red  out  by the low frequency response of the airplane.  Intensity of 
the vertical  gust  decreases with alt i tude and the choppiness further 
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increases.  Thus  the  effect  on  the  airplane  diminishes  even mre. Hori- 
zontal  gusts,  on  the  other  hand,  remain  at  about  the  same  intensity  while 
their  frequency  content  stays  well  within  the  response  bandwidth of the 
airplane  all  the  way  to  the  ground.  This  is  described  more fW2.y also in 
Appendix B. 
Horizontal  gusts  and  especially  sustained  shears  were  always a dominant 
factor in pilot  ratings. In all  simulations, runs were  made  first in calm 
air  then in some  substantial  level of turbulence,  commonly 42 = 1.4 m/s 
(4.3 ft/s).  This  consistently  increased  pilot  workload  and  degraded  per- 
formance.  Specific  examples  of  this will be  shown in subsequent  findings. 
g 
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FINDING : 
The  factors  which  were  theoretically  shown  to  determine  short  term 
response  tended  to  be  verified in the  piloted  simulation  experiments. 
These  included: 
0 Airframe  heave  damping 
o Primary  control  lag (usua~y engine) 
0 Inclination  of  net  force  resulting  from  primary  control  action 
0 Airframe  cross  coupling. 
DISCUSSION: 
The  following  is a series  of  examples  of  how  key  short  term  response 
parameters  were  viewed  during  particular  experiments. 
In the  various  powered-lift  configurations  considered in this  program, 
probably  the  most  frequent  determining  factor  for  short  term  response was 
the  effective  inclination  of  net  force  due  to  action  of  the  primary  control. 
To  re-cap  the  effect  of  this  briefly  consider  the  cases in Figure 5-6. 
Dynamic  characteristics  aside  from €IT are  identical to the  previous  powered- 
lift  example. If the  inclination is slightly  forward  of  vertical, say. 
approximately 70 to 80 deg,  then  the  short  term  response  is  almost  exclusively 
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determined by airframe heave damping and primary control lag. Also, the 
shape of the response w i l l  be close to that of a first order lag. If the 
control  inclination i s  tipped forward toward horizontal  there i s  an increase 
i n  response time. Conversely, i f  the effective inclination i s  tipped aft, 
t he   i n i t i a l  response i s  more rapid, but there i s  a decay from the peak 
value. 
A difference in  thrust   inclination was one of the most distinguishing 
features between the AWJSRA and BR 941 airplane simulations. The AWJSRA 
simulation, over a speed range of 60 t o  65 kt ,  had an effective thrust 
angle of 90 deg. For the BR 941 simulation, over the same speed range, 
the effective thrust angle was about 80 deg. While the two aircraf t  had 
nearly the same effective lag due to  heave damping and engine lag, the 
overall  r ise time ( t o  of the peak) of the AWJSRA was only 1.7 sec com- 
pared t o  around 3 sec for the BR 941. This was ref lected in  a difference 
i n  p i lo t  opinion of about 1 unit when flying in  turbulence. A similarr situa- 
t ion was observed in   the Generic STDL cases 1210 and 12% (Reference 13). 
There was also a corresponding difference in pi lot  opinion. In  these simu- 
lations it was observed that   a i rcraf t  having a thrust angle of around 
90 deg were more diff icul t  t o  degrade through increased primary control 
lags. Also, i n  cases with the vertical thrust inclination there was 
significantly less mention of sluggish flight path response. Thus, this 
i s  an example of how a t   l eas t  one form of cross coupling can have a favor- 
able effect. 
Another observation was that  the dominant feature of short term response 
i s  the net airframe plus control lag. The  way i n  which airframe lag can 
combine with engine lag is  shown i n  Figure 5-7. It i s  not possible 
to se t  an absolute limit on control lag alone and thereby guarantee short 
term response. This was most directly shown in the S M L X  simulation i n  
which, for two conf'igurations, the overall rise time was kept constant but 
the portion of control lag versus airframe lag was varied. Thus for  an 
increase in engine lag, the airframe lag was reduced through use of an 
automatic direct lift control. To the pilot the engine lag was reflected 
by the engine noise and engine RPM indication. Two pilots examined these 
cases. One p i lo t  could make  no dis t inct ion at  all. The other pilot could 
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X u  = -.04 / sec 
Z u  = -.3l / sec 
X, = .IO / sec  
ZG = - 5 1  / sec 
Figure 5-7: Overall Flight Path Rise Time Versus 
T h r u s t  Rise Time and T h r u s t  Inclination 
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make a distinction  but  it  was  not  great.  With an additional  variation 
in engine  lag  of 0.3 sec  out  of a total  of 2, the  distinction a l l  but 
disappeared. 
An example  of  airframe  cross  coupling  acting  or  influencing  short  term 
response  was  observed in the  baseline STOL-X configuration. This case was 
flown  without  an  attitude  stabilization  system.  It  had a favorable  pitching 
moment  due  to  power  such  that  it  would  tend  to  pitch  to  hold  the  desired 
flight  reference  without  the  pilot  initially  commanding a new  attitude. 
This resulted  in a net  reduction in rise  time  compared  to a rigidly  con- 
strained  pitch  attitude  situation. 
FINDING: 
Pitch  attitude  regulation  requirements are important  when  considering 
short  term  path  response. 
DISCUSSION: 
This idea  is  not  new -- it  comes  from  previous  analytical  and  experi- 
mental  efforts,  but  it  bears  reinforcement  in o m co sideration  of  airwor- 
thiness  standards.  That  is  to  say,  any  path  response  standards  should be 
stated  with  an  appropriate  treatment  of  pitch  attitude  regulation. 
The main  idea  is  that  short  term  path  response  has  no  real  connection 
to  bare  airframe  response  modes,  in  particular  the  phugoid.  Instead,  path 
response  is a direct  result  of  either  varying  pitch  attitude  and  leaving 
other  controls  fixed,  or  varying  another  control  and  holding  pitch  attitude 
fixed.-  The  resulting  dominant  modes are those  which  are  important  to 
either manual or  automatic  control  of  flight  path. 
If pitch  attitude  is  the  primary  control,  then  there  is  no  real  problem 
in applying  the  assumption  of  perfectly  constrained  pitch  attitude. In 
order  for  the  pilot  to  command  pitch  attitude  it  is  necessary  for him to 
regulate  it. If pitch  attitude  is a secondary  control,  then  there  is  some 
complication  depending  upon  pitching  moment  due  to  primary  control  and 
automatic pitch stabilization. The mture of pitch attitude regulation 
can vary with  individual  pilot technique, and it can be dependent upon 
altitude. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
No active manual regulation of flight reference should be assumed 
when considering short term path control. 
DISCUSSION: 
How the pilot regulates flight reference, just as pitch attitude, 
affects the short term response. Therefore, the proper requirement m u s t  
be applied to flight reference control as well as pitch attitude control 
i n  determining an appropriate short term response criterion. The  most 
reasonable assumption i s  that there i s  no manual regulation of f l igh t  
reference. The general argument for this i s  that flight reference control 
is carried out i n  a looser or lower frequency loop than i s  flight path con- 
t rol ,  and if  f l i g h t  reference i s  controlled very tightly then it involves 
a n  excessive workload. In fact, loose flight reference control relative 
to  f l ight  path  control i s  increasingly truer with decreasing altitude where 
flight path control becomes most c r i t i ca l .  
Some insight into this idea came as a resul t  of the second Generic SML 
simulation. The series of cross coupling cases that  were  examined included 
ones for which, with the flight reference perfectly regulated, the short 
term path response would be just barely adequate. It was found that the 
p i lo t  would not tightly  regulate his airspeed flight reference even i n  cases 
where the airspeed response t o  the primary control (throttle) was clearly 
excessive. In fact, in those cases, the pilot tended t o  drop a l l  f l igh t  
reference regulation during the critical low alt i tude segment of the 
approach. Under this condition, the attitude-fixed short term path response 
was so sluggish that a flight path PI0 was encountered. 
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FINDING:  
Rate  of  descent  information  is  an  important  aid to  the  pilot in the 
vertical  path  control  task. 
DISCUSSION: 
While  sink  rate  regulation s not an 'outer  loop, it can  be  and  is  used 
as an important  supporting  loop. A display  of  rate of descent  gives  the 
pilot  lead  information  with  respect  to  glide  slope  excursions.  Use  of  such 
lead  information  helps  to  reduce  the  oscillatory  tendency in the  flight 
path  loop.  Most  pilots  commented  that  they  did, in fact,  continually  scan 
the I V S I .  Reference 10 reports  describing  fbnction  measurements  for  the 
glide  slope  tracking  task.  These  show an effective  pilot  delay  of  several 
seconds  and  suggest  a  rate  of  descent  feedback  loop  is  required;  otherwise 
,the large  pilot-generated  compensation  would  represent an excessive  pilot 
workload.  The  implication  of  this  is  that  rate  of  descent  information y 
be  a  requirement  for  the  approach  flight  phase  with  powered-lift  vehicle. 
See Reference 21 for  more  evidence on this  point. 
F I N D I N G  : 
A rise  time  criterion  is an effective  means  of  specifying  adequabe 
short  term  response. 
DISCUSSION: 
This  is  a key result  of  this  program  relating  to  short  term  dynamic 
response.  Conceptually,  a  rise  time  criterion  is  attractive  because it 
involves  a  direct  measurement of response  following  a  given  control  input. 
Some possible  risks  are  over-simplification,  application t  inappropriate 
input-output  quantities,  and  sensitivity  to  measurement  error. 
The  input-output  quantities  considered  most  usef'ul  for  a  rise  time 
measurement  are  flight  path  angle  due  to  a  step  primary  control  input  with 
fixed  secondary  control.  One can claim  that if y closely  follows  the  pri- 
mary control  this  gives  the  pilot  a  so-called  velocity  control of glide 
slope error, an idea l  form of controlled element. The r i s e  time feature 
would thus provide a direct  connection to the potential  glide slope control 
bandwidth ( the  frequency out t o  which the airplane behaves as an idea l  
velocity  control) .  
The r i s e  time def ini t ion tentat ively chosen i s  the time from in i t i a t ion  
of input step to 7 the f irst '  f l ight   path peak, tl/2. T h i s  def ini t ion i s  
somewhat a rb i t ra ry  -- r i s e  time could be the time t o  636, from 10% t o  p%, 
etc .  The scatter in the available data was large enough t o  obscure any 
relative  evaluation of the  various  rise  time  definitions. t was chosen 
mainly fo r  i t s  simplicity. 
1 
1 /2 
The upper limit on r i s e  time has been determined from a re la t ive ly  
large number of cases. These cases are tabulated in Table 5-4. 
Relatively consistent results were obtained for constant levels o f  turbu- 
lence. Figure 5-8 shows a plot  of pi lot  ra t ing versus  t 
on the 1 . 4  m/s (4.5 f t /s)  uug used i n   t h i s  simulation program, 
than 3 sec appears adequate. 
I P .  Based 
a t l /2  less 
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FINDING : 
A bandwidth or  phase lag related cr i ter ion i s  an al ternat ive t o  a r i s e  
time criterion but not as satisfactory.  
DISCUSSION: 
This concept was tentat ively adopted a t  an early stage of the program 
but suffered from abstractness as well as a fa i lure  to  cor re la te  resu l t s  
as well  as rise time did. Bandwidth re fers  to  the  poten t ia l  a system has 
for being rapidly controlled in a closed loop sense. More specifically,  
bandwidth as used i n   t h i s  program i s   t h e  frequency a t  which the open loop 
phase lag becomes excessive for comfortable closed loop control. If the 
system i s  controlled with a crossover frequency which exceeds the system 
bandwidth it i s  presumed that  e i ther  lead compensation must be generated 
or that the resulting closed loop response will be too oscil latory.  For 
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Figure 5-8: Averaged P i l o t  Opinion Trends Versus 
Flight Path Rise Time (Based on Table 3-4) 
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manual control, lead compensation increases pilot workload. In the other 
case, an oscillatory tendency i s  a PIO. 
As a '  result  of the BR 941 and AWJSRA simulations, a bandwidth criterion 
was proposed for the approach f l ight  phase. This requirement was placed 
on the glide -slope deviation response t o  the primary flight path control. 
The bandwidth limit proposed was a phase lag  less than 135 deg at 0.25 rad/ 
sec. It should be noted that a 135 deg phase lag for glide slope error 
corresponds to  a 45 deg phase lag for fl ight path angle. One additional 
feature of the proposed criterion was that airspeed could be regulated t o  
a reasonable degree i n  order to demnstrate the bandwidth criterion. This 
was further specified as an attitude or secondary control change proportion- 
a l t o  the power change so as t o  minimize speed variation. 
Foliowing the Generic STOL simulations, the short term response cri- 
terion was revised. It was s t i l l  expressed i n  terms of a phase lag limit 
but it did not allow for modulation of the secondary control. A t  the same 
time a r i se  time alternative was considered. The cr i ter ia  suggested were 
that  (a),  the phase lag between the primmy control and f l ight  path angle 
should not,  exceed 60 deg a t  a frequency of 0.5 rad/sec, or (b) for a step 
input of primary control the change of flight path angle should reach 508 
of i t s  peak value within 3 seconds. A t  the stage these were introduced 
there was more emphasis on the form of expressing the criteria rather than 
on the  validity of the numerical values themselves. 
FINDING : 
Long term flight path response i s  an important factor, but no satis-  
factory  criterion has been developed. 
DISCUSS ION : 
In a conventional airplane the long term f l ight  path response following 
an attitude change i s  a slow decay. T h i s  decay i s  associated with a change 
of airspeed. The amount of decay reflects how far  on the frontside or back- 
side of the drag curve the airplane is  operating. Intuitively, such a decay 
I 
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should not be excessively large nor should it take place too quickly. In 
addition, some reasonable use of secondary control should be capable of 
arrest ing the decay. 
Originally, the shape of f l ight  path response was associated with flight 
path/airspeed cross coupling. While airspeed usually has something t o  do 
with the decay i n   f l i g h t  path, it i s  not always so. One case i n  the STOL-X 
experiment demonstrated how a decay in   f l i gh t   pa th  could take place without 
flight path/airspeed cross coupling. This involved use of a powerful d i rec t  
l i f t  control blended with the  thro t t le .  The flight path response was  
quickened in the short term but as the DLC washed out, the decay i n   f l i g h t  
path resulted.  T h i s  occurred without any appreciable change i n  f l i g h t  r e f -  
erence. Nevertheless, the pilot objected to the flight path decay tendency 
i t s e l f .  Therefore, it seem reasonable that the long term flight path 
response be suitably limited. 
No cr i te r ion  was considered which directly addressed flight path response 
shape although a proposed cross coupling c r i te r ion  ind i rec t ly  d id  so. This 
will be mentioned shortly.  A s  suggested previously, the main features t o  be 
addressed regarding flight path response shape are: how  much and how rapidly 
flight path decay takes place following an input of primary f l ight   path con- 
trol. (Note that the so-called "creeper" condition in which f l ight  path 
continually but slowly changes, i s  taken care of effect ively by a rise time 
cr i te r ion . )  Cr i te r ia  such as time t o  decay t o  a given percentage of peak 
were considered but without any particular success. The ava i lab i l i ty  of an 
easy and effect ive secondary control appears to be a factor .  For example, 
a large and rapid  f l ight   path decay would not be nearly so troublesome i f  
the secondary control were effective in countering that decay. A conditional 
f l ight   path decay cr i te r ion  was therefore considered a t  the SSDWG meeting 
pr ior  to  the  STOL-X simulation. The proposed cr i ter ion l imited flight path 
decay t o  1/3 the peak while permitting application of secondary control not 
earlier than 6 sec following primary control input. The amount of secondary 
control was limited t o  that required to restore fl ight reference.  This cr i -  
terion, while addressing the important factors, could not be adequately 
validated with existing data. Therefore, further study in this area i s  
needed. " " " " " _  
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5.2.2.2 VERTICAL PATH CONTROL POWER 
Levels of flight path control power i n i t i a l l y  considered were those of 
the basic BR 941 and AWJSRA models. This actually involved a re la t ive ly  
large  var ia t ion  in   control  power and l e d   t o  an in i t ia l   pos tu la t ion  of con- 
t r o l  power def ini t ion and respective limits. During the Generic STOL 
simulation, there was a systematic variation of 1 ) long term or steady state 
ver t ical  path control  power capabili t ies,  and 2) short  term control power 
capabi l i t ies .  These experiments further refined limits and definit ions.  . 
The STOL-X simulation was a f i n a l  look a t  tentative  control power require- 
ments. One especially interesting finding in the post-simulation analysis 
involved relating steady-state control power requirements to horizontal  
shear protection. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING : 
Vertical   path  control power involves both short term and long term 
character is t ics .  
DISCUSSION: 
This implies that both shor t  term and long term control power should 
be included in airworthiness cri teria.  Long term control power require- 
ments a re   in tu i t ive ly  obvious i n  that they must provide f o r  adequate f l i g h t  
pa th   cor rec t ion   for   l ike ly   var ia t ions   in  headwind and for sustained ver- 
t i c a l  d r a f t s .  For these sustained corrections, the pilot has time to use 
his  secondary control  to  regulate  his fl ight reference.  On the other hand, 
f o r  a relatively  short   duration gust, he w i l l  make the correction without 
using the secondary control. This leads to  the requirement for  shor t  term 
control power. A short  term control power requirement i s  not  real ly  new 
because past   cri teria  involving  load  factor have r ea l ly  been a form of 
short  term control power requirement. 
The f 'unhental   quest ions  to  be answered are: 
0 What definitions are appropriate for short term and 
long term vert ical   path  control  power? 
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0 What constitutes  short term and long term? . .  
. .  0 What magnitude of vertical  path  control power i s  
. I  I required? 
FINDING: 
Long-term control power cam be stated adequately i n  terms of a plus 
and minus incremental f l ight  path angle a t  a constant flight reference, 
i.e., the  vertical flight path excursion which is  available while main- 
taining flight reference and configuration. 
DISCUSSION: 
Long-term f l ight  path control power is  essentially  a measure of how 
much the pilot can maneuver about t o  his nominal flight path. There are 
a n W e r  of ways possible t o  describe such a characteristic. Some of the 
possibilities  include  specification of an incremental f l igh t  path angle, 
an incremental closure rate with f l igh t  path (i.e., velocity perpendicular 
to the nominal glide slope), or an incremental alt i tude rate.  The l a t t e r  
two possibilities are very nearly identical for glide slope angles of 
interest  here. 
The choice of incremental f l ight  path angle rather than incremental 
sink rate i s  somewhat arbitrary. Over the limited range of speeds investi- 
gated these quantities are essentially equivalent. Only i f  we were t o  con- 
sider  either a much slower or  a much fasier approach speed m u s t  we  worry 
about making a distinction between f l ight  path angle and sink rate. During 
the course of this  program, use of incremental flight path angle- was a 
convenient measure of long term control power and was found to .be widely 
used i n  related  l i terature.  
" " " " " -  
DISCUSSION: 
Determination of incremental flight path angle requirements was made 
during the Generic STOL experiments and consisted of simply varying maxi- 
mum and minim power t o  limit the incremental flight path angle. The 
experimental matrix was based on observations made during the previous 
experiments, i .e. , BR 941 and AWJSRA, and on recommendations from other 
sources. 
. .  
I n i t i a l l y  it was established  that   the range from:*+ - 2 deg t o  + 6 deg 
was most interesting, but further resolution was d i f f i cu l t .  The mir+mym 
control power capabi l i ty  appeared t o  depend upon the  individual   pi lot ,  how 
precisely he tracked the glide slope, and f ina l ly   the   l eve l  of atmospheric 
disturbance encountered. 
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The data shown i n  Figure 5-9 were used t o  infer   the  level  of  
long term flight path control power required. The probabili ty distribu- 
t ion  of m a x i m u m  t h r o t t l e  excursion fo r  each approach run i n  a series of 
several  runs i n  the BR 941 and AWJSRA simulations i s  shown.  The  maximum 
thrott le  excursion from each run was converted t o  an equivalent  flight  ,path 
angle change a t  constant airspeed from a y - V curve. For the. data shown, 
a 4 deg Ay capabili ty appeared t o  be a reasonable choice. Therefore, it 
was used f o r  planning purposes in   t he  Generic STOL simulation, one par t  
of which was study of long term flight  path  control power requirements. 
For the  Generic STOL simulation  the  overall Ay capabili ty of - + 4 deg 
was considered marginal, although there was not complete agreement among 
the subject  pi lots .  They did, however, agree that acceptabili ty depends 
strongly upon the atmospheric turbulence level, and that evaluations i n  
I .. . 
-. calm a i r  can be misleading. Lack of  turbulence was one problem associated 
. :. 
with   cer ta in   f l igh t   t es t s  of powered-lif t   aircraft   in which the  f l ight   .path 
control power was considered. The main problem connected with severe tur- 
bulance was having suff ic ient   control  power t o  permit a r r i v i n g   a t  a reason- 
ab le  f la re  window. During the Generic STOL simulation there was  more concern 
expressed about a limited upward capability  than  a  limited downward capabili ty.  
. .  
I ( I  . 
The f ina l   se lec t ion  of a _f 4 deg requirement was reasonably well con- 
firmed i n   t h e  STOL-X simulation. On near ly  a l l  the  approaches .made during 
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the SrOL-X experiment there was an incremental f l ight   path limit of 4 deg 
on either the upside or the downside depending upon whether it was a steep 
or a shallow approach. Over a wide range of atmospheric disturbance levels 
(up t o  a 1 $ probability  of exceedence) and for  the  large number of subject 
p i lo t s  used, the 4 deg value appeared adequate. On a few approaches, the 
conibination of glide slope and headwinds res t r ic ted   the   p i lo t ' s  up capabili ty 
to something less than 4 deg. I n  some  of these cases the pilots detected 
this lessened capability. 
I . .  
In  f l igh t   t es t s   us ing   the  TRANSALL V1 airplane flying 6 deg STOL ap- 
proaches  (Reference 29) ,  the   avai labi l i ty  of approximately - + 3 deg of 
incremental flight path angle was judged inadequate. A value of 4 deg was 
f e l t   t o  be desirable (and additionally, level flight as mentioned short ly) .  
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
Steady s ta te   cont ro l  power should include a l eve l   f l i gh t   capab i l i t y   i n  
addi t ion to  a basic incremental flight path angle capability. 
DISCUSSION: 
During this simulation program, subject pilots expressed the desire 
t o  be able  to  arrest  s ink rate  during the approach without a change i n  
configuration, i.e.,  that the incremental flight path angle in the upward 
direction be su f f i c i en t  t o  a t t a in  l eve l  f l i gh t .  This i s  ref lected in  the 
recommended c r i t e r i a  of Reference 15. I n  view of the desire  to  ut i l ize  
glide slopes of 6 t o  8 deg, such a l eve l   f l i gh t  requirement obviously goes 
beyond the  4 deg incremental requirement. While the incremental 4 deg re- 
quirement i s  meant t o  provide some a b i l i t y   t o  make some corrections relative 
to   the  nominal f l ight path angle,  a l eve l   f l i gh t  requirement would appear t o  
be more i n   t h e  category of a safety margin. 
Level f l igh t   capabi l i ty  was a feature   tes ted  in   the STOL-X simulation, 
and was f e l t   t o  be acceptable except where there was not the basic incre- 
mental 4 deg capability. Results of the TRANSALL VI f l i g h t  t e s t s  concluded 
tha t   l eve l   f l igh t   capabi l i ty  i s  desirable although it was not available in 
the TFMEALL V1 configuration tested. 
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Currently, for conventional aircraft, FAR Part  23 requires flight path 
control power i n   t h e  approach configuration i n  excess of l eve l  flight, i.e., 
a climb gradient  of 3 . 8  ( 1.8 'dGg). .'. In.   practice this requirement is nor- 
mally exceeded, but it does form the basis  for  a t  l e a s t  ope means of compari- 
son with a l e v e l  f l i g h t  requirement for powered-lift. T h i s  i s  shown next. 
FINDING: 
The long term flight path control power can be interpreted in  terms 
of t h e   a b i l i t y   t o  counter a sustained horizontal wind shear. 
DISCUSSION: 
In order for an airplane to maintain a constant  iner t ia l  f l ight  path 
angle and constant airspeed i n   t h e  presence of a sustained  horizontal  wind 
shear, it must have the abi l i ty  to  accelerate  as  rapidly as  the wind i s  
changing. This acceleration i s  equivalent t o  an incremental flight path 
angle given by: 
This i s  a valuable relationship to connect the flight path angle require- 
ment t o  one of i t s  primary reasons f o r  existence, to cope with atmospheric 
disturbances. It also permits a d i rec t  comparison t o  current conventional 
a i rcraf t  capabi l i t ies .  Final ly ,  it gives more credence to  the  use of a 
A7 requirement rather than a A6 requirement since the relationship between 
A7 and horizontal  shear  is  independent of airspeed. 
Figure 3-10 shows t h e   a b i l i t y   t o  counter a sustained horizontal 
shear for both conventional aircraft operation under FAR Part  25 and powered- 
l i f t  aircraft  operating under the proposed l eve l  f l i gh t  requirement. Note 
that  the comparison d i f fe rs  somewhat depending upon r a t e  of descent and 
whether the horizontal shear i s  characterized as varying with a l t i tude  or  
varying with time. In a l l  cases, however, there i s  approximately equal 
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Figure 3-10: Comparative Abil i ty   to  Counter Horizontal 
Shears i n  the Long Term 
shear protection between powered-lift  aircraft and conventional j e t  trans- 
por t s  a t  the i r  typ ica l  approach speeds given that the respective requirements 
are just met and that airspeed i s  well  regulated. The la t ter  assumption i s  
not necessarily good for  powered-lif t   aircraft  as indicated in Reference 21. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
The short term control power can be appropriately defined i n  terms of 
a A7 within  a  given  period  following  application of primary f l ight   path 
control w h i l e  maintaining secondary control. 
DISCUSSION: 
Short term control power i s  a measure of how  much and how quickly the 
flight path can be changed. Quantification, therefore, must include the 
elements of magnitude and time. Definition of the magnitude would carry 
the same considerations as previously discussed for long term flight path 
control power. Thus it could be expressed i n  terms of an incremental flight 
path angle or an incremental sink ra te .  In  keeping with the foregoing 
discussion, use of an incremental flight path angle seems reasonable. 
The time element t o  be associated with short term control power should 
be consistent with the rise time requirement previously discussed. Since 
the required rise time, t.,/*, i s  the maximum time allowed fo r  a significant 
percentage of peak response, it makes sense to  t ie  the required absolute  
response t o  the same time frame. 
The rnatter of what t o  do with the secondary control must also  be f i t  
i n to  the proper time frame. I n  view of the  fac t  that (i) secondary control 
use i s  associated with flight reference regulation, and ( i i )  flight reference 
regulation is  carr ied  out   a t   a  lower frequency than flight path regulation; 
then short term f l i g h t  path change capabili ty should not involve any signifi- 
cant secondary control use. Further, the most convenient assumption i s  
tha t  secondary control be simply held fixed. 
It may be argued that incremental load factor i s  an  alternative way 
of defining short term control poker. This i s  not true,  in general ,  because 
it neglects the time between cont ro l   in i t ia t ion  and peak incremental load 
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factor.  A n  airplane could possess a relatively large incremental load 
factor capabili ty.  If, however, the time required to obtain that capa- 
b i l i t y  were excessive through a long lag i n   t h e  primary control, then any 
given flight path change would be correspondingly long. In addition, the 
r ea l ly  important parameters such as Ah, A&, or  Ay are  integrals  of load 
factor.  Hence, a large peak aZ followed by a rapid washout would be in- 
effective.  
The requirement for   short  term control power i s  really intended t o  
plug a 'technical  loophole and may have no effect  on most powered-lift de- 
signs. This requirement i s  specifically intended to prohibit the following 
type of s i tuat ions:  
0 Primary control response i s  rapid, but effectiveness i s  
very small. 
0 Secondary control  effect  on f l ight  path i s  large enough 
to   he lp  meet the steady state requirement, but response 
i s  very sluggish. 
0 The p i l o t  cannot adequately regulate flight path i n  
turbulent  a i r .  
These s i tuat ions can be avoided by a requirement tha t   the  primary control 
alone provide a significant portion of the steady state control power, a t  
l ea s t  on a short term basis.  
FINDING: 
The l eve l  of short  term control power required i s  considered t o  be 
approxilnately 2 deg incremental flight path angle i n  3 sec following appli- 
cation of primary control. 
DISCUSSION: 
Experimental determination of short term control parer requirements 
was d i f f i cu l t .  F i r s t ,  it was not possible to independently vary short term 
control power w h i l e  holding a l l  other flight path characteristics constant, 
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such as steady state control power. Next, it was diff icul t  for  the pi lot  
t o  determine precisely when control power was inadequate because of the 
random nature of the simulated atmospheric disturbances. Occasions when 
maximum flight path  control power was needed tended t o  be fairly  infrequent 
even in relatively strong gusts. Finally, there was a good deal of variation 
among the  subject  pilots  in how l i t t l e   c o n t r o l  power they would accept. 
The cases which can be used to   i n fe r  some min imum level  of short term 
control power are given i n  Table 5-5. These are not only  those from 
direct investigation of short term flight path control power, but include 
cases from other experilnents. These were picked because they have no de- 
f ic iencies   in   r ise  time or  long term control power according to   the  cr i ter ia  
previously suggested. A clear pilot  opinion trend with short term f l igh t  
path control power is  not evident. It i s  suspected that part of the reason 
i s  that a short term flight path control power sufficiently low t o  signifi- 
cantly degrade p i lo t  opinion was not evaluated. It may be that a given ' r ise  
time and long term control power, i n  practice, always provide adequate short 
term control power. 
The flight path control features mentioned above combined t o  limit 
short term control power t o   a t   l e a s t  a value of approximately 2 deg i n  
3 sec. The results show this  level  i s  adequate but- not that a lesser amount 
would be so. Also, it i s  not known whether r i s e  time and long term f l ight  
path control power w i l l  always limit short term control power t o  the level 
seen here. Therefore it i s  suggested that the level demonstrated (i .e., 
2 deg i n  3 sec) be adopted as a tentative requirement. Further experiments 
should be conducted t o  more precisely define the limits of this criterion. 
5.2.2.3 VERTICAL PATH CROSS COUPLING 
Cross coupling i s  an area i n  which progress was made i n  understanding 
but no satisfactory means of quantification was developed. One reason for  
this i s  the complex nature of coupling. Coupling can arise directly from 
a control input. For example, a primary control input of power can affect  
pitch attitude which, i n  turn, affects flight path and/or flight reference. 
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TABLE 5-5 
SU"A.RY OF DATA USED M INFER RFQUIRFD SHORT TERM CONTROL POWER 
Aym 
(deg 1 
16.6 
10.8 
6.6 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
' 4  
-
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PILOT RATING 
5 
3, 5 
Acceptable 
4, 5 
4 
4 J  4, 5 J  
5 
4J 5 
5 
Coupling  can also arise in the  natural  response of the  airplane.  With 
pitch  attitude  constrained a conventional  airplane  has  relatively  easily 
identified  airspeed  and  heave  modes. :Both are  first-order  modes  with  sub- 
stantially  different  time  constants. A powered-lift  aircraft  generally 
has  more  airspeed/heave  coupling,  especially  at  speeds  near Vdn. The two 
first-order  modes  can  couple  into  one  second-order  mode in which  case any 
control  input wil involve  both  airspeed  and  flight  path  responses. 
. . !... ' .. . 
In the BR 941 and AWJSRA simulation,  we  observed  coupling  as  primarily 
a flight  reference  control  problem.  One m j o r  characteristic  which  was 
observed  was  the  tendency  to  slow  down  as  power was increased,  the  result 
of a near  vertical  thrust  angle. Also noted  along  with  this  characteristic 
was the  flight  path  overshoot  tendency i  which a flight  path  change  peaked 
then  decayed  as  airspeed  changed. In the  analysis  of  these  initial  simula- 
tion  experiments we developed  the p concept  (which  is  defined  shortly) 
in an attempt  to  quantify  cross  coupling  effects.  Following  this, in the 
Generic STOL simulation,  we  systematically  varied  cross  coupling  but  found 
that  the .u scheme  was, in fact,  based on a faulty  assumption. A s  a 
result, we fell  back  on a simplistic  time-response  view  of  cross  coupling. 
This also  failed  to  adequately  quantify  the  level  of  cross  coupling  problems. 
The simulation  findings  which  are  presented  below wi point up the  high- 
lights  of  the  cross  coupling  investigations  made  and will elaborate  on 
problems  encountered. 
The  form of cross  coupling  of  most  interest in this  study  was  that 
coupling  between  flight  path  and  airspeed.  This  is an area  where  powered- 
lift  aircraft  tend  to  be  fundamentally  different  from  conventional  aircraft. 
Coupling  between  flight  path  and  airspeed  is  almost  entirely a function 
of  the  airframe  (including any lift  and  drag  augmentation). It can  be  de- 
scribed  by  considering  transfer  relationships  between 7 and V and  the 
primary  and  secondary  controls. A complete  absence  of  coupling  would 
correspond  to  no  effect  of  primary  control on airspeed  and  no  effect  of 
secondary  control  on  flight  path.  Such a condition is impossible  for a 
bare  airframe  and can be  approached  only  with  extensive  lift  and  drag 
stability  and  control  augmentation.  Because  of  the  likelihood  of  coupling 
and  its  potential  impact,  it  does  need  to  be  considered. 
Flight path-airspeed cross coupling occurs i n  two important ways which 
can easily overlap. First, coupling can take place through primary control 
orientation (i .e., 8T i f  thrust  i s  primary). T h i s  can cause a f l i g h t  path 
decay problem. It corresponds to  the  primazy cont ro l  ac t ing  d i rec t ly  to  
increase flight path while decreasing airspeed. This i s  most obvious i f  
0~ > 9 deg. 
The other way i n  which coupling can occur i s  independent of thrust 
angle and'ordy a function of the cross derivatives X, and Z, which are 
defined i n  Appendix A .  This i s  where an airspeed perturbation produces a 
ver t ical  force and a fl ight path perturbation a horizontal  force.  In the 
extreme, this condition forces airspeed and f l igh t  pa th  to  respond a t  the 
same frequency. The resulting attitude constrained motion i s  osci l la tory 
rather than the usual well separated exponentially decaying flight path and 
airspeed modes. 
Both of the above forms of coupling combine t o  degrade manual f l i g h t  
path control. The f l ight  path response shape i s  a manifestation of t h i s  
coupling and addresses the overshoot or decay but not the oscillatory aspect. 
This l a t t e r   i t em i s  discussed further in the next finding. 
Up to   th i s   po in t  we have been describing flight path/airspeed coupling. 
Now consider flight path/flight reference coupling. There i s  no distinction, 
of course, i f  the fl ight reference happens t o  be airspeed. This, however, 
cannot be assumed i n  general. 
Flight path/flight reference coupling depends on how the   f l i gh t  
reference i s  mechanized as well as, the airframe dynamics. Where the im-  
pact of flight path/airspeed coupling i s  mainly on flight path control, the 
impact of flight path/flight reference coupling i s  on both f l ight   path and 
fl ight reference.  In Section 5.2.3 we w i l l  discuss this aspect of cross 
coupling i n  de t a i l .  
- " " " " "  
FINDING: . 
The term "cross-couplingff can r e f e r   t o  a number of different   effects  
which a re   v i s ib le   to   the   p i lo t  and influence  his workload and performance. 
DISCUSSION: 
Cross coupling i s ,  i n  i t s e l f ,  an imprecise term. I n  viewing the powered- 
. .  
. . '  ' < -  . ' .. . .  Lift configurations of this program, however, only two prominent 'forms of 
cross coupling were ident i f iable  by the subject pilots.  
The f irst  of these was the e f fec t  of a t h r o t t l e  change on pi tch at t i tude.  
'This'is simply the result of effective thrust  vector being offset  f'rom the 
c.g'. , but   i s   no t   eas i ly   genera l ized   in  terms of sign or  magnitude f o r  powered- 
l i f t  a;irplanes nor i s  it a function of geometry a s   i n   t h e  case of conventional 
a i r c ra f t .  There was no intent ional  var ia t ion of t h i s  e f f ec t  i n  the  config- 
" ..&ations  considered. In general, such  coupling was re la t ive ly  weak, espe- 
c i a l l y  i n  those cases involving a pitch att i tude hold SAS. Nevertheless, 
even small amounts of throttle-to-attitude coupling were readily perceived 
by the subject pilots.  The la rges t  amount of throttle-to-attitude coupling 
was experienced i n  t h e  STOL-X baseline configuration. This case did not 
turn out to be objectionable and, i n   f a c t ,  it was desirable because it was 
a favorable form of coupling. That is, when the  th ro t t l e  was varied, the 
airplane  pi tched  in  such a way as to help maintain the desired flight refer- 
ence. I n   f a c t  when an att i tude hold Sks was added the p i l o t  opinion actually 
worsened somewhat because this favorable coupling was not present. Reference 32 
describes the effects of this kind of coupling for an AWJS,RA simulator experi- 
ment. 
.. . 
\ ,  , ' . 
The second form of cross coupling obvious to  the  subjec t  p i lo t s  was 
the unusual effect of t h ro t t l e  on airspeed. Because of the  ver t ica l  th rus t  
orientation there was a d i s t inc t  tendency for airspeed to decrease for an 
increase  in  thro t t le .  Notable examples were the AWJSRA and Generic STOL 
configuration 129. 
' .  This form of coupling i s  normally associated with a f l ight  path over- 
shoot tendency. That is ,  a s tep change i n  t h r o t t l e  r e s u l t s  i n  a corresponding 
. .  
. change in  f l igh t  pa th  followed by a decay. (Recall  the set  of responses 
shown i n  Figure 5-5. ) Since th i s  form of coupling was viewed as a 
d i rec t  consequence of powered l i f t ,  it received considerable attention. 
.One.analytical approach i s  described next. 
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FINDING: 
The theoretical  cross coupling parameter termd usmL was no,$ an 
acceptable metric of cross coupling between flight path and flight reference. 
. .  
DISCUSSION: 
The uSmL parameter was adapted from a mathematical approach intro- 
duced to'  the  control system f ie ld  by E. H. Bristol  in  the  mid-l$O's 
, .  
' (Reference 33).  This parameter provided a relatively simple measure of 
' h& airspeed regulation affected flight path control and vice versa. It 
was defined as the  ratio of flight path response with throt t le  a t  constant 
att i tude  to  the flight path response with t h ro t t l e   a t  constant airspeed, 
and was a function of f'requency. 
asT ay I V=const 
The optimum value Was unity which meant that  airspeed  regulation would not 
a l ter  the flight path response. It also meant the airspeed to throttle 
response was zero. (See Reference 33 for additional details and a thorough 
discussion of the  implications of II .) STOL 
The cc concept was investigated  in a systematic manner during  the 
second Generic STOL simulation. A'series of airplane configurations were 
considered whose high frequency and low frequency values for  uSmL were' , 
varied according t o  Table 5-6. Accompanying characteristics, ' inclu- 
ding time response for  step flight path changes and 7 - V contours' for  the 
two controls are also shown. In general, there was simply not a clear 
. correlation between pi lot  opinion of flight path and flight reference 
response and the p values. For example, configmation 1270 should have 
been the most severely coupled case i n  terms of i t s  u description. 
However, it was judged as good or better than the supposedly ideal 
case, 1210. A detailed account of;  these results is  included i n  Reference 13. 
.I, I . . ..._ ._ .~ 
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CONTROL  CROSS  COUPLING TEST CASES 
There  are  three  main  problems  with  the II parameter.  First,  the 
pilot is not  likely  to  regulate  airspeed  tightly.  Airspeed  does  not  nec- 
essarily  need  to  be  the  flight  reference,  but  even if  it were,  the  regulation 
would  be  at a lower  bandwidth  than  flight  path.  Hence  the  basic  asqumption 
of  perfect  speed  control  is  faulty. 
The  second  problem  is  that f i  may  be an overly  simple or  inappro- 
priate  measure  of  coupling. For example,  it  does  not  directly  measure 
airspeed  excursion  due  to  flight  path  control o r  p blems in regulating 
flight  path or airspeed. This is  the  risk in relying on a single  parameter 
to  describe a complex  relationship. 
Finally, I-L would  be  difficult  to  measure, or  at  least  its  non- 
steady  aspect. m e  steady  state  value  is a simple  function  of '7 for  con- 
stant  attitude  and  throttle.  The  value  for a given  frequency  would  probably 
require  mathematical  manipulation f time  response  data. 
av 
For  these  reasons  along  with  the  results  of  the  Generic STOL simulation, 
the I-( STDL parameter  was  dropped  from  consideration. 
It should  be  noted  that  flight  pathlairspeed  coupling  was  addressed 
in the AWJSFA simulation  program  reported in Reference 34. While  the 
results  involved  only  calm  air  conditions, a strong  pilot  opinion  effect  is 
nevertheless  shown  for  the  steady  state  metric: 
This w i l l  be fbther studied  in  forthcoming  flight  tests  using  the AWJSRA 
and  may  provide a key  to  effectively  defining  flight  path/airspeed  coupling 
limits. 
FINDING: 
A limit may be  required fo r  coupling of flight  path/airspeed  modes. 
DISCUSSION: 
A s  mentioned  earlier in this  subsection,  attitude  constrained  dynamics 
can appear  as a coupled  oscillatory  mode  rather  than  the usual two separated 
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exponentially decaying modes.  The  amount of such coupling can be expressed 
i n  terms of the damping ra t io  of that oscillatory mode. 
It is suspected that a lower limit on this, damping may be necessary 
t o  insure acceptable closed loop flight path control. Based on pilot/  
vehicle analyses one can show that too low a damping r a t io  prevents tight 
flight path control. On the other hand, this feature may be effectively 
governed by other requirements such as short term response r i s e  time. 
It i s  suggested that  damping of a coupled flight path/airspeed mode 
be specifically  limited  until such a  limitation i s  found t o  be redundant. 
Based on results from this program and those of Reference 10 a tentative 
limit would be approximately 0.6 t o  0.8 c r i t i ca l  damping. Cases having a 
value less than 0.6 were never acceptable. A value of 0.8 was the lowest 
value connected with an acceptable vehicle. 
5.2.3 FLIGHT REFERENCE CONTROL 
A s  mentioned in   ea r l i e r  discussions, flight reference contml consists 
of a relatively loose outer loop the objective of which i s  t o  keep the  f l ight  
condition  within  safe margins. 
In  this section we will discuss the relatively qualitative .results con- 
cerning flight reference control. This w i l l  consist of a chronolo@;ical 
account O f  f l i g h t  reference  related experiments and how they were viewed 
over the course of the program. 
During the BR 941 simulations indicated airspeed was used mainly as the 
flight reference quantity but there was also some limited use of angle of 
attack. During these simulations we noted comparative features such as a 
PI0 tendency i f  angle of attack were tracked too tightly. Also we gave the 
pi lot  both indicated airspeed and angle of attack simultaneously. During 
the AWJSRA simulation indicated airspeed was used as flight reference through- 
out. During the Generic STOL simulation we again assumed the indicated 
airspeed as flight reference but found that the  pilot  was not always willin@; 
to  closely  track this flight  reference if it was not necessary t o  preserve 
. .  . -  . , ,  
adequate  margins. Finally, during the STOL-X simulation, a qual i ta t ive 
exploration of several facets of flight reference control was made. 
The following are the findings related to fl ight reference control.  
. I  ~. " " " " " -  
FINDING: ' I  : ~. . .  
Flight reference can be a multi-variable function. 
DISCUSSION: ' 
This i s  important  idea because' it implies  that  airworthiness standards 
m u s t  be formulated i n  terms general enough t o  handle such a def ini t ion of 
fl ight reference.  During the early simulations in this program, f l i g h t  
reference was generally assumed t o  be airspeed but angle o f  a t tack was used 
occasionally. To a l imited extent either airspeed o r  angle of attack was 
appropriate to the BR 941 and AWJSRA configwations but this was not so 
with some of the more unusual cases considered during the Generic STOL 
simulation. In some cases it was found that use of a constant airspeed 
fl ight  reference imposed an  unnecessarily  difficult workload on the  pi lot ,  
and tha t  a fl ight reference such as constant pitch attitude was a be t te r  
a l ternat ive.  
. . .  . 
The concept of f l ight reference was then further expanded t o  include 
any of a number of generalized parameters. One such fl ight reference was 
used extensively in  the  STOL-X simulations. In this case, a generalized 
' f l ight reference was used which preserve-d a constant speed margin. This 
fl ight reference was a l inear  combination of angle of a t tack and th ro t t l e  
posit ion.  .. . 
In general, the flight reference, displayed on a single gauge, could 
consist of a function of any number of variables contrived to help the pilot  
maintain a safe and effective operating point. 
" " " " " -  
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FINDING: 
There must be only a s ingle   f l ight   reference  quant i ty   for   the  pi lot   to  
regulate. 
DISCUSSION: 
The primary supporting data- for this .finding came from the  or iginal  
BR 941 simulation. During some runs both indicated airspeed and angle of 
a t tack were available as a fl ight reference,  that  is, the  p i lo t  was given 
both a nominal airspeed and a nominal angle of attack. This  resu l ted  in  
conf’usion and increased workload because of frequent conflicts. The p i lo t s  
noted that they had t o  choose one or the other to regulate.  They frequently 
found simultaneous airspeed and angle of attack excursions which were indi-  
cating pitch corrections of opposing signs. 
T h i s  i s  not to dLscourage or prohibit display of status information 
other than flight reference. When flying an airspeed flight reference it 
was found tha t  p i lo t s  did, i n  f a c t ,  l i k e  t o  monitor angle of a t tack  for  the  
purpose of margin indication, but would make angle of attack corrections 
only i f  the excursions became excessive. 
FINDING: 
Several  different factors must be considered i n  select ing a f l i g h t  
. reference mechanization from among the numerous poss ib i l i t i es .  
DISCUSSION: 
Flight reference can be mechanized several  different  ways, even for   the  
same safety margin c r i t e r i a .  Consider the usual 7 - V plots with contours 
of constant power, constant pitch att i tude,  and constant angle of attack. 
Any t r i m  point i n  the plot can be specified i n  terms of any two of the   f ive  
variables : 
0 Flight  path  angle, y 
0 Airspeed, V 
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0 Power, 
0 Pitch  att i tude,  8 
0 Angle of attack, a .  
A family of desired t r i m  conditions (subscript c) could be s q u e l y  
defined by any one of 10 plots,  such as Vc versus 6 ~ ,  , 8, versus Vc, o r  
yc versus ac. Each of these curves could then be used f o r  two different  
f l ight reference mechanizations. For example, the curve of Vc versus ac 
could provide a fl ight reference of v - V, (a) or  a - ac (v).  
A I 2  of these flight reference schemes provide the same trim conditions 
but d i f f e r  i n  o the r  important considerations, including: 
0 Dynamic (or short term) response to  control  inputs  
0 Sens i t iv i ty  t o  atmospheric  turbulence 
0 Sensor and computational  complexity 
0 Effects of accelerated f l ight .  
While a l l  of these are important considerations in selecting a f l i g h t  
reference mechanization, the l a s t  one may be the most c r i t i c a l .  
Even conventional aircraft have a fl ight  reference problem i n  accelerated 
fl ight.  Student pilots are carefully instructed about the effects of a 
steady turn on s t a l l  speed. This i s  one reason some  recommend using angle 
of attack instead of airspeed as the flight reference. The problem i s  more 
severe in  a powered-lift aircraft because even the maximum angle of a t tack 
may not be constant. 
For powered-lift aircraft another important accelerated flight condi- 
t ion  i s  opera t ion  in  a wind shear. To maintain constant airspeed i n  a wind 
shear,  the aircraft  must have an  iner t ia l   accelerat ion  equal   to   the wind 
acceleration. Because the aircraf t  is  accelerat ing,  the usual  y -.V plot 
i s  no longer valid. However, the  e f fec t  can be approxilnated by using an 
effective  f l ight  path  angle which i s  defined by: 
il 
Teff - y a + -  g 
where ya = flight path angle relative to the air mass 
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This' allows 'one t o  use the y - V p l o t   t o   e s t a b l i s h  approximate trim 
conditions in  a wind shear. The contours of constant a and 6T are  s t i l l  
val id  but  the constant  e contours  a re  sh i f ted .  P i tch  a t t i tude . i s  always 
given  by 8 = 7, + a - not  7eff + a; therefore,  a wind shear shifts' the e 
contours by G/g. The ne t  r e su l t  i s  t ha t  p i t ch  a t t i t ude  may not be an ap- 
propriate  f l ight  reference 
tude i n  a wind shear could 
i n  a wind shear. Holding the desired pitch a t t i -  
subs tan t ia l ly  reduce safety margins. 
FINDING: 
Flight reference dynamics a re  v i s ib l e  to  the  p i lo t  and a f f ec t  his 
workload. 
DISCUSSION: 
Some ef fec ts  of differing fl ight reference mechanizations were demon- 
s t ra ted during a br ie f  experiment with the STOL-X simulation. For the 
basel ine airplane the f l ight  reference was mechanized using angle of a t tack  
and thro t t le  se t t ing* .  So far  as  the pi lot  could te l l ,  the  f l ight  reference 
appeared t o  be a typical angle of attack indication. Movement of the 
t h r o t t l e  had a weak but   l inear   e f fec t  on the   f l igh t ' re fe rence   ind ica t ion .  
For  this  par t icular  a i rplane configurat ion,  this  f l ight  reference mechani- 
zation was  acceptable, even though the f l ight  reference display was somewhat 
noisy when f lying in  turbulence.  
As  an al ternat ive,  a mechanization was employed which used pitch a t t i -  
tude i n  combination with t h r o t t l e  -position**. If the f l ight  reference 
needle were zeroed, the  resu l t ing  t r i m  condition would be iden t i ca l  t o  the  
baseline case. The f ac t  t ha t  p i t ch  a t t i t ude  and t h r o t t l e  were  used, however, 
eliminated the noise characterist ic of an angle of attack indication. The 
f l igh t  re ference  ind ica t ion  i t se l f  was very steady and, i n  e f f e c t ,  provided 
the pi lot  with a p i tch  a t t i tude  command via  the f l ight  reference gauge. 
Hence, i f  the  p i lo t  increased  h is  th ro t t le  se t t ing  to  go up, t h e  f l i g h t  
reference gauge immediately moved t o  an indicat ion which could be interpreted 
* Flight reference was a - ac where ac = f (ST) 
* *  Flight reference was e - ec where B c  = f(ST) 
directly  as  the  pitch  attitude change required t o  maintain the desired 
flight reference in the long term. It was easier  for  the pi lot  to  f ly  
this simply because the short term aynamics of the displayed flight 
reference were somewhat improved over the baseline flight reference. 
Unfortunately, the effects of wind shear were not fully appreciated 
a t  the time of the experiment. No tes ts  with a definite shear were per- 
formed but subsequent analysis indicated that safety margins could be 
significantly reduced with the second (pitch  att i tude) flight reference 
scheme. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
Manual flight reference regulation i s  looser than flight path regula- 
t ion and cannot be used t o  enhance the short term f l i g h t  path response. 
DISCUSSION: 
One feature of the cross coupling experiment during the Generic SML 
simulation was that each of the configurations had equivalent flight path 
response potential provided that airspeed was well regulated. For example, 
i n  case 1220 which had approximately a 45 deg thrust inclination, flight 
path response to  a throttle input was very slow. If the pitch attitude was 
immediately increased t o  offset  the speed increase when power was added, 
then the flight path response was much faster.  
It was found, however, that when the  pilot had t o  depend upon this 
rapid and simultaneous regulation of flight path and flight  reference  in 
rough a i r  and near the end of his approach, the workload simply became too 
high. In this case he reduced or dropped flight reference control and 
regulated flight path using only the throttle. Both of the pilots who flew 
this configuration used this control technique and got into a flight path 
PIO. Knowledge that tight airspeed regulation would relieve this was of 
no help. The workload involved i n  doing so was simply too high. This, then, 
i s  an i l lust rat ion of the. need f o r  basic f l i g h t  path control standards 
through use of primary control only. 
" " " " " _  
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SECTION 6 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY,  CONTROL, and PERFOFMANCE; LANDING 
This section covers longitudinal stability, control, and performance 
for the landing flight phase, i . e . ,   tha t   par t  of flight beginning with flare 
i n i t i a t i o n  and ending with touchdown. Landing i s  handled i n  a similar way 
t o  approach. In particular,  the landing i s  analyzed i n  terms of pi lot ing 
technique and control functions. The landing, l ike  the  approach, i s  pri-  
mari3.y a vertical  path control problem. In fac t ,  it i s  more so since active 
flight reference control i s  not involved. We begin by discussing key dif- 
ferences i n  the landing task between conventional and powered-lift aircraft. 
T h i s  i s  followed by presentation of simulator results. 
I n  the section dealing with piloting technique, we see that, j u s t  as i n  
the approach flight phase, pi lot ing technique can be c l a s s i f i ed   i n  terms of 
the primary control. In the landing, though, there i s  much l e s s  emphasis 
on the secondary control. Additionally, the landing task i s  defined i n  terms 
of cer ta in  performance features, such as flare height,  target touchdown sink 
r a t e ,  and target  touchdown point. It i s  important t o  note that f l a r e  can 
include the range from full flare (nearly zero touchdown sink rate)  to  no-f lare .  
One additional degree of freedom i n  landing technique offered by powered 
lift i s  use of power to  f l a r e .  This discussion involves development of the 
means t o   t r e a t  power-to-flare as wel l  as the conventional attitude-to-flare 
technique. 
The control functions to be considered are pitch attitude and f l i g h t  
path. Flight reference reguJation i s  not really involved i n  landing even 
though the i n i t i a l  flight reference value i s  important. The impact of 
powered l i f t  on p i tch   a t t i tude  and flight path control i s  generally the 
same i n  the landing flight phase as i n  t h e  approach. The main e f fec t  i s  
primarily that of high l i f t  coefficient and Low airspeed. The vertical 
thrust inclination feature of powered l i f t  i s  also important in the case 
of f la r ing  with power. 
Landing experiments which were conducted i n  this simulator program 
followed the same general outline described in the approach section. The 
program was begun using detailed models of ac tua l   a i r c ra f t .  This led to 
more specially designed experiments in  which cr i t ical   landing parameters 
were varied. Finally, tentative criteria were t r i e d  on a spec i f ic  a i rc raf t  
design, STOL-X. In general, the landing was conducted as a part of the 
overall  approach and landing task. This meant tha t  the  p i lo t  would arr ive 
a t   t he   f l a r e   i n i t i a t ion   po in t  having flown a representative approach task 
involving various adversities. The p i l o t  was always given a prescribed 
f l a r e  technique along with some indication of target  touchdown objectives. 
Landing rol lout  was frequently accomplished, although it was not really a 
par t  of this simulation program. 
6.1 PILOTING TECHNIQUE; l A N D I N G  
The following i s  a presentation of ideas related to the role of pi lot-  
ing technique in longitudinal stabil i ty,  control,  and performance for  the  
landing f l i gh t  phase. A s  for the approach, this w i l l  be i n  preparation 
for the subsections on longitudinal control functions. The points to be 
covered here are pilot objectives and the means to describe piloting tech- 
nique in the landing. T h i s  will be followed by a few of the more general 
findings relating to piloting technique. 
AS in   the  approach, the primary piloting task during the landing is  
tha t  of vertical path control. It is ,  however, more of a. terminal control 
problem since the goal almost t o t a l l y  is. to   a r r ive  a t  a s e t  of desired 
touchdown conditions. Most l ikely the main objectives are obtaining a 
target  touchdown sink ra t e  and a target point on the runway. In  a conven- 
t iona l  a i rc raf t  the  emphasis i s  frequently on the former. I n  a powered-lift 
a i rc raf t   the  emphasis i s  more on the   l a t t e r  i f  a STOL environment i s  in- 
volved. There are, of course, other concerns a t  the  poin t  of touchdown, 
such as maintenance of reasonable safety margins, landing gear geometric 
and structural  constraints,  etc.  
In the approach or landing, pitch attitude control i s  the longitudinal 
task subordinate to flight path control. 
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The term "f lare  technique" re fers   to   the   spec i f ic  way i n  which the 
cockpit controllers are used t o  accomplish the landing task. Flare using 
p i t c h   a t t i t u d e   i s  analogous t o  a conventional piloting-technique and f l a r e  
using power analogous t o  a STOL technique. 
FINDING: 
The l i ke ly  techniques for landing powered-lift aircraft include both 
f lare   using  pi tch  a t t i tude and flare with application of t h ro t t l e .  
DISCUSSION: 
The choice of a particular flare technique depends great ly  on ve r t i ca l  
path control characterist ics available.  Given suitable characterist ics,  
the  subjec t  p i lo t s  in  th i s  and the Reference 10 simulation programs demon- 
s t r a t ed   t he   ab i l i t y   t o  perform flared  landings  with  either  pitch  att i tude 
or th ro t t le  as  the  primary f lare  control .  
Flared landings using pitch attitude as the primary control appeared 
ident ica l  t o  those performed i n  conventional a i r c r a f t  so far as general  
piloting technique i s  concerned. In general, pitch attitude varied nearly 
l inear ly  wi th  a l t i tude  a f te r  f la re  in i t ia t ion .  The subject pilots charac- 
ter ized this  as  a closed loop task t o  the extent allowed by the visual 
display and cont ro l lab i l i ty  of  the   a i rc raf t .  
Flares using thrott le were i n i t i a l l y   t r i e d  during the BR 941 simulation 
(Reference 1 1 ) .  Two p i lo t s  were involved i n  t h i s  s h o r t  experiment, one 
had considerable helicopter background and the other virtually none. The 
pilot with helicopter experience quickly adjusted to flares with throttle. 
The s i m i l a r i t y   t o  a flared helicopter autorottition maneuver seemed t o  be a 
fac tor .  The p i lo t  no t  having helicopter experience was re luc tan t  to  endorse 
t h i s  technique. After trying this again with a significant reduction'  in 
engine lag, the second p i lo t  then agreed that the technique might be fea- 
s i b l e   a f t e r  a suitable training period. 
During the Generic STOL and STOL-X simulations (References 13 and 14) 
f la re  us ing  thro t t le  was inves t iga ted  Wther  and, i n   f a c t ,  was  used as the 
normal prescribed technique for several cases including the STOL-X model. 
It was found tha t  a l l  the subject pilots could adopt use of this technique 
provided ver t ica l   pa th  dynamics were adequate. 
It was noted t h a t   i n   f l i g h t   t e s t s  with the NC-1BB (Reference 24) f l a r e  
using  throt t le  was t r i ed   bu t  was found t o  be an unsatisfactory technique. 
This appeared to  the  p i lo t s  to  be  due t o  long engine lags. Based on what 
was learned i n  this simulation program, however, it i s  f e l t  t h a t  t h e  prob- 
lems were mainly in   the   pa th  dynamics re la ted   to   the   e f fec t ive  thrust angle, 
and not i n   t he  inadequacy of the technique i t s e l f .  
FINDING: 
It i s  reasonable t o  permit a f l a r e  technique involving open loop 
application of the secondary control. 
DISCUSS IOlT : 
Initial simulation experiments (References 11 and 12) involved the use 
of only one f l a r e   con t ro l   a t  a time, e i ther  p i tch  a t t i tude  or th ro t t le .  
During the f irst  Generic STOL simulation (Reference 13) a ser ies  of experi- 
ments was run i n  which the   p i lo t  was allowed t o  use an open loop application 
of the secondary control. Some of the results are important with regard 
t o  piloting technique in the flare.  It i s  important to point out, however, 
that  the resul ts  may not have completely general applicability. The nature 
of the airplane dynamics plays an important role as mentioned previously. 
It was found that f lare using att i tude could be aided by an open loop 
application of t h ro t t l e .  The most direct  benefi t  was i n  reducing the 
maximum pitch  attitude  excursion by i n i t i a l l y  breaking  the  sink  rate with 
th ro t t l e .  This can be important for powered-lif t  aircraft  because low 
n- combined with a large glide slope angle requires relatively large pitch 
excursions. 
It i s  d i f f i c u l t   t o  add a precise increment of t h ro t t l e  because there 
are  no d i rec t  cues other than engine noise. The d i f f i cu l ty  i n  adding thrust  
t o  a i d  i n  f l a r e  i s  i t s  likely inconsistency of application. It should be 
r .- 
Noted  that  this  difficulty  is  present  to  some  degree  in  flares  using  pitch 
attitude  alone  owing  to  the  variation in throttle  during  the  approach,  which 
in turn  creates  some  dispersion  at  flase  initiation  thereby  altering  the 
initial  conditions  of  the  flare. 
Flares  using  throttle  were  not, in general,  aided  by an open  loop 
application  of  pitch  attitude  except  where  it  was  necessary  to  establish 
a level  attitude  for  touchdown  (i.e.,  where  the  approach  attitude  was  less 
than  nose  level).  The  main  difficulty  was  similar  to  that  msntioned  pre- 
viously in that  application  of  pitch  attitude  introduced  some  variability 
in amount  of  throttle  required  to  flare. 
In all  cases  where  the  pilot  was  allowed  to  use  an  application  of 
secondary  control  he  did so prior  to  initiation  of  the  flare  with  primary 
control.  That  is,  the  main  segment  of  the  flare  maneuver  was a single 
control  operation. This was  also  noted  in  Reference 10. There  is  good 
reason  for  this  being  the  natural  inclination.  It  allows  some  of  the 
transient  effects  of  the  secondary  control  application  to  settle  before 
the  pilot  begins  closed  loop  application  of  the  primary  control.  This  is 
the  same  reason  that a precise  measure  of  secondary  control  input  is 
desirable. 
This aspect  was  further  explored  in  the STOL-X simulation. For this 
model  the  nominal  flare  technique  was  prescribed  as  use  of  throttle  as 
primary  flare  control  with  an  open loop change  in  pitch  attitude  sufficient 
to  clear  the  nosewheel  at  touchdown.  This  technique  was  suited  to  the  path 
dynamics  of  the  model  and  was  found  acceptable  by  the  eight  subject  pilots. 
6.2 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS ; LANDING 
The  two  landing  control  functions  considered  here  are  pitch  attitude 
and  vertical  path.  Flight  reference  control  is  not  included  because  it  is 
a low frequency  function  which  is  not  significant in the  comparatively 
short  term  flare  maneuver. 
6.2.1 PITCH  ATTITUDE  CONTROL;  LANDING 
This  section  presents  ideas  associated  'with  pitch  attitude  control in
the  landing  flight  phase  and  closely  parallels  the  corresponding  section 
for  the  approach. 
The  importance of pitch  attitude  control in the  landing  is  almost 
entirely  dependent  upon  the  flare  technique. If the  flare  is  performed 
using  pitch  attitude  as  the  primary  control  then  pitch  control  characteris- 
tics  need  to  be  considered. If flaring  with  power,  pitch  attitude  control 
is  considerably  less  important. 
A s  mentioned  previously,  pitch  attitude  control  was  not a specific 
topic  of  investigation.  Variations in pitch  attitude  control  characteristics 
were  strictly an indirect  result  of  variations in other  control  f'unctions. 
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FINDING : 
When  pitch  is  the  primary  flare  control,  pitch  attitude  control  involves 
the st. factors  as f o r  conventional  aircraft; it differs  only in the  mag- 
nitude  of  the  pitch  attitude  change. 
DISCUSS I O N  : 
When  pitch  attitude was used  as  the  primary  flare  control,  the  nature 
of  the  pitch  maneuver  itself  was  essentially  identical  to  that  observed in
conventional  aircraft  with  one  notable  exception,  the  magnitude  of  the 
pitch  change  was  noticeably  larger.  This  is  illustrated in Figure 6-1 
in which  Trofiles  of 8 versus h are  presented  for  various  types  of  aircraft. 
The  fla.-,e  profiles f o r a simulated  powered-lift  vehicle  are  typical of most 
of  the  c,?nfigurations  involved in this  simulation. 
The  common  feature of all the  plots  is  that  pitch  attitude  varies 
approximatcly  linearly  with  altitude  after  flare  initiation.  Only  minor 
fluctuation:  from  the  linear  trend  occur. Also, each  of  the  cases  are 
characterized  by a reasonably  well  defined  flare  initiation  height.  This  is 
a convenient  marker  for  the  beginning  of  the  maneuver.  Correspondingly  the 
r 
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pi tch   a t t i tude  increment from the approach t o  touchdown i s  another con- 
venient metric. These features wil be important i n  the subsequent section 
dealing  with  vertical  path  control. 
The large pitch att i tude required for powered-lif t  aircraft  i s  mainly 
the result of a lower nh. Since approach sink rates for conventional 
and powered-lift aircraft are comparable, then the level of normal accel- 
erat ion required to  f lare  should be about the same. Hence, f o r  a lower 
value of n% a correspondingly larger pitch attitude i s  required to obtain 
a given normal acceleration. 
" " " " " _  
6.2 2 VERTICAL PATH CONTROL; LANDING 
T h i s  subsection treats the main longi tudinal  task in  the landing, the 
vertical path aspects of the f lare  maneuver. The ver t ical  path control  
character is t ics  of powered-lift aircraft are described and compared t o  a 
conventional a i r c r a f t  i n  t h e  approach section. The  same character is t ics  
apply to  the  landing, therefore, this w i l l  not be repeated. 
The following i s  a description of the manual f l a r e  maneuver. This 
description helps in identifying the key features  in  the airplane which are 
re la ted to  the f lare .  This  i s  a mathematical model which seems to  bear  a 
strong resemblance to  the nominal f l a r e  maneuver as observed i n  simulations 
as  well as actual flight s i tuat ions.  The  main objectives for this report  
a r e   t o  develop a comparison of features of powered-lift and conventional 
a i r c ra f t .  For background and de ta i l s  of t h i s  mathematical device the reader 
i s  referred to  Reference 12. We consider first a f l a r e  maneuver using 
pitch attitude control, then extend the same ideas  to  f lare  using throt t le .  
The key features of the manual f l a r e  maneuver are described in the 
previous subsections with regard to   p i lo t ing  technique and att i tude control.  
To recap, below the flare height, hFL, pi tch at t i tude var ies  near ly  l inear ly  
with alt i tude.  This implies the flare maneuver can be modeled by a simple 
l inear  feedback of a l t i t ude  to  commanded p i tch  a t t i tude .  Thus,  given 
initial  conditions  on  the  trimmed  approach, a flare  height,  and  the  pitch 
increment  between  approach  and  touchdown, ne,  it  is  possible  to  compute a 
nominal flare maneuver.  This  includes  solving  for  touchdown  conditions 
such  as  sink  rate,  position  on  the  runway,  airpseed,  and  angle  of  attack. 
The  details  of  these  calculations  are  given in  Reference 12. 
The  following  example  shows  the  various  features of th  flare  maneuver 
computed  for a typical  powered-lift  airplane  compared  to a conventional 
jet  transport.  The  two  cases  are  the  sane  ones  used in th  example  of 
approach  flight  path  dynamics  of  Section 5. The pammeters picked  to  des- 
cribe'the flare maneuver  in  each  case  are  typical  of  those  observed  in 
actual  flares.  There  was  an  attempt,  however,  to  match  the  abruptness  and 
duration  of  the  two  cases  to  provide a mor  direct  comparison.  The 
respective  maneuvers  are  defined  in  Figure 6-2. 
A comparison  of  the  main  features of flares  between  pawered-lift  and 
conventional  airplanes  (using  an  attitude  control)  is  shown  in  Figure 6-3. 
This figure  shows  time  histories  for  altitude,  rate  of  descent,  airspeed 
change,  angle of attack  change,  and  horizontal  distance  relative  to  the 
approach a h  point  (with  no  flare,  the  aircraft  would  land  at  the  aim  point). 
The  similarity  of  the  vertical  path  changes  is  shown  in  the  time 
histories  of  altitude  and  rate of descent.  The  resemblance of the  two 
examples  is  great  and  is  typical  of  what  one  observes  from  piloted  flare 
maneuvers. 
One  minor  but  nevertheless  realistic  difference  should  be  noted in 
the  sink  rate  time  histories.  Near  the  end  of  the  flare,  sink  rate  for  the 
conventional  airplane  tends  toward  zero  while  for  the  powered-lift  case 
it levels  off  and  starts  to  bend  slightly  upward. This is  indicative  of 
the  tendency f o r  the  conventional  airplane  to  float  while  the  powered-lift 
airplane  continues  to  settle  thus  touching  down  more  firmly. A ore  pro- 
nounced  difference  would  occur  if  the  pDwered-lift  airplane  were'  characterized 
by an even  lower n,  or  lower  heaving  damping. This is  disclissed in more 
detail  shortly. 
U 
The  time  history  differences  are  not  nearly so subtle  for  the  remaining 
three  variables,  airspeed,  angle  of  attack,  and  horizontal  distance. "he 
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airspeed change for  the  powered-lift:  airplane is .  nearly .twice as .great  while 
the original.  .approach  speed was about one half   that  of the.  conventional 
airplane.  The main factor  governing this relationship is  simply the  ra t io  
of nxa t o  n%. Since nxcL tends t o  be relatively constant between these two 
types of airplanes. the main determining factor i s  therefore simply n 
. .  
, .  , z a  
-1 ' . 
The angle of a t tack change is also s ignif icant ly  greater  for  the powered- 
l i f t  airplane. This i s  rea l ly  the  resu l t  of the lower n% which requires 
a larger angle of a t tack change to  ge t  the  same ver t ical  accelerat ion.  Note, 
though, that the angle of attack excursion i s  significantly less than the 
attitude excursion shown i n  t h e  previous figure,  i .e. ,  the flare is  not a 
high angle of a t tack maneuver. 
Finally, the horizontal distance traveled during the flare i s  greater 
for the conventional airplane even though, i n  t h i s  example, the  f la re  
duration i s  the same. The difference here i s  solely due to the difference 
i n  approach speeds since the speed, even a t  touchdown, i s  not much l e s s  
than the i n i t i a l  speed. . .  
Thus, the above s e t  of examples provides an overview of  the f lare  
maneuver using att i tude as the primary flare control.  Airspeed, angle of 
attack, and distance relationships are shown within the context of a 
rea l i s t ic   cont ro l  of f l ight  path.  
Now  e w i l l  consider the aspects of flight path control more closely. 
I n  a f l a r e  where a t t i tude  i s  the primary control the key to describing 
vehicle dynamics 5 s  simply the $6 response. This i s  most easily described 
i n  terms of a transfer function and i s  discussed i n   d e t a i l   i n  both Section 5 
and i n  Appendix A .  
The dominant features of f l ight  path due to   a t t i t ude  change can be 
summarized as the following: 
0 Sensi t ivi ty  of ver t ica l  acce le ra t ion  to  a t t i tude  change, 
0 Lag i n   i n i t i a l  response .as influenced by heave damping, Zt 
0 Flight path decay as influenced by speed damping and the 
n% 
W 
degree of backsidedness. 
, . .  , ,. 
One should expect t ha t  ky suitably l imiting each of these three elements, 
the flight path dynamics with regard  to   f lare  would. a lso  be suitably 
constrained. 
It can be shown using the flare analysis method of Reference 12  that 
the closed loop flare dynamics are,  really a function of the first two items 
(nza ana Zi) and tha t  the  third (backsidedness) i s  considerably less im- 
por tant  ercept  in  extreme cases. Further, the f irst  two items are related 
by a simple relation: 
That is, f o r  a 
between f l i g h t  
given airspeed there i s  a naturally occurring relationship 
path control sensit ivity and f l ight  path response. Hence, 
the main determining factor for flight path control   dur ing  f lare   for  powered- 
l i f t  airplanes should be e i ther  % or  Zw. t 
It i s  not clear which of the two factors i s  more universal or which 
should be directly l imited.  Both l i ke ly  have l imi t s .  Under cer ta in  con- 
di t ions the sensi t ivi ty  l imit  can be more easi ly  reached, while for others 
the response lag wi l l  be c r i t i c a l .  A more quantitative treatment of t h i s  
i s  given i n   t h e  f irst  finding soon t o  be discussed. 
Meantime, l e t  us compare the condition of f lar ing using throt t le  to  
the use of a t t i tude  and discuss some of the features. The important aspects 
of using t h r o t t l e   t o   f l a r e  can be shown using an analyt ical  model of the 
f l a r e  maneuver similar t o  that shown above. 
One might hypothesize that th ro t t l e  is used in   the  same manner as 
attitude, i.e., an approximately linear feedback of a l t i tude.  Based on 
simulator data t h i s  seems t o  be a val id  model of the  f la re  maneuver, a t  
l ea s t   a f t e r   t he   p i lo t  has undergone suff ic ient   famil iar izat ion and when the 
a i r c r a f t   i t s e l f  has adequate vertical  path control potential .  Figure 6-4 
shows some actual simulator landings where t h r o t t l e  was used to   f l a r e .  
An analyt ical ly  developed example i s  shown i n  Figure 6-5. This i s  
a direct comparison of f lare with t h r o t t l e   t o   f l a r e  with a t t i tude .  The  same 
basic powered-lift airframe i s  considered. It should be again noted that 
i n  this case the effect ive thrust angle i s  ve r t i ca l  and engine l ag  i s  zero. 
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The flare height and th ro t t l e  increment used to describe the flare 
are  somewhat arbitrary,  but are meant t o   r e f l ec t   t yp ica l  cases observed 
on the simulator. Variation could be expected depending on p i lo t  and spe- 
cific vehicle characterist ics.  The considerations i n  t h i s  example were t o  
use a reasonably common flare height, abruptness of f la re ,  and touchdown 
sink  rate.  
Note tha t   t he   f l i gh t  path change i t s e l f   i n  terms of a l t i tude  and r a t e  
of descent i s  generally comparable using both techniques. T h i s  simply indi- 
cates the potential  for the same kind of maneuver with either control.  
According t o   t h i s  example there i s  a tendency for f la re   us ing   th ro t t le   to  
produce a f loa t  (h continues toward zero) compared to  pos i t ive  se t t l ing  
using attitude. This general effect i s  v is ib le  to  the  p i lo t .  
The most notable characteristics are the comparative effects  on a i r -  
speed and angle of attack. Flare with throttle tends to affect airspeed 
less .  The exact effect depends mainly on effective thrust angle as noted 
in Section 5 .  While the airspeed change tends t o  be small, the angle of 
a t tack change i s   l a rge   bu t   i n  a favorable sense with respect to safety 
margins. The l a t t e r  i s  simply a r e su l t  of holding attitude while increasing 
f l i g h t  path angle. 
There i s  a slight difference in the horizontal distance, but t h i s  i s  
only due to   t he  small difference in flare height in these examples. 
The important aspects of using throt t le  to  f lare  as  shown above are 
net increases in speed and angle of a t tack safety margins during the flare. 
This contrasts sharply with the clear decrease in margins when f la r ing  w i t h  
p i tch  a t t i tude.  
Now consider the vertical path control aspects of f laring  with  thrott le.  
The vertical  path dynamics are   real ly   the same as described for the approach 
phase (Section 5 ) .  The distinguishing factor from pitch att i tude control 
i s  the absence of a large flight path decay tendency. Presuming an adequate 
l imitation on this for  the approach phase, then the main features to be 
addressed i n   f l a r e   a r e  simply vertical   path response time and control power. 
It i s  natural   to  expect that   the  need for  increased  precision  in  the  f lare 
1 62 
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w i l l  require a correspondingly  faster  response  time  and  increased  short  term 
control  power. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
Reasonable  limits on n' and  heave  damping, ZL, for  flaring  with  pitch z, 
attitude  have  been  determined,  but  application  of  the  limits  to  approach 
speeds  significantly  different  from  those  simulated  is  questionable. 
DISCUSSION: 
The  main  unsolved  problem in this  respect  is  determining  whether  the 
limiting  factor  is  control  sensitivity, n or  control  response, Zw. 
Arguments  can  be  made  to  support  either or both.  The  following  describes 
some  of  the  data  obtained  from  this  program  as  well  as  pertinent  informa- 
tion  from  other  sources. 
t 
ZCL' 
First,  consider a selected  portion  of  data  obtained  from  this program. 
Figure 6-6 shows  comparison  plots  of  pilot  rating  versus n and Z i .  
These  data  are  relatively  clear  of  other  factors  because  of  the  following: 
Za 
0 They  represent  the  ratings  of a single  pilot 
0 None  of  the  configurations  are  excessively  frontside  or 
backside 
0 The  standard  turbulence  level  was  used in  all  cases 
0 The  same  method  of  evaluation  was  used 
0 A significant  speed  range was spanned ('35 kt  to 75 kt). 
For  small  values of either n or Z' a significant  degradation in pilot za W 
rating occws. The  parameter, nk, however,  appears  to  provide  better 
correlation.  The  importance  of n is  further  supported  by  pilot  comments 
which  specifically  mention  excessive  attitude  change. In some extreme  cases 
there was a loss of  view of the  runway  near  touchdown,  but  these  cases  are 
not  included in the  plot  because  this  was  not a con rol  related  problem. 
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Nevertheless, it i s  not possible to rule out heave damping or path 
response 'as  ' the  cr i t ical  factor .  The difference i n  data dispersion i n  the 
two p lo ts  i s  not that  great.  Furthermore, the same levels of heave damping 
i n  a much faster a i r c r a f t  (hence larger  n ) give similar p i lo t  ra t ings .  
Figure 6-7 shows the previously plotted data compared t o   p i l o t   r a t i n g  
t rends for  a simulated space shuttle vehicle landing a t  about 180 k t  
(Reference 3 5 ) .  On the basis of th i s ,  one is tempted t o  assume heave 
za 
. .  1 . damping . , i s   t he  more , c r i t i c a l  parameter. 
. .  
While we &re s t i l l  l e f t  not knowing what was real ly   def ic ient  i n  the 
cases studied, ' an. opinion i s  nevertheless ventured here. It i s  f e l t   t h a t  
the  degradation of p i lo t  opinion shown i n  Figure 6-6 i s  t i e d   t o  - both 
low sens i t i v i ty  and low heave damping. The p i l o t  complaints of excessive 
attitude excursion m u s t  be considered as well as the space shut t le  data .  
It seem  reasonable  to  consider  tentative  limits  of  n z, A 1.6 g/rad and 
-Zt 2 0.45 rad/sec. Similar limits are proposed i n  Reference 10 from 
another simulator investigation of path control requirements for powered- 
l i f t  a i r c r a f t .  
, .  
. .  
W 
The above l imits  on n and Zk are exactly equivalent a t  a speed of za 
68 k t .  For speeds close to  this  it i s ' n o t  r e a l l y  important which parameter 
i s  more c r i t i c a l .  The question does become important for speeds which are  
significantly higher or lower.  Unfortunately, there  i s  insuf f ic ien t  da ta  
t o  determine which parameter would be more c r i t i ca l  i n  e i the r  case .  There- 
fore the l imits should be considered valid only for approach speeds i n   t h e  
range of roughly & - 80 k t .  
FINDING: 
The suggested  short   term  response  cri terion  for  f lare  with  thrott le 
i s  a r i s e  time t o  p amplitude of approxi&tely 2 sec. 1 
DISCUSSION: 
This c r i t e r i o n   i s  based on a large number of simulator cases in which 
the resul ts  were reasonably consistent. The data considered for this flare 
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response cri terion are tabulated i n  Table 6-1 and plotted in Figure 6-8. 
The trend of averaged pi lot  ra t ings versus  r ise  time i s  w e l l  defined. The 
main question i s  what p i l o t   r a t i n g   t o  use as a cut-off i n  determining maxi- 
mum rise time. This was done primarily by relying on the resul ts  of the 
STOL-X simulation. It w a s  considered that this, the last simulation of this 
program, produced the most consistent and well-defined results. There was 
a clear  concensus t h a t  a 2 sec   r i s e  time i n  Ay produced a n  adequate leve l  
of response for the power-to-flare maneuver i n  the 1.4 m/s (4.9 f t /sec)  
turbulence level used. This c r i te r ion  should apply not only to  thro t t le ,  
bu t   t o  any choice of primary control   for  flare. 
F~NDING: 
. .  
If the nominal landing i s  characterized as non-flared then the minimum 
short  term response r i s e  time need be only that for   the approach segment. 
DISCUSSION: 
A special  experiment run during the STOLX simulation showed tha t  i f  
a so-called carrier landing were performed, the short term response re- 
quirement was less stringent than for a flared landing. I n  fact ,  the  m i n i m u m  
l eve l  of short  term response needed t o  f l y   t h e  approach was adequate a l l  the 
way t o  touchdown. 
This seems reasonable since the non-flared landing i s  no more than an  
approach continued to   t he  ground with no r e a l  change i n  technique or visua l  
guidance information. The flared landing, on the other hand, involves a 
departure from the approach mode o f  operation and some loosely defined 
increase  in  vertical   path  precision..  
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
A calm air demonstration of the landing flight phase using a s e t  of 
the appropriate abuses can give an indication of landing characteristics 
i n  turbulence. 
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DISCUSSION: 
T h i s  i s  a key finding of this program, which points the way to   de te r -  
mination of airworthiness relative to the landing without requiring direct 
demonstration i n  a given leve l  of wind or turbulence. It was recognized 
t h a t  landing under adverse atmospheric concjitions was probably the most 
c r i t i c a l  p a r t  of powered-lift operations. Ideally one would l i k e   t o  demon- 
s t ra te  landings  in  the worst expected atmospheric conditions. Such a 
demonstration, however, would be impractical from t h e   f l i g h t   t e s t  stand- 
point. It would be considerably more diff icul t  than demonstrating i n  a 
given mean wind condition since one would want a var ie ty  of RMS gusts, 
shears, etc. Therefore, we investigated what might be done under the calm 
air conditions t o  somehow simulate problems encountered in   s ign i f i can t  
leve ls  of turbulence. 
The basic idea behind the calm a i r  demonstration i s  tha t  one main 
e f fec t  of turbulence is  to increase the dispersion of conditions a t  f l a r e  
in i t i a t ion ,  such as sink rate, airspeed, and control  set t ings.  It is  pre- 
sumed tha t  i f  the pi lot /vehicle  in  calm a i r  i s  capable of a safe landing 
from off-nominal i n i t i a l  conditions and has an adequate l e v e l  of short  
term response, then it should be able to handle a given level of atmospheric 
turbulence. In general, then, we wanted t o  look a t  a var ie ty  of abuse 
conditions that would be the   l ike ly   resu l t  of turbulence and show tha t   the  
p i l o t  could successfully flare without a major change i n   f l a r e  technique. 
A l s o ,  this would presumably look after aspects of f la re  cont ro l  that are 
d i f f i c u l t  t o  measure d i rec t ly .  This could include such things as vertical 
path control power or cross coupling which may be dependent upon ground 
effect .  
The idea of a calm a i r   f l a r e  demonstration was a r e su l t  of the BR 941 
and AWJSRA simulations. It was developed conceptually i n   t h e   f i r s t  working 
group meeting, then explored in  the  STOL-X simulation. Feasibility was 
examined fo r  a var ie ty  of f l a r e  techniques including full f l a r e  with power, 
ful l  f l a r e  with at t i tude,  and no flare (i .e. ,  continuation of the nominal 
approach f l i g h t  path and piloting technique t o  touchdown). f i no r  adjust- 
ments in   the  basel ine STOL-X configuration were made t o  accommodate each of 
these flare techniques. Each of the cases w i l l  be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
Flare  using  pitch  att i tude as the primary control i s  the most inter-  
es t ing case in  that  a l l  abuses are relatively important. A high sink rate 
abuse indicates the basic requirement for  ver t ical  path control  power. I n  
addition, it shows the   ab i l i t y   t o  counter low power and high s ink rate  a t  
flare i n i t i a t i o n  due t o  a la te   correct ion or an off-nominal power set t ing.  
A fast abuse of fl ight  reference can reveal a va r i a t ion   i n   f l i gh t  dynamics 
which may lead to over-rotation and resulting long touchdown. A slow abuse 
of fl ight  reference can r e s u l t   i n  a variation of f l i g h t  dynamics which may 
reduce f l ight   path  sensi t ivi ty  and r e s u l t   i n  an inadequate break i n  sink 
r a t e  and inadequate safety margins. The most serious abuse i s  l i k e l y  t o  be 
an inadver ten t  th ro t t le  cu t  a t  f la re  in i t ia t ion  which produces a serious 
loss of ver t ical  path control  power available with p i tch  a t t i tude .  This i s  
considered an important abuse becuase it represents a n  action that i s  fre- 
quently taken i n  conventional a i r c r a f t   i n  which there is  no correspondingly 
adverse effect. 
A flare i n  which th ro t t l e  i s  the primary control is ,  i n  general, not 
a s  c r i t i ca l  r e l a t ive  to  abuses as when f la r ing  with a t t i tude .  A fast/slow 
abuse does not produce the same resu l t s  because the f lare  control  i s  not 
direct ly   affected by speed, i .e. , ZET tends t o  remain constant w h i l e  n z, 
does not. A secondary control abuse, pitch attitude, i s  not  l ikely in  the 
same sense that a t h ro t t l e  abuse i s .  Thus a nose-down a t t i tude  abuse cor- 
responding t o  a t h ro t t l e  cu t  for the opposite technique seems unnecessary. 
The most s ignif icant  abuse for  throt t le- to-f lare  i s  an off-nominal sink 
ra te .  Demonstration of such an abuse would d i rec t ly  check for  ver t ical  path 
control power. 
The final f l a r e  technique case considered was  use of t h ro t t l e  as the 
primary control with no break i n  sink rate ,  i .e., the approach i s  continued 
a l l  the way t o  touchdown. This i s  r ea l ly  ju s t  an extension of the previous 
case. Therefore, the speed and secondary control abuses would be expected 
to have l i t t l e  importance, however, a sink ra te  abuse would remain important 
i n  order   to   assure   f l ight   path  control  power i n  the presence of any ground 
ef fec t .  
The results of calm a i r   f l a r e  demonstrations for the STOEX simulation 
are summarized i n  Table 6-2. The numerical flight path and f l igh t  
reference abuses shown were considered by the  pi lot   to  be representative of 
conditions encountered in  the  simulated lo$ turbulence conditions. Note 
that  for an att i tude  f lare  the  pilot   selected  the  fast  abuse larger than 
the slow abuse. He did not t r y   t o  make this distinction i n  the ‘power-to- 
f la re  case, though, because speed abuses were not considered as important. 
In the no-flare case a steeper sink rate abuse was suggested by the  pilot  
and a distinction was made between the  size of fas t  and slow flight reference 
abuses . 
Based on the limited examination during the STOL-X simulation, the calm 
a i r  demonstration of landings appears t o  be a feasible way of determining 
airworthiness. The concept, however, needs more thoroua investigation t o  
determine numerical abuses which would apply t o  a wider range of airplane 
configurations. 
FINDING: 
An approach-type short term/long term vertical  path  control power 
requirement i s  unsatisfactory  for  the  flare due to  complicating factors 
such as ground effect and f lare  technique. 
DISCISSION: 
Vertical path control power is an important requirement in   the   f la re  
maneuver but it defies the simple step input criterion suggested for  the 
approach f l ight  phase. The long term vertical path control power require- 
ment does not  really apply to   the  f lare  maneuver because of i t s  relatively 
short duration. Short term control power is, however, important but it 
depends upon the degree of abruptness of the  f lare maneuver and the amount 
of positive or  negative ground effect present in a specific vehicle. There- 
fore, the control power requirement i s  very much design dependent. 
TABU 6-2 
S-Y OF  APPFOPFUATE CALM A I R  DEMONSTRATION ABUSES 
STOL-X 
FLARE TECHNIQUE 
Pitch  Attitude Primary 
Control 
c .. 
Throttle Primary Control 
( 3  1/2 deg at t i tude 
change required to 
clear nosewheel) 
No-Flare, Throttle 
remains primary control 
t o  touchdown 
FLIGHT PATH 
fDUSE 
2 deg steeper 
(than nominal) 
2 deg steeper 
3 deg steeper 
FLIGHT REFERENCE 
ABUSE 
2 units" slower 
(3  k t )  
(7 k t )  
I: units  fas ter  
4 units slower 
(7 k t )  
(7 k t )  
4 units fas te r  
2 units slower 
( 3  k t )  
(7  k t )  
4 units fas te r  
REMARKS 
Secondary control abuse con- 
s i s t ing  of i d l e  power during 
, f l a r e  was most c r i t i c a l  con- 
dition.  Flight  reference 
abuses c r i t i c a l  because of 
strong speed influence on 
a t t i tude   f la re  dynamics. I , 
It was not indicated i f  these 
flight reference abuses were 
represeotative of turbulence 
conditions. Not c r i t i ca l ,  
however, since speed does not 
have a big effect on thro t t le  
f l a r e  dynamics. 
Fast flight reference abuse 
c r i t i c a l  for  a t t i tude  re  nose- 
wheel, not for  speed per se. 
Increased fl ight  path abuse 
probably an indication of a 
less constrained sink rate  
f l a r e  window. 
* Units refers  to  the flight reference used with this specific model. Numbers i n  parentheses 
indicate the corresponding steady state airspeed excursions. 
The  most  direct  way  of  guaranteeing an adequate  level  of  vertical  path 
control  power  is  through an appropriate  calm  air  flare  demonstration. In
particular, a demonstration  involving a sink  rate abuse would  produce a 
direct  measure  of  the  sane  things  looked  after in the  approach  control 
power  criteria. Grow& effect or flare  technique  peculiarities  would  be 
directly  taken  care  of. 
SECTION 7 
LATERAL-DIREXTIONCIL  STABILITY AND CONTROL;  APPROACH AND LANDING 
Lateral-directional  stability  and  control  was  not a subject of formal 
. .  
investigation in this  program.  The  decision  was  made  to  concentrate  on 
the  longitudinal  axis  because  powered-lift  aircraft  have  fundamentally 
different  longitudinal  characteristics and airworthiness  problems  than  do 
conventional  aircraft.  Inherent  lateral-directional  differences  between 
powered-lift  and  conventional  aircraft  are a matter  of  degree,  not funda- 
mental  character.  The  basic  piloting  techniques  are  the  same and the  same 
handling  qualities  criteria  should  apply. 
The  above  is  not  meant  to  imply  that  powered-lift  aircraft  have  no 
lateral-directional  problems. On the  contrary,  they  seem  to  generally have 
worse  characteristics  than  conventional  aircraft.  The  following  problems 
appear  to  be  common in many powered-lift  designs: 
@ Poor  turn  coordination 
0 Relatively  rapid  spiral  divergence 
o Low roll damping 
0 Low  frequency  and  damping  of  the  dutch r o l l  mode. 
Since a formal investigation  of  lateral-directional  characteristics 
was  not  conducted,  there  are  no  firm  quantitative  results  to  report.  The 
objective of this  section  is to record a few qualitative  observations  which 
were  made  during  the  program. 
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FINDING: 
Turn coordination or heading control problems were the major complaints 
during the few simulation runs made without lateral-directional SAS. 
DISCUSSION: 
A s  a rule, the simulation experiments of t h i s  program were run with a 
la teral-direct ional  SAS for  the specif ic  purpose of concentrating on longi- 
tudinal aspects.  The instances i n  which no la te ra l -d i rec t iona l  SAS was  
used were: 
0 A l l  runs during the f i r s t  BR 941 simulation (October/Noveniber 1972) 
0 One ser ies  of runs for  the  AWJSRA simulation 
0 Some runs with the Generic STOL model. 
In these cases the pilots found it d i f f i cu l t   t o   t r ack   t he   l oca l i ze r  because 
of problems i n  making precise heading corrections. This was due to  l a rge  
adverse y a w  character is t ics .  Furthermore, it was d i f f icu l t  for  the  p i lo t s  
t o  compensate for the adverse yaw by using the rudder t o  coordinate the 
turns.  
The key factors in turn coordination and heading control are generally: 
0 Dynamic adverse/proverse yaw, ( N b  - g/V) 
0 Aileron  adverse/proverse yaw, (Nka/Lka) 
0 Dutch r o l l  frequency and damping. 
High d i rec t iona l  s tab i l i ty  (high dutch r o l l  frequency) tends t o  reduce 
s ides l ip  and thereby improve turn coordination. Unfortunately, the simu- 
l a t ed   a i r c ra f t  had low dutch r o l l  frequency and damping and were therefore 
more sensit ive to the other two parameters. 
The  yaw d i r ec t ly  due to   a i l e ron  (N& /L& ) was not a serious problem as a a  
it was re la t ive ly  small (the ideal value i s  zero).  The main cu lpr i t  was 
dynamic adverse/proverse yaw, (NL - g/V) which should be zero for turn co- 
ordination. The simulated a i r c r a f t  had relatively large, negative values 
which resulted i n  adverse yaw (a i r c ra f t  yaws out o f  the turn). The main 
reason was the slow speed which increased the g/V term. The values of N' 
P 
were also,relatively  large and negative. 
Because the adverse yaw was due t o  (N' - g/V) rather than (Nka/%,), 
turn coordination with the rudders was more diff icul t .  One can compensate 
for  a (Nga/Lga) effect by a simple crossfeed from wheel t o  rudder, i .e.,  
the  pilot  need only apply rudder proportional t o  his wheel input. To com- 
pensate for an (N' - g/V) effect requires a lagged crossfeed (lag equal to 
the  ro l l  mode). This i s  more difficult ,  i f  not impossible, f o r  the pilot 
t o  do accurately. It should resu l t   in   a t   l eas t  a high workload and 
probably poor tracking performance. 
P 
- P  
FINDING: 
P i lo t s   in i t ia l ly  had some difficulty adjusting to the higher turn rate/ 
rol l   sensi t ivi ty   resul t ing from the low approach speed. 
DISCUSSION: 
In a steady turn, $ A g/V * cp; thus, a low approach speed means a higher 
sensit ivity of turn rate to roll. Some of the pilots more accustomed t o  
higher speed aircraf t  found this adjustment troublesome. They had t o  
regulate r o l l  at t i tude more precisely and use small r o l l  corrections. 
After sufficient training, though, the problem seemed t o  disappear. 
While this may have been only a training problem it could also  indicate 
the need for mre precise roll  control for slower ai rcraf t .  To our knowledge 
no handling qualities study has ever considered the effects of approach 
speed on roll   control requirements. 
FINDmG: 
A l l  of the powered-lift configurations considered in   the course of this 
program had acceptable crosswind landing characteristics, a t   l e a s t   i n   t h e  
modest crosswinds evaluated. 
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DISCUSSION: 
It should be recalled that o n l y  three  basic   la teral-direct ional  con- 
figurations were involved i n  this program - the BR 941, the AWJSM, and 
the Generic SrOL (including SrOL-X) . This cmall sampling i s  r ea l ly  fur- 
ther  reduced by the   fac t   tha t  a similar Latera l -d i rec t iona l   s tab i l i ty  
augmentation system was used i n  each case. To the extent that  this SAS 
masked the  bas ic  a i rc raf t  charac te r i s t ics ,  one could say that a l l   l a t e r a l -  
directional configurations were rea l ly   the  same regardless of the simulator 
model. 
One minor problem did a r i s e  during the development of the SAS. The 
turn coordination feature would fight the pilot   during the decrab maneuver. 
The r e su l t  was that excessive pedal forces were required to decrab. The 
problem was cured by a simple e l ec t r i ca l  feed-forward command from the 
pedals t o  the rudder to offset  the turn coordination signal.  
An important factor regarding the crosswind landings made during this 
program was the magnitude of the crosswinds themselves. Early i n  t h e  pro- 
gram it was found that  the  visual  display  severely  l imited  the magnitude 
of the crosswind which could be considered. The r e s t r i c t ed  l a t e ra l  f i e ld -  
of-view of the visual display i n  combination with a low approach speed 
meant that only a modest crosswind component could be used without the 
p i lo t  los ing  sight of the runway. For t h i s  reason, crosswind components 
of no more than 10 k t  were evaluated. Because of the low crosswinds 
evaluated, the total impact of crosswind landings may not have been m y  
appreciated. This coupled with the weak var ia t ion in  a i rplane control  
characterist ics suggests cautiously interpreting the magnitude of the 
crosswind landing problem. 
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SECTION 8 
PROPULSION  SYSTEM  FAILURE;  APPROACH AND LANDING 
This  section  considers  conditions  associated  with  the  failure o  a 
propulsion  ,system  unit  during  the  approach  and  landing  flight  phase.  It 
contains  not  only  the  results  obtained  during  this  simulation  program  but 
also a substantial  number  of  results  from  other  similar  investigations. 
This  section  is  subdivided  into  two  main  parts: 
0 The  failure  transient  itself,  including  the  establishment 
of a new  trim  condition 
0 The  continued  approach  with a propulsion  unit  failed. 
One  particularly  important  task  of  this  section  is  to  describe  those 
features  involved in propulsion  system  failure  which  are  likely  to  be  in- 
herent in powered-lift  airplane  designs.  These  features  are  then  considered 
in describing  and  intepreting  simulation  results. 
One  likely  characteristic  of a powered-lift  design  is  that  the  pro- 
pulsion  system  is  more  complex  than in conventional  aircraft. For 
example,  it  could  include  ducting  of  hot or cold  gases,  movable  nozzles, 
or  propeller  cross-shafting.  When  considering  failures  one  must  include 
failures  of  each  of  these  elements  as  well as the  engines  themselves.  For 
this  reason  we  use  the  term,  propulsion  system  failure,  rather  than  just 
engine  failure. 
8.1 PROmTISION SYSTEM FAILURE  TRANSIENTS 
The  following  treats  the  transient  condition  immediately  following a 
propulsion  system  failure  and  up  through  restoration of a reasonably  steady 
state  condition.  We  begin  with a description  of  the  transient  condition 
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and follow it with the simulation results and their implications on develop- 
ment of airworthiness cri teria.  
It i s  important t o  consider  the effects  of  fa i lure  t ransients  in  
powered-lift aircraft because the t ransients  themselves are si 'gnificantly 
different  from those occurring i n  conventional aircraft. The most obvious 
difference between powered-lift and conventional aircraft i s  the loss of 
l i f t  t ha t  occurs from the fai lure .  This loss of l i f t  r e su l t s  from the  los t  
engine thrust  which was actually generating a portion of the l i f t  force 
supporting the aircraft. Figure 8-1 i l l u s t r a t e s  these and other major 
differences from conventional a i r c ra f t .  
The f i r s t  apparent motion resul t ing from a propulsion failure i s  a 
marked increase   in  sink ra t e  which i s  simply the   d i rec t   resu l t  of a de- 
crease i n  powered lift. Also, with thrust  act ing pr imari ly  in  the ver t ical  
direction there i s  l i t t l e  tendency fo r   t he   a i r c ra f t   t o  slow down as a con- 
ventional aircraft  does following an engine f a i lu re .  In fact ,  some powered- 
lift a i r c r a f t  could tend to  increase speed. Recalling the various flight 
dynamics parameters discussed i n  Section 5,  one can r e l a t e  the powered-lift 
loss directly to the powered-lift factor, 7 , and t h e  i n i t i a l  tendency t o  
change airspeed to  the  e f f ec t ive  thrust angle, 8T' 
P 
The fa i lure  of a propulsion system unit produces a set of la te ra l -  
directional  upsett ing moments which a re   a l so   i l lus t ra ted   in   F igure  8-1. 
For a powered-lift airplane in approach configuration, the l i f t  on the wing 
supplied by the  fa i led engine can be subs tan t ia l ly   l ess  than the l i f t  on 
the opposite wing. The net difference in lift produces a ro l l ing  moment 
and the drag difference produces a yawing moment.  The yawing moment fo r  
a powered-lift airplane i s  much less than for a conventional airplane i f  
the effective thrust angle i s  near ly  ver t ical .  
The pi lot   in   the  propuls ion  fa i lure   s i tuat ion must first recognize 
the fai lure .  Next  he  must cope with the motion transients described above 
and rea t ta in  a reasonably well trimmed flight  condition which permits either 
(i) the successful continuation of the approach or (ii) i n i t i a t i o n  of a 
missed approach. The findings relating to this process are broken down i n  
the following manner: 
POWERED LIFT CONVENTIONAL 
No Appreciable 
Rolling Moment 
LIFT LIFT 
Small 
Yawing Moment - 
n Small Net 
u n  I I L  
FA I 
Large 
Yawing Moment 
' n  
I Horizontal 
Thrust I '  
/ 
Large  Net 
Horizontal 
.Figure 8-1 : General Propulsion System Failure 
Effects on Forces and Moments 
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0 Recognition of the propulsion system fa i lu re  
0 Piloting technique during %he failure t ransient  
0 Lateral-directional control requirements 
0 Longitudinal control requirements. 
The findings in each of the above areas are accompanied by a discussion of 
the problems encountered and their implications for regulatory standards. 
a .I .I RECOGNITION OF PROPULSION SYSTEM FAILURE 
Delay in recognition of a propulsion system fai lure   represents  a time 
Lag i n  dealing with a potent ia l ly  hazardous s i tuat ion.  The following 
f indings relate  to  fa i lure  recogni t ion and reveal some of the aspects in- 
volved i n  operation of powered-lift a i r c ra f t .  
I n  this program propulsion system fa i lu re  was studied in conjunction 
with three simulator models: BR 941 , AWJSRA, and STOL-X. These provided an 
interest ing  var ie ty  of character is t ics   but  did not systematically cover the 
broad range possible f o r   a l l  powered-lift designs. I n  some t e s t s  f a i lu re s  
were introduced randomly during a ser ies  of runs. In  other  tes ts  there  was 
a ser ies  of runs devoted so le ly  to  the  fa i lure  problem. It was never 
possible, however, t o  r ea l i s t i ca l ly  dup l i ca t e  the  element of surprise of 
a f a i lu re  during normal operations. 
In these simulation experiments a propulsion system fa i lu re  was usually 
signaled by an audible tone in the cockpit. The warning was ac t iva ted  a t  
the same time engine RF" s t a r t ed  to  decay. The tone provided an unmis- 
takable cue tha t  a fa i lure  had occurred, but it was necessary to wait until 
a motion cue became apparent or  t o  check the engine instruments i n  order to 
determine which engine had f a i l ed .  In  some cases an audible tone was not 
used and the   p i lo t  had to   r e ly   so l e ly  on motion or instrument indications 
to   de t ec t  and diagnose a fa i lure .  
The following findings reveal some of the important aspects related to 
recognition of a propulsion system failure. 
FINDING: 
An a r t i f i c i a l  warning of propulsion system failure may be necessary 
f o r  some powered-lift airplanes. 
DISCUSSION: 
Dependence upon motion cues or engine instruments t o  warn of propul- 
s ion fai lure  does not appear r ea l ly  adequate. The following are some of 
the factors involved in a number of simulation experiments which show t h i s  
and, suggest the need f o r   a r t i f i c i a l   f a i l u r e  cues. 
The SML-X simulation (Reference 14) embodied a number of factors  which 
could be considered typical of powered-lift aircraft. Therefore we ~3-11 
begin the discussion with this example. 
The i n i t i a t i o n  of an engine f a i lu re  was indicated by a 15 sec duration 
audible tone in the cockpit. Perceivable motions following a f a i lu re  bu i l t  
up slowly while the sink rate increased rapidly to about 5 m/s (1000 ft/min) . 
It appeared that recognition of f a i l u r e s ,   a t   l e a s t  i n  the SML-X design, 
was more difficult  than in conventional aircraft  because of the time for  
perceivable motion t o  build.  
It should be noted tha t   t es t ing  of propulsion system failures i n   t h i s  
par t icular  experiment lacked the element of surprise. Since the pilot was 
briefed on the task, he was generally "spring loaded" awaiting the engine 
fa i lure .  Consequently, reaction times were probably shorter and the reac- 
t ions which ensued were better than might be expected during actual operating 
conditions. The few f a i l u r e s  i n  which p i lo t s  were not informed i n  advance 
were recoverable, but the failures did not occur a t   c r i t i c a l   a l t i t u d e s .  
In  a simulator experiment with an EBF design (Reference 39),  it was 
found that  the  quickest  reaction  times' under ideal conditions were on the 
order of 1.2 t o  1.5 sec. The most.readily detectable cue of engine f a i lu re  
t o  which the  pilot   could respond was the bank angle excursion induced by 
the roll asymmetry when the engLne fai led.  Vert ical  accelerat ion cues from 
the simulator were not of suf f ic ien t  magnitude t o  be detected. The increase 
in   ve r t i ca l   ve loc i ty  did not become apparent visually u n t i l  a sizable  sink 
r a t e  had already bui l t .  Engine instruments were located on the center 
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instrument panel and were not included i n  the pi lots '  continuous pattern.  
The l a t e r a i  SAS l imited the rol l ing and yawing excursions t o  about 6 deg 
and consequently limited their effectiveness.as a cue t o  a fa i lure .  
Reference 39 concluded t h s t  it i s  l i k e l y   t h a t   a r t i f i c i a l  warhing wil be 
/ .  . 
re'quired. 
Not a l l  simulation experience has involved low levels  of motion fol-  
lowing a propulsion system failure. In Reference 40 it was found tha t  a 
sudden f a i l u r e   i n  an engine produced a very  not iceable   rol land yaw fo r  
certain powered-lift designs. It appeared tha t  the  p i lo t  would have l i t t l e  
t rouble  in  ident i fying an engine failure in those cases.  
The use of cross ducting can produce motion cues tha t  a re  somewhat 
confusing when an engine fai ls .  In  the s imulat ion of the AWJSRA (Reference 12) 
it was noted tha t   t he   a i r c ra f t   ro l l ed   i n  a direct ion opposi te  to  that  
expected ( i . e . ,  loss of a r igh t  engine produced a net  loss of lift on the 
l e f t  wing because of cross ducting), yet the nose yawed to   t he   r i gh t  which 
was normal. The addition of thrust, i n  this case, only aggravated the 
peculiar combination of la teral-direct ional  asymmetries. 
propulsion system fa i lures  in  the  BR 941 simulation (Reference 14) were 
d i f f i c d t  f o r  the subject  pi lot  to  detect  because of the lack of asymmetry 
due to propeller cross shafting. Also, while a fa i lure  of one engine did 
produce a 25% loss of power th i s  resu l ted  in  only  a 15% loss  of net  thrust .  
The governor changed propeller pitch to maintain propeller RPM which re- 
su l ted  in  a net increase in propeller efficiency. Therefore, thrust loss 
was not as great as power loss. Aside'from the audible warning, the only 
other warning of propulslon system fa i lu re  i n  the simulated Breguet airplane 
was a re la t ive ly  mild increase i n  sink rate.  
In conventional transport aircraft, the pilot generally. experiences 
substant5al cockpit  side axelerations due to  the  asymmetric yawing moment 
produced by an engine failure.  In powered-lif t  aircraft ,  a ro l l ing  moment 
may be  p,oduced following a fa i lure .  Since the pi lot  i s  located close to  
t h e   r o l l  a i s  of rotation, the cockpit accelerations produced by the asym- 
metric roll ing moment are low. Thus, the acceleration cues provided t o  
the  p i lo t  of a powered-lift aircraft are not, in general, as effective as 
those i n  conventional a i r c ra f t .  
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In summary, the elapsed time between a propulsion system failure and 
the  pilots'   identification of that   fa i lure  will vary depending on the par- 
ticular characteristics of that  a i rcraf t .  Generally, the reaction times 
for  failure  recognition wi l l  be longer for  powered-lift a i rcraf t  than for 
conventional a i rcraf t .  Therefore it may be necessary t o  require some type 
of a r t i f ic ia l   fa i lure  warning system. A t  the same time it should be noted 
that any real   fa i lure  warning system will have some inherent delay although 
it might be insignificant. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
An audible propulsion system failure warning i s  only  partially 
effective. 
DISCUSSION: 
Most of the experiments conducted in  this program employed the audible 
warning described previously. While it was clearly effective in alerting 
the pilot of a propulsion system failure, certain qualifications should be 
noted. Firs t ,  it was an ideal device in  that  there  was no time delay between 
ini t ia t ion of the failure and the warning. Next, it warned only of a fa i l -  
ure, it did not t e l l  the  pilot which unit failed nor did it indicate what 
kind of control manipulation was required. For this sort  of information 
he had to   re ly  on engine instruments and detection of motion through feel, 
vision outside, o r  cockpit instruments. 
One simulation experiment described i n  Reference 41 revealed that 
warning l ights were also beneficial  in warning of engine failure. The 
relative value of lights and aural devices is  a human factors problem which 
is  outside the scope of this program. An important consideration i n  this 
regard i s  the requirement for other warnings, such as SAS failures or 
overspeed. 
" " " " " _  
8.1.2 PII13TING TECHNIQUE DURING THE FAILURE TRANSIENT 
In dealing with a propulsion system failure, it may be necessary for 
the pi lot  to  quickly manipulate several controls i n  an e f f o r t   t o  compen- 
sate for the upsett ing forces and moments. It i s  highly l ikely that 
powered-lift, just as conventional aircraft, will require that the engine 
power control be advanced following a fa i lure .  It i s  a l so  l i ke ly  tha t  
substant ia l  roll control will be involved and, fo r  some a i rc raf t ,  it may 
be necessary t o  change the pi tch at t i tude.  Aircraf t  such as the AWJSRA 
require adjustment of the nozzle vector control. Finally, i n  some cases 
application of direct ional  control  may be required. In consideration of 
the number.of different  controls which may be required t o  counteract the 
fai lure ,  there  are  a large number of possible sequences of control applica- 
t ion.  This fal ls  into the category of defining a piloting technique. 
The following are a nuniber of findings based on several simulation 
experiments involving propulsion system failure. For this reason, the 
findings are somewhat uniqae to the configurations observed. These are of 
value from a general point of view, however, because they reveal problems 
associated with a var ie ty  of possible  piloting procedures or technique. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
The sequence of corrective actions i s  a key aspect of piloting technique 
following propulsion system failure. 
DISCUSSION: 
The choice of control activation sequence can depend on a number of 
things. One could choose to  p i t ch  over i n  order to  accelerate  or regain 
safety margins, or the choice could be t o  immediately add power i f  arrest-  
ment of excessive sink r a t e  were important. Another possibil i ty could be 
the immediate application of roll control t o  counteract a se r ious   l a te ra l  
asymmetry. S t i l l  another choice of i n i t i a l  r eac t ion  could be the selection 
of a configuration change which takes a long time to  e f f ec t .  For example, 
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i f  it were important t o  eventually raise flaps but the flap rate were slow, 
then the f irst  move might best be init iating  the  f lap change. 
During the STOL-X simulation (Reference 14) the choice o f .   i n i t i a l  
control application was limited primarily to two possibil i t ies.  The f irst  
was t o  immediately pitch dam i n  order to accelerate, and the second choice 
was t o   i n i t i a l l y  add power. In the former case the technique consisted of 
pitching over to regain the f l i g h t  reference (essentially a decrease ' i n  
angle of attack), dealing with rolling moment, and f inal ly  adding parer to 
regain flight path. The acceleration to a higher speed took a substantial 
period of time. By pitching over first, the elapsed time t o  achieve the 
higher speed was kept t o  a minimum. In this case, the higher speed was 
desirable since it provided increased la teral   control  and greater  flight 
path capability. While this technique was satisfactory at  higher altitudes, 
there were problems with fa i lures   a t  low alt i tude which wi l l  be discussed 
shortly. 
Some pi lots   in   the STOL-X experiment favored the technique of first 
applying power, then countering roll motion, and finally, pitching over. 
This sequence allowed the pilot to track the glide slope more closely be- 
cause it more rapidly countered the substantial loss of l i f t  from the engine 
failure.  The problem associated with this  technique was that  without attain- 
ing the desired flight reference, i.e., pitching over, the aircraft  could 
barely sustain i t s  nominal approach f l i g h t  path angle. (This aspect w i l l  
be developed in   the  next subsection.) 
For the powered-lift design evaluated i n  Reference 42, a different 
control sequence was used. The  most satisfactory sequence of control a p  
plication was found t o  be (1 ) regain bank angle control, (2)  correct pitch 
att i tude and airspeed, ( 3 )  i n i t i a t e  heading correction, (4)  in i t ia te  th ro t t le  
changes, ( 5 )  complete the heading correction, and (6)  complete the thrott le 
adjustment. T h i s  resulted in 2 t o  4 sec of other control manipulations 
before the pilot was ready to  deal  with the throttle control. When simul- 
taneous control inputs were attempted the recovery time was actually in- 
creased due t o  a tendency toward PIO. 
I n  another simulation (Reference 41 ) the  lateral-directional SAS was 
found t o  be an aid t o  dealing with a propulsion system transient. The. 
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.simulated airplane was an EBF and an engine fa i lure  caused a la rge   ro l l ing  
moment. Since the SAS would oppose the roll  disturbance, '  the pilot '  was 
able  to  begin advancing the   t h ro t t l e  immediately a f te r   de tec t ing  a ' failure.  
He did not have t o  be concerned w5th countering  the  rolling moment resul t ing 
first from the'  thrust loss and next from the addition  of thrust. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
The proper sequence of control application following a propulsion 
system f a i l u r e   i s   l i k e l y   t o  have a strong dependence on the  a l t i tude of 
the failure. 
DISCUSSION: 
In the various cases considered, the sequence of application of controls 
did not seem t o  be pa r t i cu la r ly   c r i t i ca l  a t  high  alt i tudes;  but it was 
usua l ly  h ighly  c r i t i ca l  a t  low al t i tudes.  The problem was one of the time 
between the  fa i lure  and landing. The p i lo t  needed time to  s top  the i n i t i a l  
transients and re turn  to  an appropriate flight path. The AWJSRA and STOL-X 
are  two cases which reveal a number of in te res t ing   fea tures   re la ted   to   the  
a l t i tude  of the fai lure .  
The AWJSRA simulator model employed an additional control (the nozzle 
angle) which complicated the problem of controlling the vehicle following 
a fai lure .  For engine f a i l u r e s  a t  a reasonably high altitude, say well 
above 60 m (200 f t ) ,  one technique used was to abruptly increase the pitch 
att i tude,  apply thrust ,  and rotate nozzles from the i r  nominal angle of 
75 deg t o  40 deg. This increased airspeed about 10 kt  to  the  des i red  OF'TJI 
(one propulsion unit inoperative) approach speed and minimized flight path 
losses. The reconfigured aircraft was easy t o  f l y  on the approach, but it 
was d i f f i c u l t  t o  Land.  Touchdowns were generally long and reducing th ro t t l e  
t o   s top  the f l o a t  only resulted  in  hard landings. 
If the failure occurred below about 60 m (200 f t )  the subject  pi lot  
found there was insuff ic ient  time fo r  any change i n  configuration. Rea- 
sonable landings were possible by avoiding the temptation t o  make a large 
power increase and accepting a landing short of the touchdown zone. A 
large thrust increase excited lateral-directional problems and generally 
resul ted i n  an unavoidable l a t e r a l  drift.  There appeared t o  be a gray area 
f o r  a successful landing following failures between 30 and 60 m (100 and 
200 f t ) .  ~n that region, correct pilot actions were most c r i t i c a l .  
A s  mentioned ear l ier ,  the  normal OPUI recovery technique for  the STDLX 
airplane was to   p i t ch  nose-down to accelerate to the desired OPUI airspeed. 
A t  lower a l t i tudes,  however, there were conflicting requirements. The 
requirement that the  pi tch  a t t i tude be decreased t o  maintain flight reference 
resul ted i n  a loss of l i f t  until speed increased. This push-over maneuver 
temporarily increased the sink r a t e  and, a t  lar alt i tudes,  could result  i n  
a higher  s ink rate  a t  f lare  ini t ia t ion.  In  addi t ion,  there  was the 'conflict- 
ing requirement of raising the pitch attitude to level to avoid landing 
nose wheel f i r s t  during the flare with power. 
On the nominal 6 deg glide slope with a f a i l u r e   a t  60 m (200 f t )  the 
p i l o t  had less than 15 sec to  push over, gain speed, and pul l  the  nose back 
to  leve l  for  the  landing .  The a b i l i t y  of t he  p i lo t  t o  reduce h i s  sink r a t e  
with a propulsion unit inoperative was d i rec t ly   re la ted   to   h i s   a i r speed   a t  
the time of f l a r e  and a l so  whether or not the lateral-directional axis had 
been s tabi l ized.  
In  Reference 42 it was found tha t   the   p i lo t s  would reverse the sequence 
of   the i r  normal OPUI technique when failures occurred very near to touch- 
down. References 39 and 42 also found tha t  low al t i tude fai lures  resul ted 
i n  very hard landings primarily because the p i l o t  and/or engines did not 
have t ' h e   t o  respond. 
FINDING: 
Ins t inc t  i s  an important factor i n   p i lo t ing  technique connected 
with  propulsion  system  failure. 
DISCUSSION: 
An i l l u s t r a t ion  of the  role   inst inct   p layed  in   react ing  to  an engine 
failure transient occurred in the case of the STOL-X simulation study. 
Opinions of the subject  pi lots  were varied. ' While it was agreed that,  at  
any alt i tude, '   the  application of thrust following'  faiiure was natural, 
there was disagreement regarding the act of pitching down to   acce le ra te  
t o  a more adequate airspeed. One opinion was that pitching down a t  higher 
a l t i tudes  was, i n  f a c t ,  a n  ins t inc t ive  maneuver following an engine f a i lu re  
but that a t   a l t i t u d e s  below 60 m (200 f t )  it was a most unnatural 'action. 
Another opinion was tha t  it was simply never na tura l   to   p i tch  down and such 
an action would have t o  be developed through a training process. 
It should be noted tha t   the  requirement for  a pi tch down maneuver fol-  
lowing a propulsion system failure was somewhat pecul iar   to   the STOL-X 
case, but that any possible requirement t o  perform such a maneuver which i s  
not instinctive should be given careful consideration for two reasons. 
F i r s t ,  there  i s  greater chance for  p i lo t  e r ror  a r i s ing  from an incorrect 
action. Second, the time required for a p i l o t  t o  perform the correct 
a c t i o n   i s   l i k e l y   t o  be longer if  it i s  not  inst inct ive.  
There i s  another complication which could not be r e a l i s t i c a l l y  con- 
sidered in the simulation programs. For a propulsion system f a i l u r e  i n  a 
powered-lif t  aircraft ,  the transient and appropriate recovery procedure 
may be ent i re ly   different   for   the approach than for   a l l   o ther   configurat ions.  
The differences would be due to  the different  amounts of powered l i f t  being 
used. In the takeoff and cruise configurations the aircraft would probably 
behave l i ke  any conventional a i r c ra f t .  It could be d i f f i c u l t  t o  develop 
the correct  inst inct ive pi lot  react5.ons i f  they were t o  apply only to the 
approach configuration. 
The problem becomes even worse i f  one hypothesizes aircraft  operations 
which include alternating powered-lift and conventional landings: The crew 
might make a non-powered-lift landing ( f o r  increased payload) a t  a con- 
ventional airport .  me next stop could be a powered-lift landing a t  a 
S T O L p r t .  If the proper reactions to a failure during either of those 
landings are substantially different, the probability of an incorrect or 
delayed pi lot   react ion i s  increased. 
8.1 .3  LATERIIL-DIRECTIONAL CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
ThLs subsection addresses possible lateral-directional control require- 
ments for dealing with the propulsion system fai lure  t ransient .  T h i s  i s  
done by describing some of the control problems encountered during th i s  
and other programs. A s  before, we r e l y  on use of specific cases viewed 
during simulation experiments t o  develop a more general overview. 
It should be noted that many of the  control problems re la ted   to   the  
transient condition carry over to the steady state condition. These are 
further  discussed  in  Subsection 8.2. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
Roll control during the propulsion system fa i lure   t rans ien t  appears 
t o  be the dominant la teral-direct ional  problem for powered-lif t  aircraft .  
DISCUSSION: 
In  the  STOL-X simulation (Reference 14)  and i n  various investigations 
connected with the STAI (SML Tactical   Aircraft   Investigation) program 
(References 42 and 43) , r o l l  was the primary axis concerning the pilot im-  
mediately following an engine failure. This contrasts with conventional 
a i r c r a f t   f o r  which the yaw axis i s  the main concern. 
The degree of dominance of roll control problems is, of course, con- 
f igurat ion dependent. A s  described i n  t h e  beginning of this section, the 
influential  factors are proportion of powered lift, effective thrust angle, 
and the  effect ive  la teral   posi t ion of the net loss i n  powered lif* ( the 
asymmetry e f fec t  ) . 
Since a ro l l ing  moment appears t o  be a major character is t ic  of the pro- 
pulsion system failure transient, airworthiness standards for powered-lift 
a i r c r a f t  should specifically address the need fo r  reasonably low l a t e r a l  
control forces, rapid and easy t o  use means of l a t e r a l  t r i m ,  and possibly 
an indication of the amount of correction required. These standards should 
also consider the use of automatic power and roll compensation systems 
such as considered i n  Reference 41 . 
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FINDING: 
High lateral control forces required to counter the propiLsion system 
fai lure  t ransient  can be a particularly serious problem. 
DIS CUSS I O N  : 
The high wheel forces required t o   d e a l  with the   l a te ra l   t rans ien t  and 
the problems associated with trinnning out those forces were troublesome t o  
a number of the subject  pi lots  in  the SML-X evaluation (Reference 14) .  
Immediately following propulsion system fa i lu re  and pr ior   to   increasing 
airspeed or developing sideslip in a helpful sense, the wheel force required 
t o  counter the upsetting rolling moment was 103 N (23.3 l b ) .  In  th i s  
particular case, the high wheel forces were a r e su l t  of t he   l a t e ra l  SAS 
saturating and disabling the command augmentation loop. Had the SAS not 
saturated, only 62 N (1 4 l b )  would have been required. It should be noted 
tha t  a f te r  the  SML-X  was accelerated to 72 k t  ( i t s  nominal operating point, 
OPUI), the steady state wheel force was reduced t o  49 N (1 1 l b )  . 
Some of the comments made by subject pilots with regard to the STOEX 
case include: 
0 The wheel forces involved were hard t o  hold 
0 It was d i f f i cu l t  t o  r e t r im  while making small corrections 
against the large forces 
0 It was d i f f i c u l t  t o  t r i m  two axes (pi tch and r o l l )  s i m u l -  
taneously as was des i red  in  this case. 
One technique exercised was t o  simply apply a large amount of l a t e r a l  t r i m  
i n  a n  open loop manner a t   t h e  time of  failure recognition. 
The re la t ive ly  slow ra t e  of wheel t r i m  added to   the   d i f f icu l t ies   in -  
volved i n   t h e  STOLX simulator model. The wheel deflection necessary to 
neutral ize   rol l ing moment immediately following propusion system fa i lu re  
Wa.s 44 deg, and the wheel t r i m  r a t e  was 6.5 deg/sec. It therefore required 
nearly 7 sec  to  completely t r i m  out wheel forces. This was considered 
a c e s   s i v e  . 
One p i l o t  was makcing what amounted t o  open-loop t r i m  corrections, but 
f e l t  t ha t  his open-loop trim technique might not be a feasible procedure 
f o r  a p i l o t  who had not  recently  practiced OPUI approaches. 
I n  a nuniber of other simulations i n  which the propulsion system fa i lu re  
t ransient  was explored, high lateral control forces were not involved 
(References 41 and 42). Less l a t e ra l  con t ro l  was needed to cancel the 
upsetting roll moments.  The STOL-X simulation simply revealed some of the 
problems tha t  can emerge. This applies to other control problems c i t ed  i n  
the following pages. 
FINDING: 
In powered-lift aircraft, there can be a tendency toward incorrect use 
of rudder following a propulsion system failure. 
DISCUSSION: 
Recall from previous discussions that yawing moments following a pro- 
pulsion system failure can a c t  i n  e i ther   direct ion and with varying intensity 
depending upon the effective thrust angle and the degree of powered-lift 
asymmetry due t o  an engine failure. Therefore it i s  not possible to gen- 
eralize control tendencies nearly so well as i n  the roll axis.  
In   the  STOL-X simulation a common problem, particularly during the 
learning process, was the addition of too much rudder following an engine 
fa i lure .  As a result the pi lots 'were causing la teral  f l ight  path problems 
through the generation of excessive sideslip. In many cases a la te ra l  pa th  
divergence resul ted which the  p i lo t  was not able to sort  out.  This w i l l  be 
discussed  further i n  Section 8.2. 
. 
The results  reported  in Reference 42 indicate that for the EBF con- 
figuration evaluated there, the subject pilots felt the rudder control 
power was inadequate to  deal  with an engine failure.  It was not possible 
t o  determine whether there were also problems with excessive sideslip as 
i n  the case of STOL-X. In  Reference 4 0  there are specific indications that 
rudder requirements can differ  significantly among powered-lift concepts. 
While the specific IBF (internally blown f lap)  and MF/VT (mechanical flap/ 
vectored thrust) designs were not rudder control power limited, the EBF 
design was. 
The AWJSRA simulation (Reference 12) provided an example of considerable 
rudder control being required to overcome a secondary transient as opposed 
to the primary failure transient.  Immediately following the engine failure 
r e l a t i v e l y   l i t t l e  y a w  asymmetry existed. It was necessary i n  t h i s  aircraft ,  
though, t o  immediately vector the nozzles t o  a more horizontal angle. This 
vectoring  resulted  in an increased y a w  asymmetry and required  application 
of a significant amount of rudder control. It was clear that ,  in this case, 
an increase i n  thrust would f b t h e r  aggravate control of the yaw axis. 
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FINDING: 
Specific configurations of lateral-directional SCAS can create unanti- 
cipated side effects during a propulsion system failure transient. 
DISCUSSION: 
The STOL-X simulation revealed some problems which were unique to   the 
airplane/SCAS configuration considered. This unique s e t  of circumstances 
i s  cited  here  to  signal  the need for a cautious attitude and awareness of 
the  possibility  for such effects  in  other designs. 
The directional SCAS uti l ized  in  the STOLX simulation model included 
a wheel-to-rudder crossfeed which was intended t o  assist the   p i lo t   in  per- 
forming coordinated turns. Unexpectedly, this crossfeed aided the pilot 
i n  dealing with the transient condition. The wheel deflection required to 
counter the roll transient  resulted  in a large enough rudder command v i a  
the wheel-to-rudder crossfeed to  neutral ize  the yawing moment. Two subject 
p i lo t s  found that they achieved better success in handling the transient 
s i tua t ion  by avoiding any rudder pedal input. However, a different  mecha- 
nization of powered l i f t  might have required opposite rudder t o  counter 
the  fa i lure  yawing moment.  The SCAS crossfeed would then make it m r e  dif- 
f i c u l t  t o  overcome the fai lure  t ransient .  The  same SCAS also introduced 
la teral-direct ional  control  problems i n  the longer term. These are described 
i n  Section 8.2. 
8.1.4 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
In the longitudinal plane, the two main control f'unctions are regula- 
t ion  of f l ight  path and fl ight reference.  The aspects of p i tch  a t t i tude  
control are adequately described i n  Sections 5 and 6 since the impact of 
propulsion system fa i lu re  on pi tch  a t t i tude  control  i s  not considered 
significant.  
A s  described i n   t h e  beginning of Section 8.1, for airplanes having a 
large powered-lift effect, a propulsion unit fa i lu re  has a strong and ilp. 
mediate e f fec t  on f l igh t  pa th .  Fa i lures  ca l l  for  prompt and immediate 
action, especially near the ground. Airspeed, per se, i s  not  l ike ly  to  be 
immediately affected i f  the thrust angle i s  near vertical ,  but this does 
not mean that   f l ight   reference i s  correspondingly free from being disturbed 
during the transient. 
' In  general, there i s  a longer time frame associated with the longitu- 
dinal control functions than with the lateral-directional ones. This i s  
because t h e   l a t t e r  mainly involves r o l l  and yaw at t i tude  control  and t h e i r  
effective time constants are relatively short .  A change i n  f l i g h t  p a t h  and 
especially i n  airspeed i s  usually a slower process though. 
Again, we r e l y  on findings based on specific examples to derive general 
insights.  
FINDING: 
It i s  of prime importance t o  have an adequate level of flight path 
control power available  very  shortly  after a propulsion system failure.  
DISCUSSION: 
For the broad class of powered-lift aircraft any power failure will 
resul t   in  some immediate increase i n   r a t e  of descent forcing the airplane 
below i t s  nominal glide path. It i s  necessary t o  provide sufficient in- 
cremental flight path control power s o  the  pilot  cam quickly reverse the 
sinking trend, regain the nominal glide slope, and s tabi l ize  on it. The 
most critical constraints are clearance of obstacles beneath the approach 
path and proximity to  the runway. 
In general, the subject of flight path control power could be approached 
i n  the same  way as for the normal approach and landing conditions (Sections 
5 and 6) .  The"main added element i n  the propulsion system failure situation 
i s  the degree of i n i t i a l   f l i g h t  path error build-up prior to recognition 
and application of the appropriate piloting technique. This suggests that 
the f l i g h t  path control power'capability be commensurate with the degree 
of flight path upset as a res.ult of .the failure.  While recomnded numeri- 
c a l  values to  address this need have not been determined, the following 
cases help to point out important situations. 
O f  those cases considered i n  this simulation program, the one most 
clearly lacking a suitable  level of f l igh t  path control power following a 
failure transient was STOL-X (Reference 14). The inabi l i ty  of this airplane 
model t o  maintain even i t s  nominal f l ight  path  after a fa i lure  produced 
substantial problems. The O P U I  y - V characteristics are shown i n  Figure 
8-2. Immediately after suffering an engine failure, maximum throt t le  
would not quite maintain the i n i t i a l  flight path angle of -6 deg. Positive 
long-term f l i g h t  path control power was available only after airspeed was 
increased. Thus, recapture of the glide slope was contingent on the abil i ty 
t o  bui ld  up speed rapidly  as  well as relying on the  basic  short-term  flight 
path response. 
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The key consideration i s  time. If the failure overly degrades flight 
path control power, there must be a way to   r e s to re  an adequate amount 
quickly. Retracting spoilers or speed brakes would probably be an accept- 
able solution. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING:  
There i s  a tendency t o  overshoot the glide slope following recovery 
from a propulsion system failure a t  low a l t i tude .  
D I S C U S S I O N  
During the STOL-X experiment (Reference 14) two p i lo t s  commented t h a t  
they were having d i f f i cu l ty  avoiding going above the glide slope following 
a f a i lu re  and the application of f'ull power. This overshooting tendency 
was a  direct  effect  of f a i r l y  slow, but normally acceptable, flight path 
response. To avoid overshooting the glide slope one p i l o t  purposely flew 
Seneath it a f t e r  a low al t i tude fai lure .  
Reference 39 also noted that pilots tended to "duck under" the glide 
slope t o  avoid overshooting a f t e r  a  fa i lure .  Overshooting the glide slope 
could upset the p i lo t ' s  timing during landing and could cause excessively 
long landings. 
FINDING:  
Airworthiness standards should include a limit on the al t i tude de- 
viat ion from the nominal glide path which could result from a propulsion 
system fa i lure .  
DISCUSSION:  
One of the hazards of a propulsion system fa i lu re  i s  the resul t ing 
uncontrolled descent below the nominal glide path. This i s  especially 
c r i t i ca l   for   powered- l i f t   a i rc raf t  because the direct  loss of l i f t  resu l t s  
i n  immediate se t t l i ng .  The distance which the  a i r c ra f t  s e t t l e s  below the 
nominal glide path i s  one d i rec t  measure which addresses the likelihood 
of h i t t i ng  an obstacle or landing short of  the runway. 
One possible means of  defining the limit on path excursion follows. 
A s  an example, consider a 6 deg glide slope intercepting a runway 76 m 
( 2 p  f t )  beyond the threshold. In  this case, the centerline of the glide 
slope passes over the threshold a t  an a l t i tude  of 8 m (26. f t ) .  Assuming 
the lower extremity of an a i r c ra f t  nominally follows 2 m (6  f t )  below the 
glide slope, then a path excursion less than 6 m (20 f t )  would assure a 
touchdown a t  or beyond the runway threshold. Naturally this dimension 
would vary depending upon the specific geometry f o r  a given airplane, run- 
way, and approach path. 
Path excursions for three simulator models were obtained. O f  these, 
the SML-X model received the most analysis. For the 19 runs made by two 
p i lo t s ,   . the  maximum path excursion following an engine failure transient 
averaged.8 m (26 f t )  e t h  a standard deviation of 3.7 m (12 3%).  The la rges t  
excursion was 14 m (47 f t )  . Recall that the STOL-X was a four engine model 
and required a p i tch  down maneuver to increase airspeed. In view of the 
runway geometry constraints approximated above, one might consider the SML-X 
flight path excursions to have been excessive. 
The simulator model evaluated i n  Reference 44 had fewer adverse fea- 
tures .  Like the SML-X it was a four-engine EBF configuration but did not 
have the lateral  control problems nor require an increase in airspeed. 
Descents below the  glide  slope  following  failures were typical ly  4 m (1  3 f t )  . 
The AWJSRA simulator model exhibited the most severe altitude excursions 
following a propulsion system failure. The amunt of available data i s  
rather l imited but it shows tha t   the  maximum deviation below the glide slope 
averaged roughly 15 m (50 f t )  . It i s  f e l t  that the main factor  i n  producing 
such large deviations was tha t  it was a twin-engine a i r c r a f t  (9% thrust  
l o s s )  requiring a re la t ive ly  complex reconfiguration procedure following 
a propulsion unit fa i lure .  
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FINDING: 
The most c r i t i c a l  propulsion system failures occur within a f a i r l y  
narrow a l t i tude  band. 
'DISCUSSION: 
A number of simulator experimnts involving propulsion system fa i lu re  
have seemed to indicate the existence of a c r i t i c a l   a l t i t u d e  band for the 
occurrence of a fa i lure .  This band is  limited on the upper end by the 
p i l o t ' s   a b i l i t y   t o  handle the failure transient and a t t a i n  a reasonable 
s t a t e  from which to   f l a r e   t he   a i rp l ane   t o  make a well-controlled landing. 
The lower extreme of this c r i t i c a l   a l t i t u d e  band seems t o  be tha t  a l t i tude  
below which the   p i lo t  need take minimal action  to  counter  the  transient and 
achieve an acceptable compromise in   s a fe ty  margins and touchdown conditions. 
Between these two a l t i tudes  ne i ther  ac t ion  i s  en t i re ly  sa t i s fac tory .  
The c r i t i c a l  band for  the  AWJSRA simulation (Reference 12) was consi- 
dered t o  be between m and 3 m (200 f t  and 100 f t ) .  I n  this band, the 
sub jec t   p i lo t   f e l t  he had l i t t l e   c o n t r o l  over the outcome of the landing. 
I n  Reference 39 a l e s s  c r i t i c a l  model  was evaluated. The c r i t i c a l  a l t i t u d e  
band i n  this case was narrower and was closer  to  the ground, i .e . ,  23 t o  
12 m (75 t o  40 f t ) .  
It should be noted tha t  no precise definit ion of this c r i t i c a l  band 
of a l t i tudes has been developed. Therefore, the values given are approxi- 
m t e .  They are  l ikely to  vary depending on the  p i lo t ,  the  spec i f ic  p i lo t ing  
technique, and the  a i r c ra f t  systems. 
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FINDING 
Following a propulsion system failure, no change i n  airspeed should 
be required i n  order t o  continue the approach with adequate safety margins 
. . and performance. 
. .  
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DISCUSSION: 
, .  
During the f irst  SSDWG meeting it was proposed that  a continued ap- 
proach with a propulsion system' f a i lu re  be permitted without a change i n  
fl ight reference provided that other relevant requirements are met (e.g., 
safety margins, performance, etc.) .  The resu l t s  of the STOL-X simulation 
which followed this meeting revealed  certain  factors which would a f fec t  
such a proposal. 
' I ,  
The S'IDL-X vehicle was an example involving a large change i n  airspeed 
(although not 'flight reference) following an engine fai lure .  When an engine 
fa i led   the  flight reference calculation was changed so that   a   higherair-  
speed was required t o  maintain the nominal flight reference. There was no 
particular  objection  to  the speed' change for   res torat ion of flight reference. 
h e  problem was the time necessary to  obtain  acceptable  aircraft performance. 
Specifically, the airspeed change was necessary to obtain positive 
f l i g h t  path control power and la teral  control  power. In executing the 
airspeed change a  pitch down was required which temporarily increased the 
fl ight path error.  Finally,  a substantial  time lag was  involved i n  at- 
taining the desired airspeed. 
The important point of t h i s  example was  that  a l l  the  condi t ions of 
the above proposed requirement were met, i .e . ,  the  same flight reference 
was flown following the failure and this f l ight reference did insure 
reasonable performance and safety.margins; but the situation was unsatis- 
factory because of the time required t o  reach the steady condition. This 
time was, i n  turn, mainly due to the airspeed change required. 
Unfortunately, the time required for airspeed changes i s  strongly 
related to the basic airframe speed damping. As indicated in Section 5 
(and Appendix A ) ,  the speed damping time constant i s  l i ke ly   t o  be on. the 
order of , .  10 sec or longer for  either  powered-lift  or  conventional  aircraft. 
. I '  . I 
The implication i s  tha t  i n  the case of a propulsion system fa i lure  no 
airspeed change should be required i n  order to continue the approach with 
adequate safety margins and performance because of the inherent time delay. 
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8.2 STEADY STATE CONTINOED APPROACH, OPUI 
,The following  are  the  results  related  to  approach  and  landing  following 
a propulsion  system  failure  and  its  associated  transients.  These  results 
are  concerned  primarily  with  the  steady  state  OPUI  operation  of  the  aircraft 
along  the  glide  path  and  during  the  flare  and  landing  after  transient 
effects  have  been  overcome. 
Strictly  speaking,  the  material  contained  here  could  be  organized 
according  to a scheme  such  as  that  implied  by  Sections 3, 4, 5,  6, and 7. 
The O P U I  continued  approach  condition  could  be  considered n t rms of 
limiting  flight  conditions,  safety  margins,  longitudinal  stability,  control; 
and  performance,  etc.  Instead  of  such a rigorous  classification  we  have 
chosen  to  deal  only  with  those  features  which  are  especially  interesting or 
significant  to  this  failure  condition. 
This  subsection  begins  with a background  discussion  of  the  pilot/vehicle 
characteristics  which  play n important  role in the OPUI continued  approach. 
Following  this  background  discussion, we present  the  simulation  results. 
The  physical  characteristics  which  are  important  to  this  situation 
arise  from  asymmetric  powered  lift  as  described in Subsection 8.1 . In 
particular,  recall  the  diagrams  shown in Figure 8-1. These  ideas  are 
developed in further  detail  for  the  steady  state  continued  approach in the 
diagram  of  Figure 8-3. Each  of  the  elements  of  this  figure  is  expanded 
in the  following  discussion. 
The  objective  of  Figure 8-3 is to show  the  cause  and  effect  relation- 
ships resulting  from a propulsion  system  failure.  The  top  diagram  represents 
a conventional  airplane  with  an  asymmetric  horizontal  thrust loss. The 
other  two  diagrams  represent  powered-lift  aircraft;  one  involving an asym-
metric  lift loss, the  other, a symmetric  lift loss. The  direct  effects 
sham are  those  resulting  from  the  failure  itself  and  the  secondary  effects 
are  those  stemming  from  the  compensating  actions  taken by he  pilot. 
One  general  feature  which  Figure 8-3 shows  is  that  there  are  signi- 
ficant  differences in the  characteristics  between a conventional  aircraft 
and a powered-lift  vehicle  regarding  an OPUI continued  approach.  The 
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Figure 8-3: Propulsion System Failure Cause and Effect Relationships 
fundamental difference, again, i s  the loss in vertical force versus a loss 
i n  horizontal thrust. "his difference propagates through the direct effects, 
compensating actions taken, and resulting secondary effects. 
. .  
Engine failure effects for powered-lift vehicles are configuration- 
dependent. Two extremes are shown i n  Figure 8-3. These consist of' the 
clearly asymmetric powered-lift loss cases versus simple symmetric l i f t  
loss cases. In the simulation experiments conducted during this program a 
clearly asymmetric powered-lift loss  was represented by the STOL-X model 
and the symmetric lift loss was represented by the BR 941. In the case of 
S T O L X  an engine failure produced loss of lift on that side and a  resulting 
roll ing motion. This could be considered a normal fai'lure configuration 
for  powered-lift a i rcraf t .  The BR 941 used cross-shafted propellers; loss 
of power i n  any one engine was completely equivalent t o  a simple reduction 
in  throt t le  set t ing.  No lateral-directional upset was 'experienced, only an 
increased  rate of descent. 
The AWJSRA represented  an  interesting  configuration  variation  aside from 
the two extremes described above. "his a i rc raf t  involved a combination of 
vectored hot thrust and an augmentor wing j e t   f l a p  using the fan air flow 
cross-ducted to the opposite wing. h s s  of th rus t . in  one engine resulted 
i n  an unusual combination of lateral-directional mments as mentioned pre- 
viously. 
One important distinction between thrust loss in  a conventional a i r -  
plane and a powered-lift airplane i s  the change in  the  cr i t ical   la teral-  
directional control. For a conventional airplane where a yawing moment i s  
produced, then the rudder is most l i ke ly  to  be the cri t ical  control.  I n  
contrast, the powered-lift airplane experiencing an asymmetric l i f t  loss 
i s  l ike ly   to  be cr i t ical ly  l imited in  rol l  control .  In  both cases the 
cri t ical   lateral-directional  control i s  subject to some relief  or aggravation 
through use of sideslip. 
The yawing moment i n  a conventional airplane canbe offset somewhat 
by sideslip through the mechanism of positive weathercock s tabi l i ty .  To 
the extent this i s  possible, it reduces the amunt of rudder needed. If 
there were zero directional stability, then the entire upsetting yaw+g 
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moment would have t o  be countered entirely by the rudder control, clearly 
a more cr5tical  condition. Correspondingly, i n  a powered-lift airplane, 
there i s  the   poss ib i l i ty  of  using  sideslip  to  partially  offset   the up- 
_ .  . .  setting ro1,ling moment, hence reducing the lateral  control.  This, however, 
depends upon the existence of a significant dihedral  effect .  
An important feature i n  using sideslip i s  that the sense of s ides l ip  
required  to'  offset a ro l l ing  moment i.s ' l i k e l y   t o  be opposite t o   t h a t  re- 
quired t o  o f f s e t  a yawing moment. ( T h i s  presumes positive dihedral effect 
and pos i t ive  d i rec t iona l  s tab i l i ty . )  Hence, s teady-state  f l ight  for  a 
" powered-lift airplane would l i ke ly  be &th  the  fa i led  engine forward; for 
a conventiondl a i rp lhe ,   t he   f a i l ed  engine would be a f t .  
The longitudinal effects of a propulsion system fai lure  are  c losely 
interrelated with the lateral-directional effects.  Again r e fe r r ing  to  
Figure 8-3, we can see that  the direct-effect  of propulsion system fa i lu re  
for both conventional and powered-lift airplanes i s   t o   i n c r e a s e   r a t e  of 
descent. One case involves an increased drag w h i l e  the other decreased 
' l i f t .  In both  cases, though, thrust must be  increased on the remaining 
engines'and this correspondingly increases the resulting lateral-directional 
asymmetry problems. 
The necessary consequence of operating with a f a i l ed  engine i s  that  the 
incremental flight path capability i s  reduced but can be al tered by a change 
i n  t r i m  airspeed. If the  a i rc raf t  were operat ing ini t ia l ly  on the backside 
then pitching down to increase airspeed could have a beneficial   effect  on 
upward f l ight  path control  power. During the process of pitching down, 
however, the airplane would suffer  a momentary increase in  s ink rate  from 
the pitch.down. The net  effectmwould be t o  experience a s ignif icant  time 
delay before obtaining an increase i n  flight path  control power. 
One of the most serious  longitudinal  deficiencies  following  propulsion . 
system fa i lure  can be the  increased  d i f f icu l ty  in  f la re  and landing. There 
are probably a number of variations in,.the kind and degree of d i f f icu l ty ,  
but  they  are  variations  l ikely  to be a - r e s u l t  of decreased flight path 
control power and a substantial.change i n  the nominal operating point. 
The l a t t e r  might involve pitch angle, airspeed, and la teral-direct ional  
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conditions. The simulator mddels considered i n  t h i s  program revealed a 
number of problems i n   t h e   f l a r e  and landing which wil be described i n  this 
section. While not a systematic study, it i s  considered t o  touch upon the 
elements involved i n  a wide var ie ty  of powered-lift designs. 
The f i n a l   e f f e c t  we s h a l l  mention i n  connection with asymmetric powered- 
lift propulsion system failures i s  the effect  of manic cross coupling. 
This was not studied in this program ei ther   analyt ical ly  or experimentally, 
but was found while anaiyzing the  resu l t s  of STOL-X f o r  t h i s  report .  This 
coupling effect involves the creation of longitudinal and la teral-direct ional  
cross coupling moments. These can be described as rolling and yawing 
moments a r i s ing  from angle of a t tack and airspeed perturbations. A s  dis- 
cussed below, the direct  cause i s  asymmetric powered l i f t .  
One of the important properties of je t - f lap  powered lift i s  a n  increase 
i n  the slope of CL versus a, C b .  If there i s  asymmetric blowing from an 
engine failure, then the CItL on one wing can d i f f e r  from that on the other. 
I .  Hence, an angle of attack perturbation can produce a ro l l ing  moment through 
d i f f e ren t i a l  lift. This would create a coupling s tabi l i ty  der ivat ive,  b. 
Correspondingly, there can be a d i f f e ren t i a l  drag with angle of attack which 
would produce a net  yawing moment with angle of attack, Nw. Similar rea- 
soning can be appl ied   to   d i f fe ren t ia l  l i f t  and drag due t o  an airspeed 
perturbation. This would produce ro l l ing  and yawing moments through a i r -  
speed perturbations, & and Nu. 
The cross coupling effect described above has not been addressed either 
analyt ical ly  or  experimentally. Therefore, the potential effect i s  not 
fully appreciated. One should note that the cross coupling possible in 
powered-l i f t  a i rcraf t  exis ts  in  other  f l ight  vehicles .  Two notable examples 
are   hel icopters  and some fixed %<ng a i r c r a f t   a t  very high angles of attack. 
We should hasten t o  mention, though, that  the specif ic  nature  of cross 
coupling can d i f fe r  grea t ly  between these examples. The mere existence of 
coupling may be the only common factor .  
While the impact of axis cross coupling on closed loop pilot/vehicle 
control has not been thoroughly addressed for helicopters, it has been fo r  
the high angle of attack condition. Reference 45 describes an analyt ical  
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approach t o  nose s l i c e  divergence i n  an a t tack  a i rc raf t .  The important 
f ac to r s   i n   t he   l a t e ra l  divergence were found t o  be coupling s t a b i l i t y  
derivatives and rS, i n  conjunction with regulation of pi tch at t i tude.  
A similar form of analysis could be applied t o  powered-lift a i r c ra f t .  
FINDING : 
While the general effects of powered-lift loss  are  always present to 
some degree, many important effects cannot be completely generalized because 
they  are   re la ted  to  
DISCUSSION: 
The BR 941 and 
a specific design or mde of operation. 
STOL-X vehicles are cited as examples of symmetric and 
asymmetric powered-lift loss. The cause-ad-effect relationships connected 
with steady state operation OPUI could be typical  of a number of powered- 
l i f t  designs. The AWJSRA vehicle, on the other hand, involves certain design 
complexities which alter the powered-lift loss  characterist ics.  Cross 
ducting of cold thrust caused the   a i r c ra f t   t o  roll i n  the opposite direction 
t o   t h a t  expected, i . e . ,  fa i lure  of the r ight  engine produced a le f t  wing- 
down ro l l ing  moment.  The cross ducting effect, of course, was minimized 
by the vectored nozzle hot thrust which provided the usual sense of ro l l ing  
moment. This ro l l ing  moment balance, however, was destroyed i f  the nozzles 
were vectored from a ver t ica l   o r ien ta t ion   to  a more horizontal   orientation 
as was the practice.  This produced s t i l l  another set of unusual applied 
moments fo r  t he  p i lo t  t o  counter. 
Other features which could have an e f fec t  on the nature of a powered- 
l i f t  loss are aerodynamically augmented (blown) control surfaces, automatic 
reconfiguration devices, and various forms of cross ducting or cross shafting. 
The powered-lift concept employed (e  .g., EBF, USB, IFB,  e tc .  ) could be 
a determining factor in  the nature  of powered-lift loss. For  example, 
i n  a four engine EBF or  USB a i rplane,   fa i lure  of an outboard engine might 
produce a greater   rol l ing moment than for a comparable IBF design due t o  
dis t r ibuted blowing  of t he   l a t t e r .  . .  
FINDING: 
Airworthiness standards should require adequate OPUI roll performance 
f o r   a l l   l i k e l y  t r i m  conditions. 
. DISCUSSION: 
A m i n i m u m  rol l ing maneuver capabili ty i s  recognized as an important 
requirement i n  a l l  phases of f l i g h t  independent of  any failure condition. 
T l k s  finding i s  stated here to clearly associate this kind of deficiency 
with an asymmetric powered-lift loss condition. 
The vehicle  referred to  here  is  the STOL-X model. The OPUI r o l l  per- 
formance capabili ty of t h i s  model i s  described i n  Figyre 8-4. The per- 
formance i s  given i n  terms of maximum -steady-state roll ra te   but  "it i s  
apparent t ha t  no single value can be assigned ko this vehicle for the OPUI 
condition. Rather, roll r a t e  capab i l i t y  i s  a function of airspeed (or 
flight reference),  thrust  sett ing,  and s ides l ip  ( in  th i s  case,  zero sideslip 
compared to  that   sideslip  obtained  with zero pedal input). 
The roll r a t e  performance for   the nominal f l ight reference and f l i g h t  
path angle i n  zero sideslip was 16 deg/sec. This i s  actual ly  i n  excess of 
the minimum acceptable value suggested i n  Reference 6. It i s  hypothesized, 
though, that  the pi lot  rarely experienced such a high l eve l  of roll perfor- 
mance during most of h i s  approach. The pilot 's  displeasure.  with roll  per- 
formance was due t o  the tendency toward high power se t t ing  and adverse 
s idesl ip  as  a resu l t  of  zero pedal displacement. The nominal roll perfor- 
mance was probably adequate but it degraded so rapidly f o r  l ike ly  off-nominal 
trim conditions that the pilot  really experienced a lower effect ive roll 
performance. 
The implication of the above discussion i s  that a roll performance 
requirement should account for l i ke ly  off-nominal t r i m  conditions especially 
in  thro t t le ,  s ides l ip ,  and fl ight reference.  One par t icular ly  demanding 
flight condition i s  the return -to the glide path following failure. Here 
the   p i lo t   i s   requi red   to  roll away from the dead engine. with maximum thrust  
on the remaining engines. 
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Figure 8-4: Roll Rate Capability STOLX Vehicle, OPUI 
FINDING : 
High la teral   control   forces  were an important problem experienced i n  
a configuration involving asymmetric powered-lift loss. 
DISCUSSION: 
High la teral   control   forces  were ci ted  as  a problem for   the S M L X  
engine failure transient condition. These high forces remained a problem 
for the steady state condition even though the magnitudes of the forces 
were s ignif icant ly  less .  One p i lo t  commented that the large forces and 
deflections involved caused him t o  make coarse  inputs  result ing  in poor 
lateral-directional control. Further, he  claimed it was d i f f i c u l t  t o  
hold a steady wheel angle and was always hunting i n  roll even though thrust 
was held constant. 
In the STOL-X case the reason for the high forces was saturation of a 
command augmentation system. Had the system not saturated, the effective 
gearing and result ing  forces would have been s ignif icant ly  more favorable. 
FINDING : 
Subject pilots exhibited a reluctance to t r i m  ou t   l a te ra l  or direction- 
a l  control forces during an OPTIC approach. 
DISCUSSION: 
It was expected tha t   the  high forces mentioned previously would be 
eliminated by manual trimming. A number of pi lots ,  however, were reluctant 
t o  t r i m  and preferred to  simply hold the high wheel forces. There were 
several   factors which contributed to   this   re luctance and these should be 
considered. The f irst  was tha t  the  la te ra l  t r i m  r a t e  was low. This tended 
t o  demand excessive attention of the  p i lo t .  Another important factor was 
that the amount of t r i m  required changed radical ly  with thrust, f l i g h t  
reference, and sideslip as noted previously. 
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The  implication  is  that  the  mere  existence  of a lateral  trim  system 
may not  be  effective  in  countering  high  lateral  control  forces.  Neverthe- 
less, some attention  should  be  given  to  providing a reasonable  trim 
system. 
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
Lateral-directional SAS saturation  creates handling problems,  but 
saturation  is  not  necessarily  obvious  to  the  pilot. 
DISCUSSION: 
Lateral-directional  stability  and  control  augnentation  was  used  in 
all of  the  vehicles  in  this  program  as  well  as  those  of  other STOL vehicles 
to  improve  roll  response  and turn coordination. In the STOL-X simulation 
it was found  that  certain  features  of a propulsion  system  failure  can 
saturate  important  augmentation  paths  thereby  degrading  lateral-directional 
handling  qualities.  This  kind  of  degradation,  though,  was  not  especially 
obvious to  the  subject  pilots  even  though  it  caused an increased  workload. 
The SAS used in the STOL-X vehicle  is  described in Reference 14 and can 
be  considered  reasonably  typical  of a lateral-directional SAS for  powered- 
lift  aircraft.  The  lateral  stability  augmentation  system  employed  feedback 
of ro l l  and  yaw  rates  to  the  lateral  surfaces to improve r o l l  damping  and 
spiral  stability. A roll  rate  feed  forward  path  was  used  to  provide  good 
control  sensitivity.  The  lateral SAS authority  was  about  one  quarter  of 
the  total  lateral  control  capability.  These  augmentation  authority  limits 
were  seldom  reached  except  during a propulsion  system  failure  condition. 
When  lateral SAS saturation  occurred  the  main  effect  was  to  reduce  the 
effective  lateral.  control  sensitivity  by a factor  of  approximately 2.5. 
As a result,  it  took 2.5 times as much  control  deflection  and  force  to 
generate  the  same  rolling  moment.  This  effect  was  readily  apparent  to  the 
pilot  as  noted in a preceding  finding. 
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. . .  
Another  important  effect  of SAS saturation  was loss of  stability  aug- 
mentation  functions.  The  reduction  in  spiral  stability  appeared to be  the 
most  prominent  effect.  It was noted  specifically  that  the  spiral  divergence 
was  rapid  and  that  it  was  difficult  to  keep  the  bank  angle  constant.  The 
lateral  workload  was  characterized  as  intense. 
While the  lateral SAS was  totally  saturated,  the  directional SAS was 
only  partially  saturated,  that  is,  it was continually  driven  in  and  out  of 
saturation  during a dutch  roll  cycle.  One  function  of  the  directional SAS 
was  to  provide  much  needed  turn  coordination. This was done  through  feed- 
back  of  bank  angle  and  yaw  rate  to  rudder. A pe al-to-rudder  surface 
command  augmentation was used  as  well  as a wheel-to-rudder  crossfeed.  Each 
of  these  stability  and  control  augmentation  elements  were  limited  in  'au- 
thority  to  approximately  one  fifth  the  total  directional  control  authority. 
Because  the  subject  pilots  avoided  holding any steady  rudder pedal 
forces,  the  directional SAS was  not  driven  to  saturation  through  the use 
of  rudder  pedal.  Instead  the  directional SAS was  driven  to  the  borderline 
of  saturation  by  the  wheel-to-rudder  crossfeed.  "his,  then,  is  an  example 
of a peculiar  case  where  the  directional SAS was saturated  indirectly  by 
use  of  the  lateral  control. This condition  was  not  foreseen  but,  is  presented 
here  to  illustrate a configuration-dependent  problem. 
This  partial  saturation  condition  was  not  readily  apparent  to  the  pilot. 
One  reason  is  that  the  turn  coordination  function  of  the SAS is  only  par- 
tially  impeded. In fact,  for a turn  in a favorable  direction  this  system 
is likely to  function  normally  but  for a turn  in  the  other  direction,  turn 
coordination  could  be  lost  completely.  Removal  of SAS authority  limits 
produced a significant  improvement in  overall  pilot/vehicle  performance. 
This finding  serves  as a warning  of  some  of  the  potential  handling 
qualities  problems  stemming  from a propulsion  system  failure  where a 
heavily  augmented  airplane  is  concerned.  The  problems  cited are peculiar 
to  the  vehicles  studied  but  could  be  present in  other  vehicles  along  with 
other  unexpected  problems. 
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FDDING: 
"
Use of s i d e s l i p   t o  improve l a t e ra l   con t ro l  was not an obtrious course 
. .  
of action. 
DISCUSSION: 
The SML-X simulator model was generally regarded as being deficient 
i n  roll control power for the reasons cited previously. It possessed, 
however, a posit ive dihedral effect .  Therefore, some  amount of  null ing 
ro l l ing  moment  was ava i lab le   to   re l ieve   the   to ta l  dependence on l a t e r a l  
control. This benefit  was not apparent to  e i ther  the pi lots  or engineers 
during the simulation experiment i t s e l f .  It became apparent only a f t e r  
the post-simulation analysis. In fact, not only was this  beneficial  effect  
not detected but there was a  dis t inct  tendency t o   s l i p   t h e   a i r c r a f t   i n  an 
adverse direction. 
In  the  SML-X simulation, two of the subject pilots tended to fly with 
zero  sideslip but the majority flew with zero pedal force which corres- 
ponded with approximately f ive  degrees of s ides l ip   i n   t he  adverse sense. 
It i s  presumed that the reason for the preference demonstrated was i) it 
avoided holding rudder forces or retirmming directionally,  and ii) it was 
in  the  d i rec t ion  of s l i p  na tu ra l  fo r  conventional a i rc raf t ,  i . e . ,  in  the  
direction t o  counter a yawing moment rather than a rolling moment. 
In early familiarization stages,  there was a strong tendency for  the 
subject  pi lots  to  hold rudder pedal in the conventional sense. This re- 
su l ted   in  a nearly complete loss of l a t e ra l   con t ro l  and divergence i n  
l a t e ra l  f l i gh t  pa th .  Consciously avoiding use of rudder control markedly 
increased the pilot  mental workload. Unfortunately, no attempt was  made 
to evaluate the benefi-bs of slipping in a favorable direction. 
. .  
" " " " " -  
FINDING: 
Inadequate fl ight path control power is  viewed as the main longitudinal 
problem during the OPUT approach phase for powered-lift aircraft. 
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DISCUSSION: 
Whether conventional or powered-lift, an a i rc raf t  na tura l ly  suffers 
degraded f l ight   path performance following a propulsion system fa i lure .  
For a powered-lift airplane, however, the degradation takes place far more 
rapidly because of the direct  loss of ver t ical  force.  This, however, was 
adequately discussed in  the  subsection  dealing  with  the  transient condi- 
tion. Nevertheless, it i s  worth noting that for the continued OPUI approach 
condition, degradation of steady state control power i s  an important and 
ident i f iable  effect .  This was borne out most c lear ly  by the STOL-X simu- 
l a t i o n   f o r  which this condition was made marginal intentionally. 
Total flight path control power (maximum down t o  maxim up) will ob- 
viously be less  OPUI. Airworthiness requirements on OPUI f l ight  path control  
power must be carefully considered as they can have a dramatic impact on 
vehicle design. It may be acceptable to require less downward capabili ty 
fo r  0F"I. Then a reconfiguration (e.g., spoiler or speed brake retract ion)  
could be used to regain adequate upward capability. Reduced requirements 
for OPUI might be ju s t i f i ed  on the basis of the  probabili ty of exposure. 
Existing regulations for conventional aircraft require less performance with 
&n engine fa i led .  
It should a l so  be noted that flight path control power can be a strong 
f'unction of flight reference and sideslip angle,  just  as roll control power. 
Further, enhancement of ro l l   con t ro l  power by s ides l ip  can degrade flight 
path control power. Hence there can be a complex tradeoff between the two. 
This i s  i l lus t ra ted  in  F igure  8-5. Note that the upsett ing moments are 
dependent on speed and t h r o t t l e  while available control moments are  dependent 
on speed and s idesl ip .  The shaded boundaries represent steady state flight 
path capability for various available control moment conditions. AS more 
s ides l ip  i s  used t o  produce a higher control momeht, more speed is  required 
t o  maintain flight path control power. 
Increased r o l l  ra te   capabi l i ty  can be d i r ec t ly   r e l a t ed   t o   s ides l ip  and 
incremental flight path control power in   t he  following manner. 
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FINDING: 
OPUI continued approaches tended to follow a path beneath the glide 
slope. 
, 
DISCUSSION: 
TL' 7 i s  a tendency tha t  was observed during the S M L X  simulation and 
i s  suspccted t o  be strongly associated with t h e   i n i t i a l  amount of sink and 
difficulty in increasing fl ight path angle,  that  is ,  lack of f l ight  path 
control power. The ultimate advantage of this course of action was t o  
approach the f lare  with a lower than normal sink rate. This can be benefi- 
c i a l   i n   t h e   f l a r e  and landing where there can be significant problems. 
This will be discussed next. A similar tendency was noted i n  the powered- 
l i f t  simulation reported i n  Reference 39. 
FINDIXG: 
The ;'lare and landing phase was complicated s ignif icant ly  by propulsion 
system f a i l  ire. 
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DISCUSSION: 
Two important ways that  the  f lare and landing characteristics can be 
altered by ii failure.  are: 
0 
0 
A significant change i n  operating point as related t o  
pitch  att i tude and airspeed 
A degradation in   f lare   control  power and introduction 
of hteral-directional.  aspmetry if thrust i s  norma- 
used i n  the  f laze  meuver.  
Both of these factors played a role i n  the STOEX simulation. 
Recall  that the normal f lare  technique used for  the STOL-X vehicle 
was to  f lare 'using throt t le .  If the engines responded rapidly, this was 
a satisfactory means of flaring. Following a failure airspeed was in- 
creased and pitch attitude was lowered. The resulting pitch attitude was 
sufficiently nose-down that a pitch-up maneuver was required  prior  to an 
attempted f h r e  with parer. The pitch attitude change required was so large 
that it significantly reduced sink rate without a throttle input. The 
throt t le  by i t s e l f  was relatively  ineffective because of inadequate flight 
path control power. The p i lo t  was effectively forced into using a f lare  
with pitch attitude. It should be noted, however, that this change i n  
technique was not regarded as specially troublesome. The  main problem as- 
sociated with this condition was a tendency to  balloon in  the  f lare because 
of the  large  pitch  attitude change required t o  avoid touching down nose 
wheel first . 
Flare and landing during the failure transient stage was significantly 
more difficult  than  that just described. 
If the  pitch.  attitude change and resulting change in   f l a r e  technique 
were not involved as in   the above case, then the c r i t i ca l  aspect of the 
f lare  would be lack of flare control power. In  cases where no change i n  
operating point i s  involved and the normal f lare  maneuver i s  with attitude, 
then no significant  increase  in  flare and landing difficulty should be 
expected OPUI. The BR 941 was the only such example considered i n  this 
simulation program. 
. .  . " " " " " _  
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SECTION 9 
\ AUGMENTATION SYSTEMS FAILURE 
For any a i r c r a f t  careful. consideration must be given to   po ten t i a l  
fa i lures  of s t a b i l i t y  and command augmentation systems (SCAS). This is  
l i k e l y   t o  be a more serious problem fo r  powered-lift a i rcraf t   than  for  
modern subsonic je t  t ranspor t s .  The basic cause i s  the rather  poor handling 
qual i t ies  which are  typical  of many powered-lift designs. In the approach 
configuration, a powered-lift aircraft could exhibit several of the 
following problems : 
Low longi tudina l   s ta t ic   s tab i l i ty  o r  low short period frequency 
Small phugoid/short-period frequency separation 
Slow thrust response 
Operation well on the backside of the power required curve 
Poor heave damping 
Poor turn coordination 
Unstable s p i r a l  mode 
Low r o l l  damping 
Low dutch roll damping and frequency. 
These deficiencies can be corrected by a SCAS but the system may have 
t o  be re la t ive ly  complex. For example, the SCAS for  the  McDonnell Douglas 
YC-15 i s  a dual redundant system (Reference 46). Inputs to the SCAS  come 
from a sensor complement which includes: 
0 Column, wheel, and rudder pedal forces 
0 Pitch,  roll ,  and yaw ra tes  
3-axis accelerometer 
, 
0 Vertical gyro (pitch. and r o l l  at t i tudes) 
0 Heading 
':) / 
, I  
/ 
.. , . .  . I  
' .  , 
0 Sideslip i 
I 
0 A i r  data. 
The system outputs include: 
0 Stabilizer t r i m  
0 Elevator 
0 Ailerons 
0 Upper  and lower rudder segments. 
The more complex the system, the greater the probability of a failure 
of some element and the  mre  the  different  failure conditions which must be 
considered. Another important aspect of the problem i s  the potentially 
large change in aircraft  characterist ics if a SCAS function i s  lost .  Thus 
the  pilot may have t o  cope with a wide range of failure conditions and 
some of these could drastically alter the aircraft characteristics. 
, .  
A s  with propulsion system failures, the problems due t o  a SCAS failure 
can be divided into the failure transient and steady state operation after 
the failure. It i s  hard t o  generalize about SCAS failure transients because 
the transient depends so strongly on the system mechanization. One impor- 
tant consideration i s  the extent to which the SCAS augments the basic lift 
and drag characteristics (e. g., by manipulating power and flaps).  A failure 
could leave the  pilot  with an unusual configuration which presents problems 
i n  maintaining adequate performce  or  safety margins. 
After  the  initial  failure  transient  the  pilot may have a variety of 
steady state problems. We will consider a few possibil i t ies.  
A failure may simply increase  the  pilot workload but  not  really  affect 
pilot/aircraft  performance. Loss of the r o l l  damper could Eause the pilot  
t o  work harder t o  maintain adequate lateral  control. 
2x) 
' A f a i lu re  could change the magnitude of the  a i rc raf t  responses to  the  
p i lo t ' s  inputs. The severi ty  of the change would depend on which responses 
were affected and how  much time the  p i lo t  had to  ad jus t  to  the  changes. One 
potent>ially serious failure would be of a system which augments heave damping 
and . The p i l o t  may not  fully  appreciate  the  effects of the   fa i lure  
until he attempts the flare. If he makes the normal pi tch change, he may 
suddenly f ind he i s  not adequately breaking sink rate. 
Probably the worst type of failure would be one which required a com- 
p le te  change i n  piloting technique. The SCAS could provide automatic f l i g h t  
reference regulation so the   p i lo t  could f l y  a CTOL technique using the 
column to  cont ro l  p i tch  and vertical  path.  Failure of t h i s  SCAS could 
require  the pi lot  to  switch to  the STOL technique. The severi ty  of t h i s  
problem would depend on the   a l t i tude  where the failure occurred and how 
famil iar   the   pi lot  was with the STOL technique. 
' During t h i s  program a brief attempt was  made to  invest igate  fa i lures  
of t h i s  last type. This was done during the AWJSRA simulation (Reference 12). 
An automatic speed control system was used i n  a few runs. This system, 
essentially an autothrott le,  permitted the pilot  t o  cont ro l   ver t ica l   f l igh t  
path using a conventional piloting technique. This technique was not 
usable with the bare airframe because it was well on the backside of the 
drag curve. The t e s t  procedure was to familiarize the pilot  with the system 
and then t o  explore the difficulties when the system fai led.  One aspect 
of par t icu lar   in te res t  was  how eas i ly   the   p i lo t  could adapt his pilot ing 
technique from the CTOL technique back to   t he  STOL technique required fo r  
the bare airfram. 
The resu l t s  of th i s  shor t  experiment were relatively inconclusive. It 
was not  possible  to  produce any s ignif icant  element of surprise. After a 
series of familiarization runs using the augmentatlon system, a f a i lu re  was 
t r i ed .  The p i l o t  found it easy t o  readapt t o  the  STOL technique following 
th i s  f a i lu re .  A t  the same time, he suggested tha t  h i s  use of the STOL 
technique in  recent  experiments was a factor.  The implication was tha t  
s ignif icant  long term training and experience were required using the 
augmented vehicle before one could make a valid determination of the  effect  
of this kind of augmentation system fa i lure .  
. .  
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Some of 
That report  
problems  of 
li 
1 
the results reported in Reference 21 also bear'  on this problem. 
describes a simulation experiment to  inves t iga te  poten t ia l  
powered-lift aircraft operating in wind shears. Several 
different powered-lift designs were simulated, including one with a so- 
phisticated SCAS of the type under discussion here. The SCAS provided 
automatic speed regulation.by feedbacks t o  t h e  t h r o t t l e  and a DDC. The 
pilot flew with a CTOL technique using only the column., 
The simulation experiment did not include SCAS fai lures ,$but  did allow 
manual disconnect of the system. In  a few cases the p i lo t  did disconnect 
the SCAS when he observed an exces'sive airspeed error (the DDC had saturated). 
After disconnecting the system, the .p i lo t .  had a great deal.of difficulty 
control l ing  the  a i rcraf t  even though he had flown without the SCAS ea r l i e r  
in  the  program. He rated the si tuation as quite hazardous. In  repeat  runs 
with the same shear, the pilot. did not disconnect the SCAS  &nd had l i t t l e  
problem completing the landing. 
. .  . .  
. .  
The manual disconnect i s  analogous t o  a system fai lure  in  causing a 
dras t ic  change in  a i r c ra f t  cha rac t e r i s t i c s .  One might argue tha t  the  
adverse conditions a t  disconnect exaggerated the problems re la t ive  t o  a 
SCAS fa i lure .  This may be t rue  i f .  the SCAS were completely fail-passive 
but i s  questionable i f  hardover Paiiures were possible. The appl icabi l i ty  
of these simulation results to the problem of SCAS fa i lures  i s  admittedly 
debatable. . .  
. ,  
1 _ . . .  
The paragraphs above describe some of the concerns a& considerations 
regarding augmentation 'system fail&es. 'in  powered-lift  aircraft; ' Whhe 
this progr& did ' l i t t l e   d i r e c t l y  t o  quahtify  "the' problem .or develop clriteria, 
t h i s  a r e a  i s  an important one re la t ive '  to  sa fe ty .  It should be addressed 
i n  the airworthiness standards. . .  
. .  . . .  . . .  - 
, .  . 
' . .  
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SECTION 10 
Go-mm 
d to The  go-around  maneuver  for  powered-lift  aircraft  can  be  expectel 
differ  from  conventional  aircraft in three  main  areas.  These  are: 
0 Piloting  procedure  required 
0 Vertical  path  control  qualities 
0 Control  of  asymmetries  due  to a propulsion  system  failure. 
The  approach  used  in  the  simulator  was  to  consider  specific  airplane 
examples  and  their  behavior in the  go-around  maneuver.  The  particular 
examples  used  were  the  BR 941 and AWJSRA simulations  (References 11  and 
12). While  no  formal  parameter  variation  was run, these  examples  exposed 
some  of  the  features  which  must  be  considered i  establishing  airworthiness 
standards . 
Prior  to  discussion  of  individual  elements  of  the  go-around  maneuver 
as  indicated  above,  we ill mention  some  of  the  main  features  of  powered- 
lift  aircraft  which  influence  or  determine  go-around  characteristics. 
One of the  prime  influencing  factors  on  the  go-around is the  likelihood 
of  steep  approach  flight  path  angles  combined  with  the  relatively high 
thrust-to-weight  setting  necessary to sustain  powered  lift.  The  arrestment 
of sink  rate  and  the  establishment  of a positive  climb  gradient  must  be 
accomplished by either a large  change in thrust-to-weight  ratio  or a change 
in configuration  to  decrease  the  drag-to-weight  ratio.  The  first  of  these 
implies,  perhaps, a design  penalty in the  choice  of  propulsion  systems, 
i.e., mre thrust  than  is'required  for an economical  cruise.  The  second 
implies  the  possibility of increased  pilot  workload  connected  with a con- 
figuration  change.  Both of these  elements  entered  into  the  examples  which 
were  examined in the  simulator. 
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The near-vertical   effective  thrust   inclination  to be found i n  many 
powered-lift aircraft seems t o  have special relevance when considering the 
go-around maneuver. This seems t o  be the feature which i s  the direct  cause 
of the problems mentioned i n   t h e  above paragraph. A large ver t ical  thrust  
component i s  relatively inefficient in providing steady state climb per- 
formance. This i s  qua l i ta t ive ly  i l lus t ra ted  in  the  comparison of powered- 
l i f t  with  conventional  aircraft   in  Section 5 .  
Based on approximate factors from Appendix A the following shows the 
general  relation between steady state fl ight path change and thrust-to- 
weight change : 
For u = 0 
"T 
or  Ay = - 
nh  cos 7 + ( I - % )  s i n  yo 
0 
1 for conventional aircraft  
A7 = . %  - 
ATW n% 
<< 1 for  powered-lift  aircraft 
Just  as  the near-ver t ical  thrust incl inat ion was the prime determining 
f ac to r   i n  approach and landing flight path dynamics, i n  a very real  way, 
it i s  also the prime f ac to r  i n  the  go-around s i tuat ion.  
The following deals with some of the mre detai led aspects  concerning 
go-around and findings from the simulator experiments. 
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10.1 P I L O T I N G   P R O C E D m ;  GO-AROUND 
Based  on  the  performance  of  the  airplanes  yiewed  in  the  simulator,  it 
is  likely  that  the  go-around  task  can  'involve a configuration  change. 
' Airworthiness  standards  should  consider  this  likelihood.  The  complexity 
of a configuration  change  can  vary  widely.,  In  this  program  we  viewed. two 
extreme  examples. I .  
The BR 941 simulation  (Reference 11 ) involved a relatively  simple 
procedure  for  transition  to  go-around. This consisted of adding full power 
and  activating a thumb  switch  on  the  throttle  which  made  the  first-stage 
configuration  change  of  flaps  and  transparency.  The  performance  increase 
was  large in magnitude  and  occurred  quickly.  It  produced a rapid  change  in 
flight  path  ending  in a positive  clinib  and  allowed  the  pilot,  at  this  con- 
venience,  to  transition  to  an  even  improved  climb  configuration  with  further 
flap  retraction. 
The  opposing  example  was  the  AWJSRA  simulation  (Reference 12).  It 
required a fully manual resetting  of  power,  flaps,  and  nozzle  angle. In 
this  case,  the  assistance  of  the  copilot was important. 
FINDING: 
A configuration  change  procedure  such  as  that  used  in  the BR 941 simula- 
tion  was  acceptable  for  the  go-around  maneuver. 
DISCIISSION: 
. Quantification of the  elements  which  made  this  go-around  situation 
acceptable  is  not  really  possible.  Some  of  the  factors,  however,  are im- 
portant  to  note.  Probably  the main feature  of  this  go-around  mechanization 
was that  actuation  of  the  thumb  switch  which  initiated  go-around.was . .  part 
of  the  same mvement involved  in  selecting  maxirmun  thrust.  The  go-around 
switch  was  mounted  atop  the  throttle  such  that  when  the  thro%tle  was,  advanced 
the  actuation  of  the  thumb  switch  was a simple  action.  There  was  no  addi- 
tional  hand  movement  required of the  pilot.  In  addition,  the  switch  was 
0 
not required to be put i n  any particular position, rather, it only had t o  
be pushed forward and held. Completion of the entire go-around configuration 
change required that the pilot hold the switch forward for approximately 
two seconds. 
The full go-around procedure, in detail,  consisted of the following: 
0 Advance thro t t le  to  maxim and actuate the thumb switch 
on the thrott le handle (flaps were automatically retracted 
t o  70 deg and transparency was reduced from 12 t o  5 deg) 
0 Stabilize airspeed at 60 k t  
0 After a stabilized climb condition i s  established, 
manually ra ise   f laps   to  45 deg and increase airspeed 
t o  70 kt. 
By contrast, the AWJSRA simulation model involved a complex and entirely 
manual go-around procedure. Aside from a thrott le advance, flap deflections 
and nozzle angle had t o  be rese t  in  proper sequence. Subject pilots usually 
desired the assistance of a copilot. 
It i s  recommended that airworthiness standards permit a configuration 
change for the go-around maneuver i f  it involves the degree of ease exempli- 
f ied  by the BR 941 simulation as described here. The salient feature seems 
t o  be the  specific degree of added workload in  effecting  the  configuration 
change necessary to   es tabl ish a stabilized, positive rate of climb. 
10 * 2 VERTICAL PATH CONTROL; GO-AROUND 
Vertical  path  control i s  really  the prime objective of the go-around 
task. It involves consideration of both aynamic and steady-state perfor- 
mance.  The use of powered l i f t  i s  l ike ly  to  have an impact on both of 
these. An additional complication i s  that path performance i s  dependent 
upon a changing configuration rather than on a static configuration. 
The steady-state vertical path performance i s  synonomous with  vertical 
path control power as described i n  the approach section. Dynamic ver t ical  
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path control depends on the speed and magnitude of the configuration change 
as well as the airframe heave damping, thrust inclination, and thrust response. 
It i s  clear that if the configuration change i s  done manually, then a 
va r i ab i l i t y   i n   p i lo t  response or technique can produce a var iab i l i ty   in  
short-term path performance. The short-term response i s  the most c r i t i c a l  
with regard to  arrest ing sink rate.  To se t  any performance standards, the 
imprecise and variable actions of the pilot must be considered. 
FINDING:  
The dominant cri terion  for a go-around i s  the height loss af ter   ini t ia-  
t ion of the maneuver. 
DISCUSSION: 
Less important features would be time to   a r r e s t  sink or  time t o  achieve 
a given climb gradient. The r e a l   t e s t  of a go-around maneuver, however, 
i s  whether terrain contact i s  avoided. 
Putting configuration change aside, the parameters which determine the 
height loss following go-around initiation are: airframe heave damping, 
thrust response, effective thrust inclination, and available thrust. These 
conibine i n  the manner described i n  the approach section. The effect  of a 
configuration change i s  generally  to reduce the thrust inclination and the 
drag. If a configuration change i s  t o  be effective then it must take place 
quickly, but any configuration change introduces the potential of pi lot  
variabil i ty.  
The BR 941, as simulated i n  this program (Reference 11 ), represented 
something of an ideal  with respect to configuration change variability. 
The only  variability  potential was really  the  difference  in thumb switch 
actuation relative to thrott le advance. Since these were accomplished by 
a single hand on a single controller lever, they tended to occm a t  essen- 
t i a l ly   t he  same time. 
It i s  recommended that i n  order t o  look after  the conibined effects of 
airframe, propulsion, and configuration change i n  the go-around maneuver, 
a limit be put on al t i tude loss directly. Further, this altitude loss 
should be demonstrated and should allow f o r  reasonable p i lo t  responses 
and reaction times. Finally, it i s  suggested.that the procedure involve 
on ly  the  pilot-and that he in i t ia te   the  go-around without taking hands 
off  the  primry.and secondary controls. 
. . .  
10.3 PROPULSION SYSTEM FAILURE; GO-AROUND 
A propulsion system fa i lure   in  conjunction with a go-around maneuver 
represents the ultimate aggravation of piloting problems and degradation 
of a i rcraf t  performance as they relate to the go-around task. The same 
general considerations with regard t o  go-around remain, that  is, piloting 
procedure and vertical path control. In addition, though, one must t r e a t  
the problems associated w i t h  an inoperative power unit. The following 
finding i s  related to this si tuation. 
FINDING: 
An OPUI go-around suffers from increased pilot workload, degraded per- 
formance, and possible lateral-directional asymmetry which is  aggravated by 
use of maxim thrust. 
DISCUSSION: 
This finding was demonstrated i n  a qualitative way by the BR 941 and 
AWJSRA examples (References 11 and 12).  The BR 941 was a case i n  which 
pi lot  workload during the go-around was essentially  unaltered by an engine 
failure.  The propeller cross-shafting precluded lateral-directional asym- 
metry. A t  the same time, the propulsion failure significantly degraded the 
go-around path performance. Following go-around init iation, the aircraft  
descended fa r  lower than without a fa i lure  and the steady-state climb per- 
formance was reduced considerably. 
In the AWJSRA a l l  features were degraded i n  the go-around =newer. A 
change i n  configuration was required  for  either an engine fai lure  or go-around 
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i n i t i a t ion .  The engine fa i lure  produced t r icky la teral-direct ional  asym- 
metries and the single engine climb performance was only marginal. 
Probably the main lesson learned in this area was that propulsion 
f a i l u r e   i n  conjunction with go-around can present a serious  safety problem. 
This safety problem i s  connected direct ly   to   both  pi lot  workload and de- 
graded airplane performance. Further, this presents a d i f f i c u l t  trade- 
off between the degraded performance allowed versus the lower probabili ty 
of occurrence. 

SECTION 11 
TAKEOFF 
The  discussion  of  the  takeoff  flight  phase  is  divided  into  three  main 
parts : 
0 Limiting  flight  conditions  and  safety  margins 
0 Stability,  control,  and  performance 
0 Propulsion  system  failure. 
Each of these  parts  is  approached in the  same  way  as for the  landing  flight 
phase  but  involves  the  special  considerations  pertaining  to  takeoff. 
Generally  speaking,  powered  lift  is  not  expected  to  be  as  influenkial 
a factor in takeoff  as in landing,  at  least  where  pitch  rotation  is  used  to 
becorne  airborne. If lower  flap  settings  are  used  for  kakeoff,  the  effective 
thrust  inclination  is  more  nearly  horizontal  and  there  is  less  of a pow red- 
lift effect.  These  tendencies  were  observed in those  aircraft  simulated in 
this  program. In fact,  those  particular  examples  would  have  been  more  fairly 
characterized  as  high  thrust-to-weight  conventional  aircraft  rather  than 
powered-lift in their  takeoff  configurations. 
It should  be  noted  that  no  consideration  was  given in th s  program  to 
takeoffs  using  methods  other  than  pitch  rotation  (e  .g. , thrust  vectoring). 
Therefore,  the  results  should  be  viewed  within  this  limited  scope. 
The  simulator  examples  examined in the  takeoff  flight  phase  consisted 
of the BR 941 and AWJSRA airplanes.  These  two  examples  were  sufficiently 
different  to  reveal  variety  of  features  associated  with  the  takeoff  flight 
phase.  The  biggest  difference  was  connected  with  the  degree of asymmetry 
following  failure  of a propulsion  unit.  Another  was  the  effect  of  propulsion 
failure on performance. 
The  simulation  facility  and  models  used in this  program  allowed  starting 
with a takeoff  roll  at  approxilnately 20 kt,  acceleration  to VR, takeoff 
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rotation, and continuing through second segment climb t o  335 m (1'100 ' f t )  . 
The experimental procedure 'used for  the  takeoff  f l ight phase was tof,have 
, . the  subjec t  p i lo t s  t ry  a var ie ty  of  abuses. Specifically,  abuses were 
appl ied  to  VR and V2 with and without' propulsion system fa i lu re s .   In  
addition, the effects of wind and turbulence were studied. Since basic 
performance capabi l i t ies  of each a i r c r a f t  were known, the simulator allowed 
us t o  observe the co&ined ef fec t  of the   p i lo t  and aircraft  with regard to 
takeoff performance. 
1 1 .1 LIMITING FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND SAFETY MARGINS ; TAKEOFF 
Limiting flight conditions and safety margins for the takeoff f l ight 
phase involve similar considerations as those discussed for the approach 
and landing f l i g h t  phases, a t   l e a s t   a f t e r  the a i r c r a f t  has become airborne. 
Pr ior  to  l i f t -off ' ,  however, there i s  the additional consideration of ground 
related l imiting fl ight conditions and safety margins. In  this respect, 
there i s  nothing fundamentally different  between conventional aircraft and 
powered-lift aircraft. 
Once airborne, limiting flight conditions are associated primarily with 
aerodynamic s t a l l  j u s t  a s  i n  the  case  of approach and landing. Further, 
l imiting fl ight conditions are definable in the same terms. It should be 
noted that there i s  a simplification because only one power se t t ing  i s  
involved. 
Safety margins i n  connection w i t h  takeoff  f l ight phase have a dynamic 
aspect. Safety margins are constantly changing as the airplane i s  accelerated 
up to  the point  of establishing a s teady  in i t ia l  climb. The safety margin 
ideas developed for the approach and, landing f l i g h t  phase also apply to   the  
takeoff, a t  l e a s t  a f t e r  becoming airborne. This includes such items as: 
. .  
. .  
0 Speed  margins 
0 Angle of a t tack margins 
0 Maneuver margins 
0 G u s t  margins. 
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The  numerical  values  of  these  margins  may.differ  from  those  in  the  approach 
and landing  because  the  pilot  actions  are-different. In particular,  man- 
euvering  and  tracking  are  not  as  important a part  of  the  takeoff  flight  phase. 
In addition  to  these  flight  conditions  margins,  one  must  consider  safety 
margins  with  respect  to  the  terrain.. 
Prior to becoming  airborne,  iafety  margins  are  defined  mainly  in  terms 
of the  geometric  constraints.  as  delineated by runway  boundaries. 'There 
is,  perhaps, a fine  distinction  in  this  case  between  safety  margins  and 
performance  in  that  safety  margins  are  the  difference  between  runway  avail- 
able  and  actual,  takeoff  performance. As such  this  aspect  of  safety margins 
will not  be  addressed  here  but will be  covered  in  Section 11.2 under  per- 
formance  considerations. 
. .  
. FINDING: . ., 
For  those  powered-lift  airplahe  examples  considered (BR 941 and AWJSRA), 
takeoff was relatively  conventional  in  nature  with  the  added  advantage  of 
being  forgiving  of  pilot  abuses. 
DISCUSSION: 
In general,  takeoffs  with all engines  operating  were  easy in that  they 
did not require  precise  pilot  actions.  The  stall  limiting  flight  condition 
had no practical  significance in these  cases  because  acceleration  was 
.rapid,  regardless of the  pilot's  actions.  The  aircraft  would  not  become 
: ". . airborne  until a safe  speed  had  been  reached. 
It 'was  not  practical in  these.  cases  to  distinguish  between VI and VR. 
This was due  to  'the  rapid  acceleration  and  short  time  interval  between  the 
two' points * 
While  this  implies  that  it  may be convenient  to  set VI equal  to VR when 
acceleration  is very high, we did  not look into,  the  performance  consequences 
of such an assumption.  Specifically,  it  could  excessively  penalize an 
aircraft  with good continued  takeoff  capability  but  poor  ability to stop. 
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. .  
1 1.2 STABILITY, CONTROL, AND PERFORMANCE ; TAKEOFF 
For the takeoff flight phase the emphasis is  clearly more on performance 
than on s tab i l i ty  and control  although  basic  attitude-  control i s  clearly 
necessary. The items of prime importance i n  defining takeoff pdrformance 
are the takeoff field length, foliowed by the climb prof i le   re la t ive  to  
terrain.  A s  mentioned previously, these considerations are really no 
different for powered-lift aircraft than for conventional aircraft. This 
i s  largely  reflected  in  the following finding. 
" " " " " _  
FINDING: 
Conventional methods of describing takeoff performance were considered 
adequate for the powered-lift simulations considered. 
DISCUSSION: 
T h i s  i s  a general statement meant to  reflect   the  lack of any peculiar 
features for powered-lift airplanes during the takeoff flight phase. 
Concepts such as field length, balanced field length, and climb gradient 
a l l  apply t o  powered-lift vehicles i n  the same way they do for  conventional 
a i rcraf t .  T h i s  finding also extends into the condition of propulsion system 
failure. In fact, propulsion system failure 
fining most aspects of takeoff performance. 
formance details  will be handled i n  the next 
""""" 
FINDING: 
i s  the major element i n  de- 
For this reason, most per- 
subsection. 
Actual clinib performance as demonstrated by the  pilot  was measurably 
less than the theoretical obstacle clearance plane performance. 
DISCUSSION: 
Climb performance data from the BR 941 simulation were compared with 
theoretical values, Reference 11 .  A theoretical obstacle clearance plane 
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was obtained from the 7 - V curves for  the  a i rc raf t .  T h i s  was compared with 
a measurement of the minimum obstacle clearance plane achieved on each 
takeoff. In  calm air the difference was re la t ive ly  small. I n  moderate 
turbulence, u = 0.91 m/s ( 3  ft/s), differences of 1 deg were not uncommon 
and on one takeoff a value of 1.4 deg l e s s  was measured. 
ug 
These data provide some indication of the required margins between r e a l  
obstacles and the theoretical  performance of the aircraf t .  
11.3 PROPULSION SYSTEM F A I L W  DURING TAKEOFF 
Propulsion system failure  during  takeoff can have a potent ia l ly  broad 
ranging effect depending upon the design of the airplane. The two vehicles 
studied probably span the range of expected powered-lift STOL designs i n  
terms of the impact of propulsion system fa i lures  on takeoff. The BR 941 
(Reference 1 1  ), with i t s  propeller cross-shafting, completely lacked any 
la teral-direct ional  asymmetry following a propulsion system failure. Also, 
because it was a four-engine vehicle, the net thrust loss was re la t ive ly  
small. The AWJSRA. airplane (Reference 12), on the other hand, had substan- 
t i a l   l a t e ra l -d i r ec t iona l  asymmetries following propulsion system failure and 
because it was a twin-engine aircraf t ,  suffered a large net loss i n  takeoff 
thrust-to-weight ratio. It should be noted that  the la teral-direct ional  
asymmetry in the AWJSRA was minimized somewhat by the cold-thrust cross- 
ducting, but even so, a substant ia l  amount of la teral-direct ional  control  
and p i lo t   e f fo r t  was necessary t o  overcome this asymmetry. 
FINDING : 
The only observed impact of propulsion system fa i lu re  on l imi t ing   f l igh t  
conditions was a m i n i m u m  speed for   direct ional   control  w h i l e  on the ground, 
i . e . ,  VMCG. 
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DISCUSSION: 
Such a finding i s  highly configuration dependent. The V E ~  condition 
observed here was purely .a f'unction of the 'AWJSRA simulation model.. The 
determining factors were simply l a t e r a l  thrust moment, aerodynamic 
directional control, and nose-wheel steering effectiveness. Existing 
standards adequately address this particular problem. ' , . .  , .  
FINDING: 
The effect of speed at engine failure on takeoff field length was 
found t o  be highly configuration dependent. 
DISCUSSION: 
This observation is, again, based on only the two models considered 
i n  this program. A s  i n  other areas, however, these models represent the 
extremes which could be expected from powered-lift airplanes. An experi- 
mentally determined plot of takeoff distance t o  11 m (35 f t )  versus speed 
a t  engine failure i s  shown i n  Figure 11-1. The effect  is  nearly negligible 
i n  the case o f  the BR 941 while it i s  substantial for the AWJSRA. The 
reasons a r e  worth noting. The AWJSRA, a twin-engine airplane, experienced 
a simple 9% loss i n  thrust a t  the point of engine failure, thus takeom 
field length was correspondingly strongly affected. The relative f'ield 
length effect i s  likely similar to any other twin-engine jet  airplane.  The 
BR 941 , on the other hand, was driven by four cross-shafted propellers. 
Without considering cross-shafting, use of four engines represents only 25% 
loss i n  thrust  at  the point of engine failure.  Because of the cross-shafted 
propellers, loss of power a t  low speeds involves transition to a more 
efficient propeller operating point, with or without propeller pitch govern- 
ing. Any increase i n  propeller efficiency means that percent thrust loss 
i s  not as great as percent power loss. In the case of this powered-Eft 
airplane model, these effects conibine t o  make takeoff field length nearly 
independent of the speed a t  propulsion system failure.  
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While this effect may vary significantly f o r  different powered-lift 
aircraft,  existing  airworthiness standards should adequately cover the 
situation. 
r 
SECTION 12 
CONCLUSIONS AND RFCOMMENaATIONS 
The following i s  a summary of conclusions and recommendations. Details 
are omitted but can be found in   t he  body of the  report  by the  specif ic  'page 
references given i n  parenthesis. The purpose of this section i s  to  ind i -  
cate the current status of airworthiness criteria in various areas.and 
recommendations for  addi t ional  work. It i s  not  to  re i te ra te  spec i f ic  
findings . 
This section i s  organized similarly to the body of this report .  Each 
subsection corresponds t o  a respective report section. For example, Sub- 
section 12.5 corresponds to Section 5. Subsection 12.1 i s  the ' only excep- 
t i on  and deals with subjects of a general nature. 
12.1 GENEML 
Powered-lift a i rcraf t  const i tute  a fundanentally different category 
of airplane from conventional je t  t ranspor t s .  A t  the same time, this 
category appears less broad than originally thought. The features of powered- 
l i f t  a i r c r a f t  which affect   a i rworthiness   cr i ter ia   are   not   necessar i ly   s t rong 
flmctions of the specific powered-lift concept involved. The main features 
which powered-lift  aircraft  generally have i n  cornon are:  
0 High CL generated by direct or ind i rec t  th rus t  
0 Strong effect of both angle of a t tack and thrust on 
CL and CD 
Strong effect of thrust on Ck and s t a l l  speed 
0 Nearly ve r t i ca l  thrust incl inat ion 
0 Lift asymmetry from engine failure rather than 
horizontal  thrust asymmetry. 
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Piloting technique i s  an important factor i n   a l l  aspects of powered- 
lift fl ight.  Longitudinal control tasks,  in particular,  are l ikely to 
require f'undamentally different techniques than those used i n  conventional 
j e t  t r anspor t s .  Because of the important role of piloting technique it 
m u s t  be directly addressed in the establishment of airworthiness criteria. 
12.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
A moving-base simulator i s  an effective tool for exploring and develop- 
ing airworthiness cri teria.  In this program, a number of c r i t e r i a  forms 
and numerical l imits  were established. These l imits ,  however, may tend to 
be conservative because of simulator limitations which may have made  some 
tasks somewhat more diff icul t  than actual  f l ight ;  o r  optimistic because of 
pilots'  perception of the task as being more diff icul t  in  the s imulator  than 
i n  f l i g h t  (Reference IO). Visual and motion cues were not as good as i n  
flight. Subject pilots generally felt the turbulence model was overly 
severe. 
The question of  the turbulence model realism i s  probably the most serious 
one. While it cannot be resolved a t  this time, the following results are 
pertinent.  
0 A short simulator experiment conducted during th i s  program 
(page 15) indicated that the turbulence model used i s  a t  
l ea s t  a s  good as other available models. 
0 Reference 10 describes a related powered-lift program which 
uti l ized  both ground-based 'simulation and the  Princeton  Variable 
S tab i l i t y  Navion airplane. Both used the same turbulence model 
employed i n  th i s  program. Even with the basic Navion airplane, 
the evaluation pilot considered the model a valid  representa- 
t ion  of real-world turbulence. 
0 Reference 47 describes another FSAA simulation program which 
used th i s  same turbulence model. That program simulated a 
current short-haul jet  transport .  Pilots with fl ight experience 
in   the   a i rc raf t   fe l t   the   tu rbulence  model was somewhat too 
severe. 
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Additional research to resolve this question i s  c l ea r ly  needed. There 
i s  also a need for  research on the  potential problems of wind shear encounters 
i n  powered-lift a i rcraf t .  A preliminary simulator investigation of this 
problem i s  reported i n  Reference 21. The results of that program indicate 
that powered-lift a i rcraf t  may have mre   d i f f icu l ty   in  wind shears than 
conventional aircraft .  
While c r i te r ia  developed from simulation may be either conservative 
or optimistic, the simulation did provide basic insights and understanding 
of factors involved in flying powered-lift aircraft. In turn, this led 
t o  more effective analyses. 
12.3 LIMITING FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
The main limiting flight conditions for powered-lift aircraft, like 
conventional aircraft ,  are connected w i t h  low speed, high angle of attack 
flight i n  the vicinity of aerodynamic s t a l l .  While it can be defined i n  
terms of speed or angle of attack, a limiting flight condition should be 
based on the occurrence of certain conditions. Limiting f l i g h t  conditions 
are ultimately defined by certain "hard" conditions of a catastrophic nature 
such as loss of control, abrupt loss of l i f t ,  e tc .  Aerodynamic s t a l l  
i t s e l f ,  though, i s  not necessarily i n  this category. Where it i s  not a 
catastrophic event then aerodynamic s t a l l  should be considered as a "soft" 
limiting flight condition (page 31 ) . 
The influence of throt t le  on limiting flight conditions of powered- 
l i f t  a i rcraf t  i s  important not only in the definition of limiting flight 
conditions but also i n  the potential rate of onset. The  most c r i t i c a l  
aspect i s  that a rapid throttle reduction produces an almost equally rapid 
approach t o  a li&ting flight condition (page 37). 
The nature of limiting flight conditions for the bare airframe of 
powered-lift a i rcraf t  was reasonably well explored i n  this program but 
there i s  s t i l l  the need t o  form a more precise quantitative description 
of the components of limiting flight conditions, i.e., the relative effect 
of maneuvering, p i l o t  abuse, and disturbances. Finally, the matter of 
l imiting fl ight conditions for heavily augmented* vehicles remains rela- 
t ive ly  unexplored and should be investigated. 
12.4 SAFETY MARGINS 
There are two types of limiting flight conditions, hard and sof t ,  
therefore, there are two general kinds of safety margins. Both can be 
speed and angle of a t tack related.  These can take on several  forms de- 
pending on the nature of protection, i .e. ,  for maneuvering, p i lo t  abuse, 
or atmospheric disturbances. Limits were established for a var ie ty  of 
conditions (pages 69 through 80). They were based not only on simula- 
t ion but  a lso on some f l i gh t   t e s t   da t a .  
The va l id i ty  of the proposed safety margins depends on the realism of 
the maneuvers, abuses, and disturbances. The realism was pro5ably good 
with regard to  the first i tem, but for the latter two t h e r e   i s  some doubt. 
Again, there are special  problems regarding heavily augmented vehicles. 
It is  recommended that further study be made of safety margin require- 
ments involving pilot abuses and atmospheric disturbances and t h a t   t h i s  be 
based on sui table  f l ight  tes t  data .  Further ,  safety margin requirements 
for heavily augmented vehicles should be investigated. 
1 2.5 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY , CONTROL, and PERFOFMINCE ; APPROACH 
In the approach phase there i s  heavy emphasis on f l igh t   pa th l f l igh t  
reference control. Piloting technique i s  an important determining factor  
i n  the nature of fl ight path/fl ight reference (and pi tch at t i tude)  control  
requirements. 
* Heavily augmented refers  to  control  systems which substant ia l ly  a l ter  
the basic lift and drag character is t ics  and therefore the basic fl ight 
path dynamics. 
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For powered-lift aircraft, a STOL technique is most l ikely.  This 
requires that at tent ion be given t o   t h e  dynamic response of f l i g h t  mth t o  
t h r o t t l e  and diminishes the role of pitch attitude control. A combination 
of airframe and propulsion dynamics i s  involved. The main determining 
factors in powered-lift flight path dynamics are  a high CL and a near- 
ver t ical  effect ive thrust  incl inat ion (page 95). 
Tentative airworthiness cri teria for fl ight path control were deter- 
mined and included the areas of dynamic response (page 117) and control 
power (pages 724, 1 X ) .  A suitable cr i ter ion for  cross  coupling, an 
important factor, was not found (page 137). 
The nature of fl ight reference control was studied and found t o  be 
dependent upon the specific mechanization of the fl ight reference.  While 
a number of aspects were recognized (page 1 4 0  ), no c r i t e r i a  were defined. 
It i s  recommended tha t  the  ten ta t ive  c r i te r ia  concepts and numerical 
values given here be confirmed or further refined by f l i g h t  t e s t .  In  so 
doing, special  a t tent ion should be given t o  atmospheric disturbances, 
especially wind shears. There i s  need for further simulation and analyti- 
cal  study of flight path/flight reference cross coupling and f l i gh t  reference 
control. Regarding the  c r i te r ia  proposed, further study should be given t o  
the problems of heavily augmented vehicles and effects  of improved displays, 
such as  f l ight  directors .  
12.6 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY, CONTROL, AND PERFORMANCE; LANDING 
The flare and landing involves an extension of the same ideas developed 
for  the approach phase. The choice of pi lot ing technique used in  the  f la re  
is  a major factor .  Important airplane dynamics are  mainly r e l a t ed  to  f l i gh t  
path, w h i l e  f l ight reference control i s  of considerably l e s se r  importance. 
In addition to the conventional flare technique involving use of pitch 
a t t i tude ,  one must also consider use of t h ro t t l e   a s  a primary f la re  cont ro l  
(page 149) or,  under certain conditions, a combination of t h r o t t l e  and pi tch 
a t t i tude  (page 1 9 ) .  For powered-lift a i r c ra f t ,  f l a r ing  with pi tch at t i tude 
is  similar to conventional aircraft but larger excursions of pi tch  a t t i tude,  
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airspeed, and angle of attack are involved. The  two important factors are 
nk and Z, (heave damping) but one cannot separate the effects based on 
existing data (page 163). Use of t h r o t t l e  t o  f l a r e  can be t r ea t ed  ju s t  as 
i n  the approach phase. A tentat ive response c r i te r ion  was established. 
A lan-g demonstration with specified abuses was considered t o  take 
care of certain features not otherwise easily measured or quantified such 
as short-term control power and ground ef fec t .  This also addresses safety 
margins. A calm-air demonstration with abuses was found t o  be feasible  
(page 167) as a reasonable substitute for demonstrating landings i n  high 
turbulence. 
Future efforts should be d i rec ted   a t  airframe qual i t ies  required to  
f l a r e  w i t h  pitch attitude, especially regarding the separate roles of n z, 
and heave damping. In  addi t ion,  f l ight  tests should be performed t o  pro- 
vide better numerical def ini t ion of the specified abuses t o  be used i n  the 
landing demonstration and to  verify  the  response  cri terion  for flare with 
power. 
12.7 LATEX&-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND CONTROL; APPROACH AND LANDING 
Lateral-direct ional   s tabi l i ty  and control for powered-lift aircraft i s  
not fundamentally different  from conventional  aircraft, ' but   basic   a i rcraf t  
character is t ics  tend to  be worse. The common powered-lift problems i n  
approximate order of importance are: 
0 Poor turn  coordination 
0 Rapid s p i r a l  divergence 
0 Low r o l l  damping 
0 Low dutch r o l l  frequency and damping. 
There i s  no reason t o  suspect that pi lot ing problems are d i f fe ren t   o r   tha t  
there is  need for  d i f fe ren t  c r i te r ia .  A t  the same time, it should be 
recognized that  turn  coordination  or heading cont ro l   c r i te r ia   a re   no t  w e l l  
established even f o r  conventional a i r c ra f t .  
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12.8 PROPULSION SYSTEM FAILURE; APPROACH AND LANDING 
A propulsion  system  failure in a powered-lift  aircraft has important 
. .  
features  which  are  fundamentally  different  from  those in c nventional 
aircraft.  These  derive  largely  from  the  use  of  powered-lift so that a 
" failure  produces an asymmetric  vertical,  rather  than  horizontal,  force. 
This ;can  lead  to a variety  of  significant  piloting  problems  which  are 
configuration and' control  system  dependent. 
Recognition of the  failure  seems  to  take  longer  than  for  conventional 
aircraft,  possibly  because  the  large  lateral  acceleration  cue  is  missing 
(page 182). The  most  immediate  effect  of a ailure  is an increase in sink 
rate'but the  pilot  may  not  notice  this  initially. His best  cue  is  the roll 
disturbance.  The  appropriate  pilot  responses  are  also  unconventional- 
large  wheel  input  with  relatively  little  rudder  (possibly  of  either  sign) 
(page 186). 
One  potentially  serious  aspect of the  problem,  not  treated  in  this 
program,  is  that  the  failure  characteristics  depend on the  aircraft  con- 
figuration.  During  most of a flight,  powered-lift  is  not  being  used  and 
propulsion  failures  should  be  similar  to  those  in  conventional  aircraft. 
During  approach,  though,  propulsion  failures  would  involve  the  special 
features  of  powered  lift.  Having  two  distinctly  different  sets  of  failure 
characteristics  and  required  pilot  responses in the  same  aircraft  could 
have an adverse  effect. 
For failures  which  occur  at  low  altitude,  the  most  critical  factor  is 
the  time  to  reach a flight  condition  which  has  adequate  safety  margins, 
stability  and  control, and performance.  The  results of this  program sug- 
gest a configuration  change  may be allowable  provided  it  can  be  done  quickly 
and  simply,  e.g.,  using a switch  on  the  throttle  to  retract  spoilers. 
Powered  lift  also  has  an  impact on the  problems  during a continued 
approach  with a propulsion  system  failure.  Specific  problems  can  include 
decreased  flight  path  control  power,  possible  saturation of augmentation 
systems,  decreased  lateral  control  power,  and  use of a different  operating 
point (page 203). It was found that the magnitude of sideslip had a ' 
significant  effect on a l l  of these problems. 
The 'decreased flight  path  control power i s  probably the most sigriifi- 
cant problem (page 213). A propulsion system fai lure  w i l l  certainly reduce 
the upward capability, perhaps t o  an inadequate level. Adequate upward 
performance might be restored with a configuration change but  that would 
probably reduce the downward capability. Criteria for flight path control 
power a f te r  a propulsion system fai lure  were not developed during this 
program but they could be a dominant design  constraint. 
T h i s  program was successful i n  exploring qualitative aspects of pro- 
pulsion system failure problems. Further work i s  required t o  develop 
quantitative criteria. This should be considered of prime importance 
because of the fundamental differences from conventional a i rcraf t  and the 
potential impacts on aircraf t  design. 
12.9 AUGMENTATION SYSTEIG FAILURE 
This area was not directly addressed i n   t h i s  program but i s  potentially 
important because of the greater likelihood of complex augmentation systems 
i n  powered-lift aircraft. A number of problems are discussed i n  this 
report. The  most c r i t i c a l  of these is  considered t o  be an augmentation 
system failure requiring a change i n  the basic piloting technique which i s  
possible in a vehicle employing highly effective l i f t  and drag augmenta- 
tion. While there are no directly applicable data, the results of Reference 21 
may indicate a potentially serious problem (page 222). 
It i s  recommended that simulation be used t o  explore the subject of 
augmentation systems fai lure  with regard t o  developing airworthiness 
cr i ter ia .  
12.10 Go-AROUND 
This program included a brief study of the go-around maneuver for two 
specific powered-lift vehicles. Because of design differences between these 
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two vehicles,  several  important  characteristics  were  revealed.  It  was 
'found  that  the  main  aspects  of  the  go-around  phase  consist  of  piloting 
procedure  required,  vertical  path  con%rol  and  performance,  and  propulsion 
.. failure  complications. 
A s  a result  of  the  above,  the  main  feature  of  powered-lift  airplanes 
was found to be  the  possibly  large loss in  altitude  following  go-around 
idtiation, especially  with a propulsion  system  failure.  This  can  be 
addressed  most  directly b a criterion  limiting  altitude loss which  would 
be  demonstrated in flight. 
12.11 TAKEOFF 
Takeoff  simulations  were  done i  this  program  for  two  fundamentally 
different  powered-lift  vehicles.  The  only  significant  difference  from 
conventional  aircraft  was  the  more  rapid  acceleration.  Because  of  the 
higher  thrust,  takeoff  abuses  seemed  less  significant. As a result,  some 
simplification  of  conventional  standards may be  possible,  such  as  combining 
VI and VR. Takeoffs  accomplished  by  vectoring  thrust  were  not  investigated 
here  but  may  involve a significant  departure  from  conventional  aircraft 
features. 
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POWEFBD-LIFT FLIGHT PATH DYNAMICS 
Longitudinal flight path dynamics can be viewed in a number of ways. 
Each has certain advantages, but a l l  are interrelated. We w i l l  show this 
in   t he  following' manner: 
0 . Non-dimensional lift/drag  relationships 
0 Basic s e t  of parameters, preliminary to  s tab i l i ty  
derivatives 
0 Dimensional s tab i l i ty  and control derivatives 
0 Simplified equations of motion to describe path dynamics 
0 Simplified transfer functions. 
A s  each of the above i s  developed we wil point out the influence of powered 
l i f t ,  the comparison with conventional aircraft ,  and the effect of various 
powered-lift concepts. Useful approximations w i l l  be given where possible. 
A 1 NON-DIMENSIONAL  IFT-DRAG APPROXIMATIONS 
First it i s .u se fy l   t o  consider some features of a pure je t   f lap .  
Actually, there i s  wide application to most powered-lift concepts such as 
EBF, augmentor wing, . IBF, USB, and even deflected  slipstream  propeller 
driven aircraft. The concept of a pure j e t   f l a p  i s  a t  l eas t  usefu l  for  
revealing trends and general features. 
Reference A-I develops, the theory f o r  an ideal two dimensional j e t   f l a p  
and Reference A-2 extends th i s  t o  a three dimensional wing. Important 
relationships me given below. 
A- 1 
Slope  of  Section  Lift  Coefficient  with a:
Three  Dimensional  Lift  Correction: 
cL fi + 21" CJ JR + .637 cJ a .  
"- -  
fi + 2/" CQ - 2 1~ + 2 + .604 ci/2 + .876 cJ 
U 
U 
Induced  Drag  for  Elliptical  Wing: 
c ;  cL2 
Di ,I J R + 2 C J  
or 
acD - 2cL 
a c L  " R + 2 C J  
- 
Recall  the  respective  values  for  normal  wing  are: 
cL 
cL? A i + 2  
. cL 
Di n lR  
a .  R 
"- -  
U 
2 
c = -  
The  above  equations  can  be  used  to  derive an expression  for C 
where  the  subscript  zero  refers  to a non-jet-flap  wing.  This 
result  is  plotted 
approximated  by 
cL 
- 
U 
in Figure A-1 which  shows  that  jet  flap  effects  can  be 
A- 2 
. o  2 4 6 
I 
-5 t Zero subscript refers to non jet flap wing 
Figure A-1: Effect of J e t  F l ap  Blowing on L i f t  Curve Slope and Induced Drag 
A- 3 
The effects on induced drag are readily available from the above equations. 
1 
acL (2) 0 1 + -  2cJ A (2) 0 
T h i s  result  i s  also  plotted  in Figure A-1 . 
A .2 BASIC FLIGHT PATH PARAMETERS 
The following se t  of parameters are offered as aid in simplifying 
certain aspects of flight path dynamics. They are also useful in estimating 
stability derivatives. Most are familiar concepts, but one i s  newly defined. 
An important point i s  that none of these parameters uniquely determine 
path dynamics, i.e., there are no universal parameters. Taken together i n  
various combinations, though, they form all the basic flight path relationships 
i n  terms of stability derivatives, transfer f'unctions, etc. Their main value 
i s  that they are easily computed or estimated. Each tends t o  be reasonably 
invariant for given airplane category, e.g., conventional jet  transport ,  
powered l i f t ,  helicopter, etc. 
These parameters are: 
g/v 
nZ 
"x 
a 
U 
'T 
rlP 
Following i s  a discussion of each, their  meaning, approximations, and a 
comparison of powered-lift versus conventional a i rcraf t .  
A- 4 
g/V i s  just speed dependent but it is  so expressed because it appears 
frequently i n  dimensional. derivatives and transfer functions. I ts  
dimension of frequency has significance when combined with the  other 
non-dimensional parameters t o  follow. g/V i s  related to basic phugoid 
frequency, 0) which i s  approximately g/V. This relation, 
however, is  considered unimportant for  this discussion. 
- 
P' 
n% i s  simply incremental norm1 acceleration due t o  h. It has been 
widely used i n  handling qualities  literature  as a basic parameter. 
I ts  most important interpretation here is as the high frequency gain 
for the f l i g h t  path/pitch transfer function. It i s  also closely related 
t o  heave damping: 
- 
nk, as used here, is: 
C, L 
U n = -  
z 
cos 7 
a cL 0 
where CL i s  a "trimed"  value, i.e., elevator  varied  to 
U 
maintain zero pitching moment 
The cos 70 effect can be neglected for normal flight path angles, so 
that 
One can estimate n for pawered-lift aircraft using the previous za 
je t   f lap  re la t ions,  i .e., 
a-5 
, If  we  assume (cb) 6, valid  for  most  conventional  jet  transports, 
and  let cJ = T~/W - cL, where  Tb is thrust  used  for  blowing  the wing,0 
1 then 
Hence, n is  mainly a strong  function  of CL but  increased some- % 
what  with  blowing. A plot  of nk versus CL for various aircraft is 
given in  Figure A-2.  Most examples  of  powered-lift  aircraft Occw 
in a CL range  of 3 to 4, thus, 1.5 < e 2.5. High C L 1 s  of  say 5 
to 7 have  low n due  to CL alone  (approximately % = 1 ) but  this  is 
likely  to  be  raised  to 1.5 by  the  blowing  effect.  Conventional ir- 
craft  operating  at 1 . 3  Vs fall  in an n range  from 3 to 5. 
z, 
za 
% is  analogous  to n but  tangent  to  flight  path.  It  is  the high 
frequency  speed  gain  for Ae or L h  inputs.  It  is  comparatively  unin- 
teresting,  though,  because  it  is  relatively  invariant  between pwer d- 
lift and  conventional  aircraft. 
Za’ - 
The main physical  importance  is  tied  to  the  ratio  between % 
and n i .e., the  effective  inclination  of 8 control  (the  counterpart za’ 
to eT for  throttle).  We  define  this  angle  as @A. 
n z, eA = arctan -
-% 
nxo,  is  primarily a function  of  aspect  ratio  because  it  is  tied  to 
induced  drag 
From earlier  approximations  we  can  derive: 
A- 6 
6 
5 
4 
\ 
B 747 
DC-9-30 0\ \ 
\ 
\ 
\ '  \ NC-ISOB(FLT) 
\ '. 55 
0 xc-142 
""0  
, 
I 
OO 
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C L  
Figure A-2: Typical 11 Values za 
Thus we see that blowing has a relatively small effect on 
typical value for both.conventionaL and powered-Eft a i rc raf t  i s  
%' A 
nx L 0.6 g/rad 
U 
. .  
The effective inclination can be approximated by: 
1 
Il eA = arctan = E + arctan ac, acL -q 
- . a  2cL 
- 2 + ah? + 2 5  
. .  
Thus, the blowing coefficient has a minor effect and a high l i f t  
coefficient increases the angle. 
BT i s  the  effective thrust angle,  i.e., - 
e indicates the relative l i f t  and drag increments for a thrott le change. 
It has a strong impa.ct on the choice of piloting technique. It i s  one of 
&most distinguishing factors between powered-lift and conventional 
a i rcraf t .  
T 
For a conventional a i rcraf t ,  oT i s  nearXy horizontal, eT < 15 deg. 
Powered-lift a i rcraf t  have a strong vertical component, for deflected 
slipstream, typically 60 deg < 0 < 80 deg. For j e t  f l ap  o r  vectored 
nozzle, 70 deg < eT < 95 deg. 
T 
A good approximation' t o  6 can be obtained from a y - V plot. To 
derive this relationship, consider a small throttle perturbation. If 
pitch att i tude is also changed t o  hold constant angle of attack, the 
steady state l i f t  and drag perturbations are given by: 
T 
A- 8 
Combining  these  equations  with  the BT d finition  and  the  trim  rela- 
tionships 
Lift = W cos 70 
Drag = .. -W . sin 7 
0 
give  the  desired  approximation 
, :  .Thus  for small BTJ conventional  aircraft, (g)u will  be small - 
constant a lines w i l l  be  nearly  vertical.  For  large BT, powered-lift 
aircraft , ($)u wil l  be  large  and  negative - constant CL lines will 
be  nearly  horizontal.  If  constant  .contours  are  not  available  but 
constant 9 contours  are,  one  can  use  the  following  relationship: 
This  kind  of  relationship wili be  more  broadly  developed  in  Subsection 
A.5. 
, .  
3 is a newly  defined  parameter  which  indicates  the  proportion f 
propulsion  supplied  lift  to  total  lift.  It  should  not  be  confused  with 
BT although  there  is a strong.relationsbip  between  the  two.  The 
direct  impact  of 7 is  on  the  vertical  acceleration  due  to a horizontal 
-gust. This.is characterized  as  the  stability  derivative Zu. qp is 
really  defined  as  ,a  function of Zu.
P 
._ - 
- .  
zu 4. 1 + 
BP L '  : .. 2g  cos yo . . .  
qP 
equal to zero characterizes conventional aircraft. .If qp is  unity 
then the aircraf t  i s  totally propulsion supported, i.e., there is no 
aerodynamic Lift. A hovering  vehicle would have vp 1 . 
The powered-lift factor can eas i ly  be related  to   basic  aerodynamic 
properties. In general, %he derivative Z, can be expressed as: 
zU 1. - -:cosy - 0 (l+$-?) 
where CL i s  assumed t o  include a l l   t h r u s t   e f f e c t s  and forces. 
Therefore: 
qP - 
-" 
a 2cL ("") au 
The lift coefficient i s  normally presented as a function-.of blowing 
coefficient,  CJ.  Therefore, qp can be writ ten as:  
. -v acJ ac, 
TP - 2cL au ac, - "  
Finally, i f  we assume t h a t  t h r u s t  i s  independent of airspeed 
c ac, 
flp - CL ac, and - J  "
a log cL 
also , -  a log 'J 
If l i f t  i s  a function of a and CJ ( o r  TL , etc .  ) then 7 i s  
eas i ly  approximated from a p lo t  of log CL versus log CJ, i.e., qp is  
the slope. 
P 
A-10 
-" ...-. . . . ....._.._ -," I I 
\ .  . . ' An i l l u s t r a t i o n  of t h i s  i s  shown i n  Figure A-3. CL is plot ted 
versus CJ on a log-log scale .for several  aircraft .  Some are  based on 
wind tunnel data, some on f l i , gh t  t e s t .  The value of 11 appears t o  
range from 0.3 t o  0.5 fo r   j e t   f l ap   t ype   a i r c ra f t .  
P 
< 
,If . a q  airplane uses dCrect vectored thrust the  vP i s  simply 
Td/W sin BT. If there  i s  a combination of j e t  f l a p  and direct thrust 
(e.g., AWJSRA) then an effect ive overal l  7 can be obtained from 
respective components. For example: 
P 
Tb 
CL ac, ( j e t  f l a p ,  i . e .  C! = X) sq 
Then..the. effect ive 7 i s  re la ted  by: 
P 
An in te res t ing  approximate relationship among 7 BTJ and BA can P' 
be shown using a theo re t i ca l   j e t   f l ap  drag approximation. 
taking partial derivative  with  respect  to CJ, 
3% . 2cL 2c; 
ac, - -1" + - + 2cJ % - ( x A 3  + 2CJ) 2 
where r i s  the j e t  flap recovery factor 
ac, 2c- 
Recall L x &  + 2CJ = - c tn  BA 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  . .  
ac, cL 
a c , = 7 "  
9P and 
'J -qP 
A-1 1 
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Figure A-3: Examples of C versus CJ data L 
r + 5 c tn  @A 1 2  
or  eT = eA - Tb/w 
‘IP 
Thus, for airspeed nearly constant 8T i s  approximately proportional 
t o  %/W. Further, i f  r i s  un i ty  and CL << fl R then: 
To summarize the parameter relationships above: 
g/V i s  simply speed dependent. 
n i s  a strong function of CL but also feels some powered-lift 
effect .  The l a t t e r  i s  significant only a t  high CL and strong 
blowing. 
ZCL 
i s  fairly invariant,  but i s  a function of R. 
QT without powered l i f t  i s  small. It i s  usually about 70 t o  
95 deg for  a j e t   f l ap ,  60 t o  80 deg for  a deflected slipstream, 
and decreases as thrust increases. 8T tends t o  be large for  
a steep  flight  path  angle and high qp. 
qp i s  the main indicator of powered l i f t .  It i s  nearly zero 
f o r  conventional a i r c ra f t ,  and about 0.3 t o  0.5 fo r  powered- 
l i f t  a i rc raf t .  
A-1 3 
The range of these parameters i s  shown in  the  plots of Figure A-4 t o  
iUustrate  the f’mdamental differences.between powered-lift and conventional 
a i rcraf t  . 
A . 3  DIMENSIONAL  STABILITY AND CONTROL DERIVATIVES 
The following dimensional s t ab i l i t y  and control derivatives are usef‘ul. 
i n  computing longitudinal flight path motion. This wil be shown in the 
subsequent equations of motion and transfer functions. 
The relationships shown here differ  sl ightly from those defined i n  
Reference A - 3 .  The main difference i s  that here we assume a zero pitching 
moment, i .e. ,  e i s  constrained. Pitch i s  considered a control rather than 
a response variable. Only  one derivative is  really affected, and that i s  
sl ight.  
The derivatives represent x and z forces due to perturbations of air-  
speed, vertical  speed (angle of attack), pitch attitude, throttle (neglecting 
thrust lags), and horizontal and vertical  gusts. They are defined for a 
body-fixed stability-axis system i n  accordance with Figure A-5. 
Xu i s  the basic speed damping stability derivative. It i s  a simple 
function of basic parameters. Starting with the basic definition, 
- 
xu = -;r 1 aDrag 
It i s  convenient to  assume gross thrust independent of airspeed, but 
that there i s  a ram drag effect equal to &aV where & i s  the engine 
a i r  mass flow. Thus: 
1 2  
VS 2 pv s ac, il xu = - P T C D - -  a 
m du+m 
acD ac, ac, 
then du = ac, xi 
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Figure A-4: Comparison of Dominant Features 
(Conventional Transport Versus Powered-Lift) 
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Weight, W 
Summation- of Forces : 
0 = - W  sin y - S q  CD - rhoV + Td cos ( Along  Flight  Path 1 
0 = W cos y - Sq CL - id sin ( Normal  to  Flight  Path 1 
Where CL , C D  = f ( Q ,  C, 1 
and c, = Tb/sq 
Figure A-5: Longitudinal  Force Diagram 
acJ - 2 and - - cJ 
thus - PVS PVS xu - "m C ~ + ~ C ~ a c , ' ~  
ac, ia 
-ac,/ac 
" and ctn eT - 
therefore 
XU 
= - 3  
V 
For  conventional  aircraft  it  is more useful  to  evaluate X as a 
function  of C /C (where C, is  not a function  of 6,) or 
U 
D L  
xu = 
Z, is a cross  coupling 
due  to an x-velocity. 
CD lil 
-+os7 -" a m 
O cL 
derivative,  i.e.,  it  is  the  specific  z-force 
It  is  important  because  it  represents  the high 
frequency  vertical  path  disturbance  due  to a horizontal  gust. 
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I .  But  
o r  
- -  -;g cos y (1 - - 'J acL ) 
0 cL ac, 
Recall that qp i s  really defined i n  terms of Z,, hence the   l a s t  
expression i s  exact by definition. 
Z, normally increases for slower speeds but i n  powered-lift aircraft 
VP of fse t s  th i s .  Expected values of Z, fo r  powered-lift aircraft seem 
t o  be roughly comparable t o  those of conventional a i r c ra f t .  
. . -  
Xw i s  the other cross coupling derivative, x-force due to' z-velocity. 
. -  .. 
. .  . . . . , ;  . , 
- pvs 
2m 
- " ;g cos yo (2  - 1) .  
Therefore , 
xW 
Because % i s  relatively invariant, then Xw i s  primaxily a function of 
g/v or speed. 
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Z, is the heave damping stability derivative. It i s  probably the single 
most important stability  derivative  with  regard  to flight path control 
regardless of a i rc raf t  category. 
- 
= - Q cos 70( % + ;)
= - cos 7 (nk - tan 7.)v 0 
T h i s  is  the 0- derivative significantly affected by the assumption 
Of COnStrained attitude. This enters via Ch and the symbol t i s  
used t o  denote "trimmed", i .e., 
t A  '&e 
'w = 'w Mse Mw "
For most practical  purposes, though, this distinction can be ignored. 
It i s  important t o  recognize that   the   je t   f lap augmentation of 
C I ~ , .  for powered-lift a i rcraf t  tends t o  maintain a significant level. of 
heave damping. We can see this if  we reca l l  that 
or C b  6 + 1.5 CJ 
zW 
= - (6 + 1.5 cJ) . -pvs 2m 
For conventional a i rcraf t  only the f i r s t  term acts, but i n   j e t   f l a p  
type powered-lift both are significant. Figure A-6 i l lustrates the 
effect. This shows an es t imte  of Z; based on Tb/W = zero and 0.5. 
X8T i s  the x-force throttle control derivative. It is  convenient t o  
normalize this using thrust to  weight, i , e  ., i n  units of AT/W. 
Thus, for a jet flap airplane: 
- 
For the case of direct thrust, 
x8T = g COS eT 
Z8T i s  the z-force throttle control derivative and is,expressed simi- - 
larly t o  x8T: 
g 9  
Z8T = - 2 for powered lift 
Tb/w 
Z8T = - g sin eT for direct  thrust  
-2 
Note that - = tan eT ET A 
x8T 
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The dimensional derivatives can thus be summarized: 
Ih 
xu A - + (- tan yo + 'Ip ctn eT) - - a m 
2g 'D a Ih 
m (or - 7 %  - - i f  CD i s  not a f'unction of 
(or g cos eT i f  no je t  flap  effect)  
(or -g s in  e i f  no j e t  f l ap  e f f ec t )  T 
A .4 FIJGHT PATH EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The foregoing s tab i l i ty  and control derivatives can be used i n  the 
following convenient equation of motion scheme. It i s  not an exact repre- 
sentation, but if  the Zw distinction i s  recognized there is  negligible 
error. These equations of motion ( sham i n  Figure A-7) have two degrees 
of freedom with variables speed, u, and f l igh t  path excursion, d. The 
control variables are pitch attitude, 0, and thrott le,  %. Disturbance 
t 
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BASIC EQUATIONS 
A U X I L M Y  RELATIONSHIPS 
. .  
u = u + u  a g (airspeed) 
w = v u a  = w + w  
w = vffi ' =  v e - i  ( iner t ia l   ve loc i ty  normal to   f l igh t   pa th)  
a g (aerodynamic velocity normal t o   f l i g h t  path, angle of attack) 
7 = i/v ( iner t ia l   f l ight   path  angle)
1; = .  d.eos 7 + u s i n  yo ( iner t ia l   ver t ica l   ve loc i ty ,   a l t i tude   ra te )  ' .  
0 
Figure A-7: Simplified Flight Path Equations of Motion 
Body Fixed S tab i l i t y  Axis System 
variables  are  horizontal  gust, ug (positive  for  headwind) and vertical 
gust; w (positive  for. an updraft). 
. .  
g 
The  transfer  function  denominator  is  given by: 
, .  
A = s 2 - (X, + ZL) s + X,Z: - XwZu 
The  numerators  for  control  inputs  are: 
N: = (x, - g COS 7,) s + g (z, t cos 70 - s in  7,) 
= (x, - g cos 7,) s + - ( 4 )  
= (-Z, t + g sin 7,) 
a NsT = -ZsT s + X Z u ET - '881-1 
A-24 
The  numerators  for  gust  inputs  are: 
NZg = Xu S - XuZk + xwzu 
, .  
Nu9 = s ( S  - Z,) Ua t 
Gg = xw s 
Nwg W u w - xwzu = -z+ s + x Zt 
. .  
It  is  frequently  convenient to fu&her  simplify  these  equations by 
assuming yo small, making  ua a variable,  dropping  the wg term,  and  using 
horizontal  gust  rate (or  shear) fig, thus: 
This  is a highly  useful  compact  form  including  allithe  variables  important 
to the  approach  and  landing  situation. 
We can express  the  various  transfer  function  roots in terms  of  the 
basic parmeters presented  previously: 
(valid if reasonably  near 
A-25 
1 
I - 
Tyl 
: no simple form 
1 - A ( -  tan yo + ctn eT> V 
A - 5  FC3LCITIONSHIPS BETWEEN y - V CURVES AND STABILITY DEBIVATIYES 
1, is  possible  to  take  advantage of the  foregoing to develop a s e t  of 
relationships  between  steady  state y - V curves and  the  path  dynamics as 
. .expressed by dtmensional  stability  derivatives or other  alternative  parameters. 
The  most  direct  means of doing  this  is  to  consider a 7 - V curve 
consisting of constant  angle of attack  and  constant  throttle  Contours. 
(Note  that  constant  pitch  attitude  contours  can be used  to  determine  con- 
stant  angle  of  attack  contours.) Several combinations of four pieces of 
information  can  then be obtained for any given  operating  point. The four  
which WE shall  choose  are: 
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The equations of motion from the previous subsection can be used t o  
form the following equalities: 
. .  
A "6T Since tam eT = - , the equation A.5-I along with a trigonometric 
X 6  
identity and the approxi&tions for and Z, can be used t o  show: 
as presented  previously i n  Section A . 2 .  
If thrust i s  proportional t o  % and independent of V then 
g cos 70 ctn eT 
and x* = 
. 'To . tlP 
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Also, " 1 - vp ctn To ctn eT 
and, by definition 
1 
zu - v - -2g cos 7, (1 - vp) 
Substituting  these  into Equation A.5-2 one can show: 
sin eT 
- 
TP - cos 7 0 s in  (70 + eT) - -  
a 
Finally, from Equation 
and from Equation A.5-4 
t 2g Zw - Xw tan 70 = 
v cos 7 2 
Thus one can solve for the flight path dynamics given a 7 - V curve according 
to the relationships summarized in Table A-1. 
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TABLE A-1 
SUMMARY OF 7 - V F@XATIONS To FLIG€!!I' PATH DYNAMICS 
G I E T T :  7 versus V  for constant u, 6T 
At the  operating  point 70J V and trim ao, 6~~ evaluate  the  partial 
derivatives : 
Solve  for eT from: 
Solve for q from: 
P 
qP 
sin 8 T 
cos 7 sin (7, + eT) 
0 
A-29 
!UBIX A-1 (Concluded) 
. .  
. .  
and 
z, = - 3 cos y 0 (1 - qp) 
Solve for & and Zw from: t 
xw - 
- 
tan eT + tan yo 
t gI 
2g 6T zw = xw tan yo + 
$cos yo [' 2$o av la] -vas, 
Finally, 
I -  
\ 
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APPENDIX B 
ATMISPHERIC DISTURBANCE  MODELING 
This  appendix  presents a summary  of  the  experience  derived  during  this 
program  regarding  atmospheric  disturbance  modeling. It was  clear  that 
simulator  results  depended  heavily  upon  the  presence  of  atmospheric  dis- 
turbances. Thus, this was a continuing  area  of  concern. An appreciation 
of the  important  aspects  of  atmospheric  disturbances  is  difficult  to  obtain 
because  the  literature  contains  many  apparent  conflicts in modeling  forms, 
definitions,  and  areas  of  emphasis.  The  following  is an effort  to  address 
some  of  these  conflicts  by  considering  limitations  imposed  by  the  handling 
qualities  and  performance  features of a low-speed  aircraft  operating  at  low 
altitudes. 
The  organization  of  this  appendix  follows  the  general  chronological 
sequence in our study  of  disturbance  effects.  We  began  the  program  with 
what  was  considered a widely  accepted  atmospheric  model.,  however,  midway 
through  the  program,  this  model  was  reconsidered  because  of  concerns ex- 
pressed by subject  pilots.  Alternatives  were  studied,  and  finally,  based 
on  the  results  of  this  study  and a short  simulator  experiment,  it  was 
decided  to  continue  with  the  original  model. Thus, this  appendix  is  sub- 
divided in the  following  manner: 
0 A definition of the  disturbance  model  used  throughout  this 
experiment 
0 A study of disturbance  model  alternatives 
0 The  results  of a simulation  experiment  to  explore  major 
modeling  dissimilarities 
0 A summary of important  factors  concerning  atmospheric 
disturbance  modeling. 
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A few  introductory  remarks  should  be  made.  First, an atmospheric d is -  
turbance  model may be characterized by a deterministic  component  and a random 
component.  The  emphasis  given  here  is on the  latter. In this  particular 
program, the  relative  effects  of  the  deterministic  model  were  weak  compared 
to the  random  turbulence  effects.  This  would  probably  not  be  the  case if 
the  effects  of  strong  wind  shears  were  of  particular  interest. It will also 
be  noted  that  special  emphasis  is  given  to  the  longitudinal  random  distur- 
bance  component.  This  is  due  to  the  nature  of  the  pilot/vehicle  system  and 
the  range  of  altitudes  of  interest  as  described  shortly. 
B. 1 THE ATMOSPHERIC MODEL USED I N  THIS PROGRAM 
During  this  simulation  program,  the  deterministic  wind  model  and  the 
random  turbulence  model  were two relatively  independent  entities.  The 
features  of  the  deterministic  wind  included  magnitude,  direction,  and  shear 
profile.  Each  of  these  were  sometimes  varied on a run-to-run  basis  and 
the  specific  sets  of  characteristics  used  are  described in the  respective 
simulation  reports  (References  B-1  through  B-4). 
The  random  turbulence  model  used  during  this  simulation  program  was 
based  on  the mL-F-8785B Dryden  model  as  described  in  Reference B-5. Turbu- 
lence  intensity,  the  only  parameter  which  was  varied,  was  characterized in 
terms  of a probability of exceedance. 
The  specific  properties of the  random  turbulence  model  used  throughout 
this  program  are  given i  Table  B-I.  The  horizontal  gust  intensity, % 
was  held  constant  during any given run. The  standard  level of turbulence 
used  corresponded  to a nominal  probability of exceedance  of 10%. It should 
be noted  that in the  basic  MIL-F-8785B  model, u is actually a weak  fbnction 
of altitude  as  shown  in  Figure  B-I . 
g’ 
ug 
To  summarize,  the  important  features of the  model  used  are: 
0 Horizontal  gust  intensity is a specified  constant 
independent  of  altitude 
e Horizontal  scale  length  varies with the  cube  root of altitude 
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Figure B-I : Probability of Exceedance for  Horizontal Gust Intensity 
of MIL-F-8783B Turbulence Model 
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0 Vertical  gusts  are  characterized  by a decreasing 
intensity  and  increasing  choppiness  as  low  altitudes 
are  approached 
0 The  dominant  characteristics  are  the  horizontal gust 
intensity  and  scale  length  (which ll be shown m r e  
clearly in the  following  paragraphs). 
While  use of the  standard  level of turbulence for  the  model  previously 
described  seemed  to  be  effective in revealing key features  and  limitations 
of powered-lift  aircraft,  some  pilots  expressed  the  opinion  that  the  turbu- 
lence  seemed  unrealistically  severe.  During  the  period  between  the AWJSRA 
simulation  and  the  first  Generic STOL simulation,  the  matter  of  turbulence 
modeling  was  studied in order  to  either  confirm  the  original  turbulence 
model  used  or  to  recommend an alternative  which  might  be  regarded  as  more 
realistic.  This  study  involved a review  of  low  altitude  turbulence  data 
along  with  other  atmospheric  models.  Unfortunately  it  was  found  that  the 
background  data  and  the  various  models  differed  widely,  both in mathematical 
forms  and  numerical  definition. A factor  which  helped  to  simplify  this 
overview,  though,  was  consideration  of  the  closed  loop  pilot/vehicle  system. 
This  resulted in showing  that  seemingly  extremely  different  atmospheric 
models  can  have a nearly  equivalent  effect  on  flight  path  performance  of 
the  pilot/vehicle.  Ultimately, it was  found  that  the  original  model was 
probably no worse  nor no better  than  any  reasonable  alternative. 
We begin  our  discussion f modeling  alternatives by considering the 
restrictions  imposed by the  pilot/vehicle in combination  with  the  random 
disturbance.  This  allows us to  focus on a limited  spectral  range  and o  a 
particular  axis  of  the  disturbance.  Then,  with  this  point  of  view,  three 
competing  models  are  compared. 
We can  gain  some  appreciation of the  important  aspects of atmospheric 
disturbances on flight  path  performance by the following approach.  First, 
we assume  that  the  pilot/vehicle  is  approximated by pitch  attitude  and 
B-5 
. .  . .  . .  
. .  
. .  
throttle held constant. N e x t ,  as a metric for flight path dispersion, 
we use alt i tude rate,  I;. Finally, .we will consider horizontal and vert ical  
gust disturbances represented simply by the normal Dryden spectral forms. 
The key airframe transfer functions are: 
i l L  -z s 
"
U 
U (. +&)(s  +$) 
In the following paragraphs, we consider f irst  the effect of horizontal gust 
alone, next the effect of vertical gusts alone, and finally the combined 
effects of horizontal and ver t ical  gusts. The result of this wil be t o  
identify  the important relationships between pilot/vehicle frequency response 
and gust frequency response, and particularly  the dominance of the horizontal 
gust component. 
In  order  to  i l lustrate  the  sensit ivity of flight  path  to  horizontal 
gusts l e t  us consider the following example. 
1 
" - 0.1 sec -1 
Te 1 
- = 0.5 sec -1 
Te2 
zU 
= - .3 sec -1 
These values are representative of a f a i r l y  wide range of vehicles including 
not only powered-lift aircraft but also conventional aircraft. Represen- 
tation i s  a t  least  adequate f o r  the general argument presented here. 
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The  rstio  .of RN3 altitude  rate  to RMS horizontal  gust  versus  the 
'horizontal  gust  break  frequency, - is  shown in Figure B-2. This figure 
shows  that  if  the  horizontal  gust  break  frequency  falls  generally  between 
the  effective  speed  damping, l/Tel,,  .and  heave  damping, 1/Te2, of the  basic 
airframe, then the RMS altitude  rate  is  fairly  insensitive  to  the gus  
break  frequency, - This  is  also  the  frequency  range  for  which  the  air- 
frame is most  sensitive  to  horizontal  gusts. In the  following  pages  we 
shall  see  that  horizontal gust break  frequencies  do in fact  appear to  fall 
within  this  range.  Thus  the  relative  insensitivity  to  horizontal  gust 
break  frequency  is an important  aspect. 
L L l y  
Lu' 
Now  consider  the  effect  of  the  vertical  gust  component in a similar 
manner.  First  note  that  the  main  feature  characterizing  the  airframe  is  the 
effective  heave  damping, 1 /Te2. If we  use  the  same  value  as in the previous 
example, i .e., 1 /Te2 = 0.5 sec-l , then we can  generate a similar  plot  of 
RMS altitude  rate  to RMS vertical  gust  intensity  versus  the  effective 
vertical  gust  breakpoint. This is  '.shown i Figure B-3. Note  that  for 
vertical  gusts  having  higher  frequency  content,  the  effect  on  flight  path 
decreases,  i.e.,  the  airframe  simply  acts  as a low pass  filter. It will 
be  fo&d that  as  the  aircraft  descends in altitude  for  the  latter  stages of 
the  approach,  the  vertical  gust  break  frequency  tends  to b  somewhat  higher 
than  the  effective  heave  damping,  1/Te2.  Further,  the  intensity  of  the 
vertical g u s t  component  is  somewhat  less  than  the  horizontal  component. 
We can get a better  view of the  comparative  effects  of  the  horizontal 
and  vertical  gust  components if we  consider a given  turbulence  model. In 
particular,  we  need a means  of  relating  horizontal and vertical  gust  in- 
tensity  and  scale  length  to  altitude. For the  purposes  of  illustration 
we will use  the MILF-8785~ model  to  provide  these  relationships. It will 
be shown in the  next  subsection  that  the  results  obtained  from  this  model 
are  similar  in  character  to  those  from  other  models  considered. 
Figure B-4 shows  the RMS altitude  rate  to FDS horizontal  gust  versus 
altitude for each of the .two gust  components.  The  airframe  dynamics  are 
the  same  used in the two previous  figures.  Note  that  at n altitude of 
about 100 m ( 3 3  ft)  the  two  components  are  about  equally  influential,  but 
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Figure B-2: Effect of Horizontal Gust on Altitude Rate 
Versus Horizontal Gust Break Frequency (Attitude and Throttle Fixed) 
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Figure B-3: Effect of Vertical  Gust on Altitude Rate 
Versus Vertical  Gust Break Frequency (Attitude and Throttle Fixed) 
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Figure B-4: Effect of Horizontal and Vertical Gusts on Altitude 
Rate Versus Altitude (Attitude and Throttle Fixed) 
below that, the effect of the vertical  component becomes considerably 
weaker. In particular,  in the cr i t ical  a l t i tude range below 60 m (200 f t )  
only the horizontal gust component has a significant effect on the FM3 
al t i tude  ra te  excursion. 
To the extent that the above l ine  of reasoning and assumptions are 
sound, we can then direct our attention  to  the  horizontal gust com- 
ponent restricted  to  the  spectral  range defined by the  basic,speed damping 
and heave &mping of the bare airframe. This restricted view of random 
atkspheric disturbances greatly facilitates handling the various conflicts 
i n  model forms and numerical  values. ,I 
..-. ' 
With the above ideas i n  mind, we  now compare three competing atmospheric 
models,  and in  particular, their random turbulence properties. The three 
models are: 
.%) The " ~ - 8 7 8 3 ~  Dryden  Model (Reference B-5) ' 
ii) The Etkin low altitude turbuence model (Reference €3-6) 
, .  
iii) The Boeing atmospheric model (Reference B-7) 
. I .  . 
We wil discuss the following aspects of the above models: 
0 Probability density function 
0 Spectral form 1 
. Ihtensity 
. .  r 
0 S,cale  length 
0 Mean wind dependence. 
Where possible, we lidt discussion to only the horizontal gust component 
since %he ver t ical  component can be considered less important for reasons 
stated  previously. 
A11 three of the' atmospherLc mdels considered here assume a Gaussian 
probability density function to describe rsdom turbulence. While this 
seems 'to agree reasonably well with actual r6easurements, the most compelling 
. .  
. .  
. .  
reason for this assumption is  probably in . the   ease  of hadl ing   ana ly t ica l ly .  
Reference B-10 presents  the  results of a study i n  which a non-Gaussian 
model i s  considered. While this  report  indicates  that  pi lots  were ab le  to  
discern differences in  probabi l i ty  densi ty  funct ion to  some degree, it 
appears 'to be not r ea l ly  a f i rs t -order   effect .  
The spectral description of the turbulence model describes the time 
varying nature of each gust component. For each component the  spec t ra l  
description i s  composed of the spectral  form, the intensity (e .g., FM3 
l eve l ) ,  and the character is t ic  scale  length.  Let us begin by considering 
the spectral  form. For the sake of brevity, we wil consider only the 
horizontal (longitudinal) component. 
The two spectral  forms most commonly used are   the Dryden and Von Karman. 
Each of these has a cer ta in  advantage. The Dryden form i s  easily simulated 
since it i s  equivalent t o  white noise through a simple f i rs t -order  low-pass 
f i l t e r .  Unfortunately, it i s  commonly considered t o  be an inadequate rep- 
resentation of r e a l  world spectral properties of turbulence. The  Von Karman 
spectral  form, on the other hand, i s  considered t o  be a good representation 
of the   rea l  world, but it cannot be modeled with a physically  realizable 
f i l t e r .   I n  order t o  approach the Von Karman form, a high-order f i l t e r  more 
complex than the Dryden f i l t e r  m u s t  be used. In the following paragraphs, 
though, we show that  the dis t inct ions between these two spectral  forms are  
not necessarily great,  at  least  when viewed in the context of the  pi lot /  
vehicle system of interest   here.  
A t  this point we should note that the three turbulence models we are  
considering here employ both spectral forms. The  MIL-F-8783B model employs 
the Dryden form (the MIL-F-8783B model also  includes a Von Karman form as 
an alternative but we shall not consider it i n  our discussions). Both the 
Boeing and Etkin models are  based on a Von  Karman spectral  form. Recognizing 
the   inabi l i ty   to   phys ica l ly   rea l ize  this form, the Boeing model actual ly  
u t i l i ze s  a second-order f i l t e r  which approximates the Von Karman form out 
t o  a reasonably high frequency. 
Now, consider some important aspects of the Dryden versus Von  Karman 
spectral  form. F i r s t ,  l e t  us compare the power spectral  densi ty  of the two 
. .  . .  
. .  
. .  . .  
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forms. T h i s  i s  shown i n  Figure B-3, a normalized frequency (no distinction 
i s  made between the so-called Dryden scale length and Von Karman scale 
length, a t  this point they are assumed equal). Note that the two  power 
spectral densities are within 1/2 db of one another for   the  mjori ty  of the 
region. one decade below and one decade above the breakpoint, - rad/sec. 
Only a t  high frequencies do the two curves show a significant divergence. 
The implication i s  that i f  our spectral range of in te res t   l i es  near the 
f i l t e r  breakpoint then either spectral form i s  adequate. We shall see 
that  this is,. in fact, the case. Let us make this .comparison, though, i n  
a s l ight ly  more direct  way. 
v 
Lu 
A useful way of viewing spectral power i s  to  plot   the product of power 
spectral density and frequency normalized by the variance. This function 
versus the log of frequency gives a direct indication of the power contained 
i n  a given spectral range*. This i s  shown i n  Figure B-6. The  main feature 
of this plot i s  that  both spectral forms concentrate the power in  a region 
near the breakpoint. In th i s  region, a sl ightly better match could be ob- 
tained by simply decreasing the Dryden intensity by about 874. If, on the 
other hand, the frequency range of interest  were a t  higher frequencies, 
then the two spectral forms would be matched by sliding them laterally,  
i.e., adjusting the effective scale lengths. 
We can conclude from the above that if  our spectral range of interest  
i s  in  f ac t  centered about the gust f i l t e r  break frequency, i.e.,  that the 
airplane frequency response as indicated by the 1/Te t o  l/Te2 range, then 
there i s  no major distinction between the two spectral forms and that one 
form could be used i n  place of the other. Clearly, the Dryden form i s  the 
more attractive because of i t s  convenience. 
1 
Now consider the aspect of gust intensity. Again we shall t r e a t  only 
the horizontal component, ug. We will choose t o  make our comparison of 
turbulence intensity of various models and data sources i n  terms of prob- 
ab i l i ty  of exceedance. 
Table B-2 shows a comparison of RPG u for  two data sources and two g 
turbulence models., The point of comparison consists of probability of 
exceedance of 10% and 1 $ a t  ari alt i tude of approximately 3 m (100 f t )  . 
The area under the curve for  any frequency band i s  proportional to  the 
power i n   t h a t  frequency band. 
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Figure B-5: Comparison  of  Normalized  Horizontal  Gust  Power  Spectral  Density 
for Von Karman  and  Dryden  Spectral Forms 
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-.- Notes : 
Area under curves for a given frequency 
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Total area under either curve is .4343 
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Figure B-6: Direct Comparison of Spectral Forms 
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TABU B-2 
COMPARISON OF RMS ug FOR SEVERAL DATA SOURCES AND MODELS 
SOURCE 
m1,-1?-8785~ (30 m) 
Boeing ( X  m, neutral lapse) 
Battelle (Lake  Union, 25 m, adjusted*) 
LO-LOCAT I11 (overall, 75 m) 
Nominal values used 
in   t h i s  simulation program 
u m/sec (ft/sec) %’ 
PROBABILITY OF MCEEDANCE 
1.43 (4.7) 2.07 (6.8) 
1.34 (4.4) . 2.09 (6.85) 
I .4g (4.9) 2.38 (7.8) 
1 . X  (4.25) 1.83 (6.0) 
1.4 (4.5) 2.0 (6.5) 
* The data was adjusted t o  account for  a difference between the mean 
wind measured during the study period and the  climatological mean wind, 
assuming that RIG gust intensity i s  approximately proportional t o  mean 
wind. In this case the mean wind measured was 76% the climatological 
mean. Therefore, the REas values were adjusted upward 3 6 .  
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Values  for  the M T L F - ~ ~ ~ ~ B  model are taken  directly  from  Figure  B-1 
for an altitude  of 30 m (100 ft) . In using  the  Boeing  model w   assume a 
neutral  lapse  rate, a surface  roughness  corresponding  to a normal  airport 
(4.6 cm),  and an altitude  of 30 m.  The  Etkin  model  is  not  involved  because 
it  contains  no  probability  of  exceedance  relationships.  The  data  from 
Reference B-8 is  based  on a recent  study  involving V/STOL port  sites,  and 
the  data  from  Reference  B-9  is  of  particular  interest  because  it  involves 
relatively  long-term  turbulence  measurements  made.  at a reasonably  low 
altitude  (approximately 75 m) . As noted  in  the  table,  it  has  been  adjusted 
to  reflect  the  climatological  mean  for  the  area  measured. 
The  tabulated RM3 u values  for  the  various  models  and  data  sources g 
do in fact  compare  closely  with  those  nominal  values  used dming this 
simulation  program. This is  particularly  true  of  the  standard  turbulence 
level  taken  at 10$ probability  of  exceedance. 
The  variation  of  turbulence  intensity  with  altitude is shown in 
Figure  B-7.  The  Boeing  model  varies  the  most  as a f'mction of altitude. 
However,  at  those'  altitudes  corresponding  to  the  critical  part  of  the.  ap- 
proach  (below 60 m)  the  comparison  is  good.  We  should  note  also  that  the 
Et-  model  assumes IS is  constant  with  altitude. u9 
The  next  model  feature  we  consider is the  turbulence  scale  length. 
Up to  this  point  there  has  been  little  to  distinguish  the  three  models  we 
are  considering. In the  case  of  scale  length,  there  appears  to  be a sub- 
stantial  difference. 
. From  the  foregoing  discussion  of  spectral  properties,  St  is  clear 
that  the  scale  length  directly  determines  where  the  spectral  power  is 
centered. If the  scale  length  is  such  that  the  spectral  power  of  the 
disturbance is centered  within  the  bandwidth  of  the  pilot/vehicle  then  we 
can expect  some  significant  effect. This appears  to  be  the.  case  for  air- 
.craft  in  the  latter  stages  of  the  approach  .phase. , 
First,  let us consider  how  scale  1ength.i.s  specified  by  each  of  the 
three  models we are  considering. In each  case,  scale  length  is a direct 
function of altitude  as  summarized in  Table  B-3.  The  forms  are  clearly 
quite  different.  However, a better  illustration  of  their  differences is 
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Figure  B-7: RhE u versus Altitude 
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TABU B-3 
HORIZONTAL SCALF, LENGTH, h, FOR VARIOUS M3DEIS 
M I L F - ~ ~ ~ ~ B  (DRYDEN) : 
c . : .  
Lu - . .  . ho = 304.8 m (loo0 ft).' - 
. ^  . . ,  (0.177 + 0.723 h)l * *  h, 
ho = 121.9 m (400 f t )  
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shown i n  Figure B-8 i n  which scale  length i s  plotted  versus  altitude. 
This shows a wide var ia t ion   espec ia l ly   in   the   c r i t i ca l  low altitude region. 
In  general,. the Etkin and the MIL-F-8785B models bracket the range, of scale 
lengths from numerous measurements reported in  the l i terature .  Reference B-9 
i s  considered t o  have one of the   be t te r   se t s  of scale length measurements 
because of i t s  re la t ive ly  long-term measurements. It shows that  scale  
lengths do, i n  f ac t ,  vary widely i n  the  rea l  world. In  fac t ,  the  data 
p lo t t ed   i n  Figure B-9 suggests some relationship between scale length and 
gust intensi ty .  Milder g-t intensities involve scale lengths of the same 
order of magnitude a s  those of the Etkin model, while higher gust in tens i t ies  
correspond to scale lengths comparable to  the  MIL-F-8785~ model. According 
to these data, the standard 10% l eve l  of turbulence used i n   t h i s  program 
was i n  agreement with the  relatively  long  scale  length provided by the 
MIEF-8785B Dryden model. 
. 3  
In  the last  analysis,  though, it w i l l  be seen that the overal l  pi lot /  
vehicle performance i s  not r ea l ly   a l l   t ha t   s ens i t i ve   t o  a large variation 
.&I ,scale length. To see this, l e t  us now consider how the widely varying 
horizontal scale lengths of the three models affect pilot/vehicle performance. 
We can do this i n  a manner s imi l a r . t o  that done in   the  f irst  part of t h i s  
subsection, i.e., compute the RMS a l t i tude rate  as  a function of gust scale 
length for a sample airplane. In addition to the- case of no active control 
of f l i g h t  path, i . e . ,  a t t i tude  and thrott le f ixed, we shall also consider 
the,approximate effect of moderate t o  tight control of flight path. This 
can be done in a simple fashion by assuming that the   p i lo t  has modified the 
denominator of the  a i r f rame  t ransfer   mct ion by regulation of f l i gh t  path. 
Based on observations made in the simulator, we assume that t i g h t  f l i g h t  
path  control can be represented by a closed-loop frequency of 0.5 rad/sec 
and a damping r a t io  of 0.3. A moderate degree of fl ight path control can be 
represented by a frequency of 0.3 rad/sec and damping r a t i o  of 0.5. For 
the previously used example, a speed of 75 kt, and a horizontal gust intensi ty  
of 1.4 m/s (4.5 ft /s) ,  the RMS a l t i tude  ra te  i s  plotted versus horizontal 
scale length in Figure B-10. Horizontal scale lengths are indicated for 
each of the three models over the cri t ical  approach al t i tudes of 60 m 
(200 ft) down t o  15 m (w  f t )  . This plot suggests that over the wide range 
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. .  
of scale lengths represented in these three models, there  i s  re la t ive ly  
L i t t l e   e f f ec t  on the flight path performance as indicated by RMS a l t i tude  
r a t e .  
Up t o  this point we have dealt mainly w i t h  the turbulence aspect of 
the wind models. Let us briefly consider the mean wind aspect. 
Mean wind dependence on the random turbulence model i s  a feature 
unique t o   t h e  Boeing model. This dependence i s  associated with the behavior 
of a planetary boundary layer.  Thus there i s  a-specified mean wind pro- 
f i l e  which combines with the random  wind shear. The dominant feature, 
however, i s  simply the magnitude of the mean wind. For example, the 
probabili ty of exceedance of 10% leads to a mean wind of 20 kt a t  3 m 
(100 f t )  and 15 k t  a t  6 m (20 f t )  . When using the bm-~-8785~ and EtJsin 
models, the mean wind must be  arbitrari ly  defined and combined with the 
random turbulence as was done i n  this simulation program. 
Now l e t  us summarize our analysis of the effects  of turbulence and of 
the three turbulence models considered. 
0 The horizontal gust i s  the most important component 
i n   t h e   c r i t i c a l  approach a l t i tudes  below 60 m (200 f t )  . 
0 The RIG gust intensity has the most d i rec t  e f fec t  on 
pilot/vehicle performance. 
0 Horizontal scale length i s  the most variable feature 
among the models considered but does not have a 
corresponding ef fec t  on pilot/vehicle performance, a t  
least  not on sink rate .  
0 Von Karman and Dryden spectral  forms and scale lengths 
may be used interchangeably in   t he   spec t r a l  band of 
i n t e r e s t   i n   t h i s  program. 
The above fac tors   l ed  t o  the brief simulator experiment described i n  the 
following subsection. 
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B. 3 A SHORT S m T I O N  EXPERIMENT TO EXPIQRF: RANDOM TURBLJIENCE  CHA.RACTERISTICS 
The s t u d y  of turbulence mdels described i n   t h e  previous subsection 
showed tha t   the  most extreme differences of any l i ke ly  consequence were i n  
turbulence scale lengths. The standard model used i n  this program (based 
on the "~-8785~ model) was characterized by re la t ive ly  long scale  lenths 
w h i l e ,  a t  the  o ther  extreme, the Etkin model involved relatively short 
scale lengths. It was decided t o  perform a simulator test on th i s  one 
aspect of random turbulence in   o rder   to  measure i t s  influence on turbulence 
realism and apparent severity. A s  mentioned previously, analysis had shown 
that these extremes in   scale   length should not r ea l ly  have a large impact 
on pilot/vehicle performance, but the  effect  on perceived realism was not 
lulown . 
Turbulence model character is t ics  which were compared experimentally 
a re  summarized i n  Table B-4. The most prominant point of comparison was 
the horizontal scale length. 
An airplane model which approximated the DHC-6 Twin Otter was used 
t o  explore these two different  sets  of character is t ics .  This airplane 
model i s  described i n  Reference B-3. 
The s i m i h t o r  experiment consisted of f lying normal visual approaches 
similar t o  those performed during previous powered-lift investigations. Two 
subject pilots participated in the evaluation. Each one flew a ser ies  of 
approaches w i t h  one turbulence mdel, then a change was  made to   t he  second 
model. The p i lo t s  were informed only when the change was made but the 
models were not identified.  
The resu l t s  of th i s   b r ie f  experiment did not favor one turbulence model 
over the other. While.there were indicat ions that  the pi lots  could sense 
the d i f fe rence   in  choppiness between the two models*, neither could be 
termed more r ea l i s t i c .  Both p i lo t s  considered the turbulence w i t h  e i ther  
model t o  be r e a l i s t i c  for some runs and unreal is t ic  for  other  runs. A 
summary of p i l o t  comments i s  included i n  Reference B-3. 
* Etkin model had more high frequency content because of smaller h. 
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TABU B-4 
CHARACTERISTICS COMPARED EXPERIMEXTALLY 
Basic 
% m/sec  (ft/sec) 
(J vg 
2LV* 
% 
2LW* 
OlUGIIUL IWDEL 
"~-8785~ 
1.4 (4.5) 
LU 
h 
ALTEXNATIVE M3DEL 
Etkin 
1.4 (4.5) 
ho = 121 -9 (bo) 
0.8 (J 
ug 
2LW 
0.5 %g 
0.4 h** 
The  coefficient of2 is  included  to  clearly  denote  the  use of the L, 
and L, definitions  most  frequently  used  in  the  literature.  "he  spectral 
break  frequencies  are  thus V/2& and V/2& while  for  the  horizontal 
component  it  is v/%. 
This  was an error in interpreting  the  Etkin mdel, 2& should have been 
0.8 h in  which  case  it  would  have  been  nearly  equal to the M I L - F - ~ ~ ~ ~ B  
model. 
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Due to the apparent equivalence of the two s e t s  of character is t ics  
studied, it was decided t o  continue using the original turbulence model 
for  the  remainder of this simulator program, with consistency being the 
deciding factor. 
B .4 A SUMMARY OF THE CONSIDEFATIONS IN MODELING ATMOSPHERIC  DISTlTRBANCES 
The foregoing discussion of atmospheric disturbance modeling has in- 
cluded a number of important, ideas which will be b r i e f ly  summarized below. 
These ideas  apply to  f l ight  in  the low-al t i tude s tages  of  the approach 
and landing f l ight  phase, which is  considered the most c r i t i c a l   p a r t  of a l l  
terminal area operations. Further, these remarks apply t o  f l i g h t  p a t h  
control aspects as opposed to  a t t i tude control  aspects  which occur i n  a higher 
frequency range. 
The most important feature overall i s  the horizontal  
gust   intensity,  oug. 
The frequency band of importance i s  approximately bounded 
on the low end by the airframe speed damping, 1 /To1, and on the 
high end by heaving damping, 1 /To2. Typically this i s  i n  t h e  
range between 0 .I  rad/sec and 0.5  rad/sec. The spec t ra l  form 
need be valid only over the above range. Hence both the Dryden 
and Von  Karman forms a r e   f o r   a l l   p r a c t i c a l  purposes equivalent. 
The longitudinal scale length can vary over a wide range 
without significantly changing the net  effects  of atmospheric 
disturbances. Therefore, it i s  d i f f icu l t  to  d i s t inguish  between 
var ious scale  length var ia t ions with al t i tude or between large 
d i f fe rences  in  magnitudes. 
Vert ical  gusts a re  of r e l a t ive ly  minor importance because of 
the i r  charac te r i s t ica l ly  lower magnitude and shorter scale length 
compared to   hor izonta l   gus ts .  
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